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The problem In this study Is an analytical approach 
to the philosophical and psychological principles of educa­
tional methods, as containing elements In the history of 
progress of sen. The educators may better understand these 
principles of educational methods, comparative principles 
from East and West being presented by a student of both 
cultures. Only by correlation of the two culture® can one 
understand the significant contributions and their aec.uen~ 
tlal effects upon modern principles. The growth of eduoa- 
tional methods of the East and West in historical form is 
given as supporting evidence of the weight of the Influence 
each has upon the other. Modern educational methods will 
be directly traced to the embryonic development of educa­
tion to show that the early principles and methods are 
conclusively the basis of present day educational methods.
Therefore, in the first chapter, the writer is 
concerned with the nature of method as containing elements 
of philosophy, psychology, logic, and means. Philosophy 
gives the principle of method} logic and means are inter­
preted as tools to help the processes of method and psy­
chology assists method to find the proper approach to 
learning.
mOn this psychological and philosophical basis, the 
method which deal* with conflicting values and ethloal 
trait* is ©ailed the broad problem of method and is dis­
cussed according to philosophical principle*, Specifically, 
the method which deal* with a learning situation is called 
the narrow problem of method and is discussed on the psy­
chological basis.
fhe nature of man in tern* ©f common sense, science, 
and philosophy are discussed in Chapter II. Certain at­
tributes ©f man are granted as the basis of his learning 
preoee*. The primitive, universal and educational methods 
employed by man in his evolutionary progress from a state 
el savagery to a state of barbarism and then to a stage 
©f civilization are Interpreted.
Chapter III is concerned with the steps toward 
civilisation and the contributions of ancient Oriental 
nations to educational methods. In interpreting the con­
tributions of the Oriental systems of education careful 
attention is given to the philosophy baching these systems 
and their expected outcomes.
Chapter IV is concerned with Graeco-Roman contribu­
tions to educational methods. The contributions of pre- 
Soeratio philosophers to scientific methods is discussed.
An attempt is made to interpret the contributions of 
ancient Greek and Roman eduoators on the basis of their 
philosophical and psychological ideas on the nature of man,
n u
nature of knowledge and the nature of society,
Chapter V teal» with Christian contributions to 
educational methods. it 1# concerned with Christ as a great 
teacher. A comparison i® made between Christ1® principle® 
of leashing and those of outstanding modern educators* The 
contributions of medieval ages, monasticism, chivalry and 
the guilds are briefly Interpreted.
©ampler VI is concerned with the development of 
methods in the Islamic culture. Quranic principles and the 
assimilated contributions of previous nations are tales as 
the foundations of Islamic contributions to the educational 
methods. The writer has presented the eontrlbutions of the 
great exponents both to the scientific methods of higher 
education and the development of the elementary education* 
The teaching of Quran is taken as the foundation of the 
discussion of the broad problem of method.
Ohapter til is concerned with the cultural movements 
of fourteenth, fifteenth, and sixteenth centuries as the 
basis for the development of philosophical doctrine in 
seventeenth century, which established foundations for 
modem educational theories and praotioes. The theory of 
knowledge introduced by John Locke is traced. The develop** 
ment of that theory by his successor, David Hume Is taken 
as the cornerstone of naturalistic and developmentalistle 
methods.
The contributions of the great educators on the
discovered prinoiple® of the operation of mind® to the
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By a Hethod IB education 1b meant the way in 
which a teacher pats educative agents and means 
to work apes human nature bo as to produce sow* 
desired result, thus a Book may Be used as 
matter to Be understood, or to Be understood and 
remembered, or to Be merely memorised without 
understanding, or to Be understood, remembered 
and used in the solution of problems, thus, to 
prodnee the result**kn©wledge of oertain fasts 
in chemistry***the teacher may describe the facte 
orally, or hare students read printed descrip­
tions of them in a text-book, or demonstrate 
the facts By experiments, or get the students 
to perform the experiments themselves.
Edward L. Thorndike
v t m t m  t
OS THE M M W G  or METHOD 
Introduction
The nature of method li interpreted in this 
chapter as containing elements of philosophy, psychology, 
logic and means. Philosophy gives the principle to 
method; logic and means are the tools to help the process* 
es of method and phy|holQgy assists method to find the 
proper appro&oh to learning.
I. tHS MATURE or METHOD
Etymologieally speaking, the word method Is 
derived from the Oreek word “methodoe,• which means 
•pursuit of.* It does not indicate a particular hind 
of persuasion. Specifically It is used for a situation 
such as method of science, which means a pursuit of 
knowledge, and generally oould be used for any kind of 
organized or non*org«nized aim.
It is a pathway between an aim and & principle, 
which applies to a series of acts in going through that 
pathway. It sometimes shortens the way to the goal, 
formulates the acts to achieve a particular type of 
outcome and supervises the action® toward the aim.
z
Thename method involves a dear as well as a 
receiver, ©ertalnly the doer allray# i# an individual 
who acts according to a certain principle. The receiver 
sometimes Is another individual who Unit# the freedom 
of the action of ths too* or who cooperates with him.
Ho, tho door, could ho the resolver, or physical foots 
eould ho the receiver.
a clear statement and a definition of method Is 
rendered difficult hy the foot that It differs fro® on® 
door to another; from one principle to another; from one 
ala to another. Hethod Involves philosophy, logic, social 
demands, eoelal control, psychology and various means of 
operation.
limiting the meaning of method to the boundaries 
ef education, would include a twofold Interpretation. 
Learning the details of a subject matter field, or con­
sidering the best way of living are both Included in 
education as a whole. The former 1# called the narrow 
problem of method and the latter is considered the wider 
problem of method. The narrow problem of method is a 
learning situation which includes only a single response 
of many varied reactions of the learner. The narrow 
problem of method includes the law# of learning and is 
obviously psychological. Because the broad problem.of 
method deals with conflicting values and ethical traits,
3it li philosophical. Both the narrow m &  the broad 
problem of method depend upon the rang® of th® series ©f 
action® uhlan take place between prlnoipl® and aim, in- 
eluding the aim Itself. Hie general plan of this aeries 
of nets points out whether the method is good or poor.
XX. PHII.030PHY ABO *H* M W M  OF MCTHOD
Idealla® and Method. Philosophically, we suppose 
this principle •Bee® est pereipi83 is aeoepted as the 
corner*®tone of troth and the erlterion of values. Accord­
ing to this principle, any survey of the objects of human 
knowledge gees to the world of ideas —  Ideas of senses, 
ideas of mind and Idea® of imagination, the oolors and 
lights with their several degrees which we have by eight, 
the hardness and softness, the heat and sold, the motion 
and resistance which we perceive by touch, the odors which 
we smell, and the sounds which our ears convey to our mind 
are all ideas. In short, any aim based on & better under­
standing of this doctrine implies a unity between subjective 
and objective worlds. It involves reducing objectivity 
Into subjectivity, physical phenomena into the mental out­
comes, things into images and sensations into perceptions.
&. Berkeley, i
(La!alTsT 
51.
of Human ksfwledge
tng BoT, i f w r p .
kThere is likewise sisssthlng which perceives, 
eoap&res, compounds, divide*, abstract*, and general Isas 
ell these ideas. This. set lee being is what Is sailed 
mind, spirit, seel end self, thought la the common element 
la which the wind end seal or self end spirit identifies 
itself with the ablest, this prose** la the rsdustion of 
objectivity to subjectivity and la oalled learning which 
involves the method of its own ea Srubachsr point® sets
In this ground of unity between the self and 
the objective world ie dissevered the law* of 
active In learning, in obedience to which means 
in reaching must be wielded. We have seen that 
the fundamental fast of human spirit is a striv­
ing of its own impulse to realise itself, and to 
this end it craves ts make its own the world of 
thought Which lies beyond it. Man instinctively 
feels that, beyond hi# own life in the world about 
him, there 1* a life akin ts hie own; which must 
flow into hi* own t© satisfy his longing for more 
life. Be feels that everything is the manifesta­
tion of a universal life of which hi* own Ilf® 
is a part; and that to realise his possibilities 
he must participate in that universal life. This 
la the meaning of the proverbial curiosity of the 
child...this feeling of unity with the subjest 
under discussion is what is known as interest, 
the most pervasive idea in art of teaching. The 
word Interest (inter and esse) means to be between. 
When a pupil feels that the subject before him 
stands as a means between his present real self 
and his future, ideal self, he Is interested in 
that subject.
According to this system of philosophy the pupil is 
inherently endowed with, a curiosity to seek knowledge. The 
pupil feels that his present stage 1® primarily baffling
2Jehn S, Bnabasher, i-llfttlve Philosophy of Mufiftr 
tlon (Bew York i Prentice Hal I, XnsT, 1952, PP •
5and superficial. lie aught to reach out after the ®or® 
mature experiences to attain far himself a greater insight, 
which It a sort intricate knowledge than h« previously 
possessed. The present status of a child may he considered 
as a thesis, the next stags of learning should be anti­
thesis and then the transcendental stage» a synthesis.
The ideal teaeher would then be the “Hegel* of this sub- 
jeetive dlalsetle method of approach to learning. The 
teaeher is the sain guide to set up the principle* to 
prepare the means and to lead the pupil from the merely 
temporal stage to the eternal realm which is the source 
of values and absolute aim.
Hillga i2& g£$M&< Usali*® starts from the 
doetrine that things are what they seen. According to 
this system of philosophy* natter is the main substance 
and the fasts are at the end of a long eausal chain. A
dynasts activity corresponds to all of the events that
happen in the whole universe. This fast is elearly shown 
as Breed points out:
The world Is eonposed of two kinds of stuff» 
aind and matter. It is sailed materialistic 
heeause the Important content of the universe 
is believed to be a vast aggregation or organ­
isation of physical objects, and it is spoken 
of as eplphenomenallstlo for the reason that 
consciousness is regarded as an Inert by-pro­
duct of certain physical events, accompanying 
the® as inconsequentially as the curtain of 
fog that hangs ever the waters of the briny
deep, or the negligible shadow that follows a
man in the sunshine. This essentially is the 
type of world that »ir Isaac Newton left as a 
cultural ..legacy. It is one of the forms of 
realism.'5
According to this theory mind, spirit* soul, feellog and 
perceptions are reduoed to body reaction and sensation, 
the realistic method tries to reduce any subjectivity Into 
objectivity. The objects are the cause and the main factors 
of producing subjeetive results.
An example ©f this tom of realism would be to take 
a large number of bricks, a number of shilled laborers, some 
of the veil prepared iron, metalwork, fireproof wood, modern 
machinery, and other ©orreet tools; then to construct & 
building as magnificent as any In the world. In the organic 
world a few cells meet together combine and emerge as a 
creative organism that might be a Shakespeare or an Einstin®.
In general any aim based upon the foregoing 
principle will develop a distinct method. The method of 
achieving that goal is found in the logic of the facts 
which accompany the inexorable laws of nature. When 
facts are extremely clear and extremely distinct they fall 
into classes which can be definite in terms of logical 
order and always come under the rules of definition and 
classification. These facts also fall Into systems In
7which M«b part oonneobe every other port, such as the 
links of e chain, to the extent that they resemble neat 
patterns of mathematics.
Pupils of the real1stio sehool Instead of only 
listening to the teaeher begin to observe, make experi­
ments and try to examine the principles before accepting 
thee, They usually live in a world of facts, think In 
terns of ntsaber, participate in setting up the real aims, 
use a method of measurement and accept tested principles.
Praga.naa «na M.thod. Aooording to W U X t M  Ju»», 
pragmatism is based on ..an idea is true so long as to 
believe it is profitable to our lives. That It is good, 
far as sueh as It profits. Pragmatism Is also rein*
forced with Darwin's theory of evolution and has led 
Dewey to emphasize life as education, and educational aims 
vary Indefinitely. Dewey says, .differing with different 
children, changing as children grow and with the growth of 
experience on the part of the one who teaches.
Immediate alms in the pragmatic school occur In 
the form of problems which stimulate the child and under 
certain conditions cause him to give certain responses.
^William James, Pragmatism (New York: Longman's
Green and Company, 1925), pV 'fy r"
„ ***» m a e r M r  m .  g«S.tea (»«* <ori!
The MacMillan Company, 1930), p. 5•
3Life*a basic needs stimulate the organism end the ehlld 
starts to act. Practicability stands a® the ©enter of 
learning, William Janies expresses this idea In sayings 
* t m  mast bring out from each word its practical ©ash* 
value, set it at work within the system of your experi­
ence.1^
Therefore according to the pragmatic school of 
thought the curriculum coatee out of the numerous facts 
of life feeing a child in the fora of problems, The 
learning process occurs in terms of problem-solving 
which includes} (1) seeing the problem (observation),
(2} gathering data (activities), (3) making hypothesis 
(generalisation), (b) testing. The experimental method, 
the method of discovery, the unit method and the daily 
assignment method all are the result of the foregoing 
doctrine.
Consequently, all these systems, idealism, real­
ism, and pragmatism are perhaps tangent. All are partial­
ly truthful, but indeed, each system of philosophy in­
volves certain methods of pursuing knowledge, setting up 
values, and achieving presupposed alms. A® a philoso­
phies! conclusion, when the principles differ the methods 
founded by those principles also differ.
6Jamee, o&. gj£., p. ??,
m .  LOGIG AM) fH* HJlYUBE Of METHOD
From the standpoint of logic, Socrates belongs to 
the age of ambiguity of definitions. All M s  dialogues, 
©specially those with the Sophists, indicate this fact. 
Most of the dialogues show how Socrates goes 
from staple faets to complex, from particulars to generals, 
from eonerete to abetmet, and from ambiguous terms to 
distinct* dear statements. He usually discusses problems 
and ©ague definitions until the solution of problems were 
evident and definitions were refined.
Plato, 327-3b? B.C., in his academy, employed th© 
dialectical method of Socrates, and as a result led 
Aristotle to produce his *Organua»*
Organum, as its meaning indicates, was an instru­
ment of right reasoning and Aristotle emphasised the 
inductive method as well as the deductive. He stressed 
the need of observation and experiment as he himself had 
made hundreds of observations on animals and plants.
Aristotle's chief Improvement on the 
Soeratio dialectic was that he perceived 
acre clearly than either of his predeces­
sors the role of concrete experience In 
the teaching method. He believed that the 
Soeratic aethod was moving In the right 
direction in striving to reach unlversals 
by Induction.7
7«John 8. Brubaoher, & History of. the Frobiea® of 
gdu|atlon (New fork: McClraw-Hill look. Co., Ino7; W ^ ) 7
10
■ fh* same *logie* led the great thinker© of daraeea 
culture f© do research In the field® of op tie®, chemistry, 
medicine and a© forth, and exercised considerable influ- 
•no* on fteger Bacon.
Sine* Aristotle employed both the Inductive and 
deductive method®, it seems strange how logic has limped 
on the deductive leg for centuries. BJridently the answer 
lies In the influence of Plato*e biased Idealism, the 
system known as neoplatonism, and the introduction of 
Christian authority that reinforced the old idealism and 
encouraged the trend away from the inductive method. 
Therefore, logic and the scientific method of inquiry 
laid dormant in the social conscience for centuries.
for a period of three centuries the crusades 
caused some changes, East and West were brought In touch 
with each other and produced various problem® for both, 
Qeegraphioal exploration, after the dark ages, awakened 
the curiosity of many thinkers. Traveler® returning from 
newly discovered lands revealed new customs and new 
religions and new riches. A® a result, John Locke intro­
duced the principle that there are no innate idea® in the 
mind and all behavior is learned.
The "revival of letters* and the rise of great 
men stimulated the dawn of scientific thinking. Seme of 
the most notable were: Petrarch, Dante, Boecaolo, Aristo,
Montaigne, Cervantes, Spencer, Wyoliff, Marlow, Shakespeare
11
and Thomas Here. The impact of the writings of the®# men 
changed the "social consoienee8 of Europe and eliminated 
many tradition#» superstitions and embedded customs, New 
ideas were popular and examination of "why*6 and how's* 
made it possible for a new way of reasoning, thinking and 
doing to arise.
Another mark of progress which brought about the 
revision of the method of thinking and approaching factual 
goals was the rise of scientific inquiry and outstanding 
scientists. Copernicus (1^73-15^3) published his 
O.ftWl.lHosHMft Co»l.»tlm» OrMun, Kepler (1571-1630) 
eonfirmed the Ceperleian theory, Galileo (156&~16b2) 
encompassed the whole physical universe with mathematical 
research, Saeon (1561-1626) wrote his Novum Organum.
These scientists with many more, caused the awakening of 
the senses of judgment of millions and gave them a new 
outlook. As soon as the philosophy of life began to 
change in the masses, new values, new aims and interest® 
were boro. The "sleeping leg of logic," INDUCTION, began 
to some to life and new methods of inquiry such as the 
method of agreement, the experimental method, and cor­
relation method, the dlfferentiatlve method slowly began 
to unfold. The reader should note that these methods are 
employed in all branches of science and stand as a basis 
for the sclenee of education.
B»fore oloeing the aieeuieion of HLogie and Method
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•sample is that of Pasteur in the ©our©© of his experimen­
tation, after inventing various devices he made thee© un­
known faets become known faete, History also shows how 
physicists have dlseovered new energy, how chemists have 
discovered new protons and electrons, how biologists have 
dlseovered the function of genes, how astronomers have 
found new planets and hew educators have dlseovered 
•eientlfie measurements of individual differences all 
because the aeane for logical thinking preceded these 
discoveries.
It then becomes evident that method without means 
is wandering and means without correlation to certain 
situations under psychological order are nothing but play 
tools. When the means are properly used the result is 
obvious and the goal is achieved j both doer and receiver 
are successful.
/ iv. pSYCHOLOGf Am the m w m  or method
at the beginning of the definition of the problem, 
it was stated that method involves a doer at well as & 
a receiver. When the aim is selected from the inorganic 
world, the doer possesses a great opportunity. In solving 
a problem or getting the best result from prearranged means, 
the doer works on physical facts, uses the help of external 
devices for his purpose and he is the real actor. The 
whole series of necessary acts is fulfilled by him. ’the
1 if
doer possesses full authority over the couplet® series of 
facte. He le free to act using various means.
Khen the al« Is a ©hang® of behavior of an organism, 
the problem is %ulte different and there is certainly & 
strong need of psychology. In this ease, the doer is called 
the teacher and the receiver is considered the 1 earner, the 
teacher possesses a variable freedom in his action. l‘h® 
teacher1s acts are correlated with the teaching means and 
the learner*s abilities.
Naturally, In most of the oases when the teacher 
and the learner are working toward an accepted end, neither 
of them alone obtain the result of the teaching-!earning 
problem. Their actions are interrelated while the teacher 
In the light of psychology is aware of the total of acti­
vities Which should be completed. Psychologically speaking, 
the teacher knows when the learner has readiness and is 
thus able to assist the learner to use the proper mean® to 
follow proper steps In learning.
The development of psychology, especially the pro­
gress which has been made in understanding the nervous 
system, Indiested the neural basis of thinking. The famous 
formulas of stimulus-reaponse, known as 3-H, ha® helped 
the student of method to better understand the internal 
function of the organism. Ae Kilpatrick says: '•Learning
means ©hanging the path among the neurones sc a® to join
15
a new response to an old stimulus.Again the laws of 
learning a M  the importance of the child * s mind-set are 
illustrated by Kilpatrick?
If the ehlld has a strong purpose, this as 
ssind-set pushes him t© attain his end. this 
wind-set wakes ready his inner resources for 
attaining the end* then he succeeds, those 
ready neurones and the success both mean 
satisfaction... ,10
Psychologists, in the light of careful studies on 
organisms, point out that in any given situation the child 
responds not singly but variously, that is differently to 
each separate part of the situation, bh&t is learned by 
these various responses Is called "simultaneous learning," 
these various responses are tied together and they must 
he considered together in teaching. Kilpatrick expresses 
these ideast
In the half hour when a boy is falling his 
grammar lesson, he Is not only learning or 
failing to learn that specific lesson, but he 
is also fixing or unfixing an attitude toward 
the subjset of grammar, another attitude to­
ward his teacher, another toward the schools, 
another toward himself with reference to 
grammar and school and his ability and dispo­
sition generally, is may be getting interest­
ing suggestions for further study into language 
when a favorable moment shall be present itself, 
or he may be hardening hi® heart on the whole
^Villiaa lil&atriok. Foundation of Methods (hew 
Xorki MaaMllllan Co., I925S ,~P! T ------
10n»la.. p. 25.
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writer. Be may be- d e c i d i n g ' school and 
parents end the whole tribe of governors are 
unfeeling tyrants, that wrong to them is right 
to his, that right to hi® It success in get-* 
ting by with his unbridled impulses, these 
are some of the heads under whioh this boy has 
been learning during his half hour of grammar 
study.11
These faets stress the theory that learning involve® 
the whole organism; physical, emotional, and mental, this 
theory emphasises that learning is not all mental. It 1® 
in terms of specific behavior and as a result, teaching 
should be in tens of modifications ©f behavior.
The need of knowing where the child stands and the 
need of guiding hi® all the way through the steps of life 
ha# given way to the development of evaluation and measure­
ment on a scientific basis. The teacher must know the kind 
and degree of learning that has taken place, so that h® 
might criticise his teaching and guide the child to a more 
advanced degree of learning. The development of various 
test such as; intelligence tests, questionnaires, rating 
scales, experiments, oase-hletorles, sooiometrlos, achieve­
ment tests, and aptitude tests help educators to see the 
difficulty of educational problems, ®ot only the methods 
of teaching differ from one individual to another but they 
also vary fro® a single personal problem to another, within 
the saae individual.
11Ibid.. p. 10.
1?
As <i result of theft# psychological faotors, teach­
ing methods now involves
(1) 4 knowledge of the previous degree of learning 
which has taken place.
(2) 4 knowledge of the upper limit# of the ability 
of the learner*
(3) A knowledge of the necessary acts and type# 
of work whloh should be done In problem solving,
(4) 4 knowledge of the needs and Interests of 
the learner,
(5) 4 knowledge of the weaknesses of the learner.
(6) 4 knowledge of future needs of the learner,
The development of various scales led psycholo­
gists to the discovery of individual differences as stated 
by Qalton and brought to the public by Thorndike, These 
original differences are due to heredity and environment 
in the following Categories} (a) sex, (b) ancestry, (®3 
ehanee variation, and (d) maturity and previous education. 
Yith regards to differences, Thorndike says;
4s a result of the differences originally 
present or produced by growth and training, 
education has to be specialised into means and 
methods. Many types of schools are needed, not 
only to prepare for different careers, but also 
to fit different natures, Within the same 
school and class, variations in the kind, 
amount, and quality of work demanded and in 
the help given are also necessary. The com­
petent teacher expects variety in human beings 
and examines each pupil to learn What he 
really is and needs. From the variety of
1 8
Individual' interns*s and capacities It fits 
its insane and methods.12
If in education there is a need of studying the curriculum
for knowing what to teach, obviously, there is a need of
psychology for finding "how to teach,M that Is the method
of learning.
Considering the historical development of the 
educational methods there might be three maior periods:
(1) a period of considering the child as mlnature adults,
(2) a period of treating children as children but alike 
or the age of Beausseau, (3) a period of individual dif- 
ferenees or the age of Thorndike. However, there is no 
distinct dead-line for each period but the discussion of 
these periods is the main task in the present work.
Conclusion. A method of teaching means a series 
of continuous acts taking place between a principle and a 
gealj which produce some desired result, namely a change 
in the learner1 s behavior. A method of teaching is 
founded on a system of philosophy* a method of teaching 
starts with a principle that is derived from that system 
of philosophy and ends with the aim; a method of teaching 
involves appropriate means which are handed from the 
teacher to-the learner while achieving a certain goal*
12Thomdlke, gj>. olt., p. ?o.
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la education the aim® deal principally with a 
ehange la the organism. the organism® are different, and 
the Individual difference® If taken Into consideration 
necessitate the methods ©f teaching being different. So 
that there are as many methods as the number of souls, or 
perhaps as many as the great number of problems which oeeur 
in the teaehing-l earning realm, fhe best method tor a 
learner in a particular situation cannot be the beet for 
all. A single method of teaching correlated to a single 
teaching-learning situation cannot be applicable to all 
persons.
In a learning situation, at first the child starts 
a series of random activities; secondly, he sees the prob­
lem, thirdly, he observes and gathers information, fourth­
ly, he develops his Information and use® it in the solution 
of the problem and lastly, he makes It universally ac­
cepted by testing.
Therefore, the teacher's responsibility is to 
follow these steps of learning in a systematic order bjrt
(1) direct motivation, when there is readiness, (2) select­
ing the means of learning and relate these means to the 
steps of the activities, when there is the need, (3) direct­
ing the learner to the aim, when there is interest.
n w w t m  u
THE UNIVERSAL KETitOOS OF E&UGATIGN 
introduction
The nature of man Is interpreted in this chaptor, 
The man's attributes are tafcen as the cornerstones of the 
learning process. The methods which were used In the 
period between the beginning of man*® state of savagery 
to the end of his state of barbarism correlated to the 
evolutionary progress in the "old stone age,* in the 
•new stone age® and the *age of Iron* are discussed.
1. ON BEING MAN
Man Is in contact with a great complex world. He 
is also a sample of this complex world. Many answers are 
given to the question, “what is man's nature!* There are 
many speculations, interpretations, ideas, and explanations 
to this problem, eaeh of which is partially true, yet un­
satisfactory.
Common sense in its narrow scope of validity 
explains the nature of man by designating him “Just a 
person.* That Is a person who ",..comprises the first­
hand, concrete unsystematic acquaintance with himself end 
his neighbors that every person gets in the course of hi®
21
work and ploy and dally struggle.*1 fh® average layman*® 
outlook 1® based upon everyday experience, that is, common 
Mfit0. Bo is viewed in practical situations and sometimes 
10 Judged at ©ace on hia motion®. Boat laymen Judge only 
on tho hail® of external observation saying, "Just watch 
him In action top a while and eee how he behaves.1,2
Sciences add to this common sense ooneept by making 
careful studies to try to reduce man's subjective element® 
to the objective facts* Following the methods of mathe* 
matice, the seientlst measures man's cells as accurately 
as possible, tests hie behavior, and suggests a systematic 
acquaintance of man with hie neighbors, let science has 
failed to point out man's natures
In like manner, the sciences seek a view of 
man acre diagrammatic, more accurately informed, 
more coherent, and mere general than the vivid 
but miscellaneous insight® of practical common 
sense, or "experience.**
the biological sciences take It for granted that 
all the processes that concern biophysics and biochemistry 
and prove that "man Is a complex animal evolved from 
simpler forms, and essentially like them in physical and 
mental behavior.*4*
*R. L. Calhoun, What |£ (New Xorkt Association 
Press, 1952). p. 2.
alMa., p. 5*
3ibia., p. 2.
^XMd.. p. 25*
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<fc) Jlan 18 able to observe and to do experimentation.
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Rvea though he might #*11 his mind a *Tabula~Haea,,s he 
possesses ability to oho©so his experiences, not only 
external experiences lmt alm  internal ones*
(3) Man io able to utter more meaningful and a 
greater variety ef sounds than any other epeoleA of animal. 
In ether words, man la endowed with language. Words help 
him to develop for hlmeelf a mental environment. Language 
le a vital tool for transferring hie experience to hie 
fellowmen.
<d> Man1# ehildheod ie wholly dependent upon hie 
parents. Matt1* dependeney upon hie parents lasts longer 
than meet animals beeeuse of his prolonged infaaey,
(?) Man possesses a eapaeity for what is termed 
the abstract, uhleh is probably an exolusive prerogative 
of the human speeies. Man is able to observe simple ideas, 
eeapare them, and make new ideas.
(3} Curiosity is another endowment given to man.
Curiosity in children is but an appetite 
after knowledge, and therefore ought to be en- 
eouraged in them, not only as a good sign, but 
as the great instrument nature has provided to 
remove that ignorenee they are bom with, and 
which, without this busy Inquisitiveness, will 
make them dull and useless ereatures.5
(9) Man is able to transfer his experience to 
his offspring. He is a dweller (dwells) In living cultures
Zk
that held la one m m m  11fa generations of the past and 
the present,
<10) Ran is creative eat possesses tee hand# la a 
fora which enables M n  to coordinate bis met loot with M e  
thoughts and thus get better control over hie physical 
environment*
(11) Although nan, in possessing impulsive drives, 
associative memory and practical intelligence has been 
elassified as an animal speeles, he Is also endowed with 
abstract intelligence which makes him a completely har­
monious and potential system, Certainly, drives motivate 
aan'e behaviors and are the meet essential to his life, 
but it is man's abstract intelligence which enables him 
to the manifestation of the "reeogn!sable* mind and 
assists him to stand outside of hie ego and contemplate 
it objectively.
Man of early days, man of dark ages, man of Renale« 
sanes, man of atomic age, man of East, man of west, white 
man, blaek man, and yellow man, tall man, short man, and 
the like possess these qualities that have been effective 
on his education. As a result of these endowment si
Like any other animal, the human child 
"learns by experience,* the appropriate 
responses to a specific situation. It must 
find out the right movement to make in re­
lation to any external event, and build up in 
its brain the appropriate connections between 
sensory and motor nerves. And, as in the case 
of young mammals, the process of learning Is
25
assisted Iqr the example of parent s. Even a 
young will try to imitate it* aether,
end time will learn hew to choose ite food 
end avoid danger that actually threatens it,
Such education le common to human end animal 
families. But, in the ease of man, the pro- 
eess of education le transformed. the human 
parent oan teaeh not only toy example but also 
toy preeept. the faculty of speech, that Is, 
the physiological constitution of the human 
tongue, larynx, and nervous system, endows 
prolonged infancy with & unique importance.
On the one hand, prolonged infancy Involves 
family life, the continued association of 
parents and children for several years, on 
the ether hand, physiological conditions, as 
already indicated, allow man to emit a great 
variety of distinct, articulate sounds. And 
a particular sound or group of sounds, a word 
may toe associated with a particular event or 
group of events in the external world. For 
Instance, the sound or word "toeur* m y  conjure 
up an image of a particular sort of dangerous 
tout edible furry animal, together with readi­
ness for the actions appropriate to an en­
counter with such. The first words may, of 
course, have in themselves, to some extent, 
suggested the object thus denoted.®
II. UNIVERSAL METHODS OF EDUCATION
Possessing these qualities man began to adapt and 
learn early in his history. He developed from a state of 
primitive life to a state of barbarism, then to a state of 
civilization which is now in the ‘'atomic'* age.
It can toe now asserted upon convincing 
evidence that savagery preceded barbarism in 
all the tribes of mankind, as barbarism is
*V. 0. Childe, Man Makes Himself (New fork; Now 
American Library, 1951)» pp7^9~3©.
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kmttm to have preceded ©iviliKation. the 
history of human roes is on© in source, on© 
in experience, and o m  in progress.”
The discoveries and inventions which to the arohme- 
©legist appear as tangible proof Indieste a pattern of 
simple life for early mankind. In an©lent time, life was 
simple and education as informal as life Itself. Early 
people limited their aim to their own survival, then to 
their speelea and ©cneequently to the survival of the 
experiences of their ancestors. their teaeher was nature 
and education took plaee within everyday living. Kxperi- 
enee was the only method of learning for elders and elders 
the only guide for the children.
The period between the beginning of man1a state 
of savagery to the end of his state of barbarism is 
characterised by three stages of development, eaeh of whioh 
vitally influenced the lives of early people and, therefore» 
effected their training of children.
tirst stage was,, the, MS. £l £&S& gaSSgJlSfc* ****
was the "old stone age.* Education In this period was con­
ditioned by these factors: child was a burden to hunter;
the provision of food was made for early people by nature; 
actually the population was very small in number.
In this early period, people lived by gathering
7L. 8. Morgan, Mojent 3oolety (New York* Henry 
Holt and Company, 1877), p. vi.
a?
wild berries , roots, eggs, and grubs on a restricted 
habitat, iater they lived by fishing and killing other 
animals, they made their ooats of skins and erected rude 
shelters ©f boughs. Perhaps a good example of this period 
would be the first part of Boblnson Orasee by Daniel Defoe* 
la this period, as well as in the coming ones, the 
integral part of human education was teaching the child to 
speak. That involved teaching the child to utter recog­
nised sounds and associate those sounds with objects or 
events to which the sound should refer. Thus, the lan­
guage beeame a means of interaction with others; at first, 
with parents at home, then, with all the people who spoke 
in that language. Ones this had taken place, parents 
through the use of language, using language, instructed 
their children in dealing with situations whieh could 
not be illustrated by example or direct teaching* Thus, 
speeeh became a vehicle by whieh parents could convey 
their experience to their children. Later on, it became 
a means of communication between all the members of a 
group who spoke that certain language. It served as a 
help to forewarn children of dangers, gave speed to their 
learning and was a primary factor In the development of 
teaching. It also helped the early people to throw a web 
of talk over the world of action through which man was 
gradually drawn away from learning by doing, by means of 
speech, external relations with others, by the help of
28
natural qualities which the child possessed and by constant 
contact vita the physical world, the child learned.
the early child started to get his experience in 
his family, there were strong demands made upon the child 
te conform to the behavior pattern of the group, the 
early behavior pattern of the family was, therefore, 
important, the child observed from hie, babyhood the family 
behavior pattern, he observed his parents in choosing 
their food, in making their clothes and in erecting their 
shelter.
Later, in his childhood, he moved about freely, he 
sought the companionship of those outside of his family. 
Perhaps he played in a small group consisting of only two 
or three children of his age. In this period, the play 
group was not organized and was almost limited to the 
immediate neighborhood area. Gradually, the elder would 
guide the children in their activities and lead the® to 
social coopsrativenese as well as physical fitness.
In his boyhood, the child would observe his parents 
accurately and Imitate them in gathering food, making cloth-* 
lng, and erecting shelters. The child*® activities through 
imitation were fused with his parents actions and sometimes 
with the actions of neighbors. Imitation involved doing 
which led the child to master the skills of M s  elders.
Later, in his youth, he discovered by experience 
the stones for making tools, the best branch for making a
29
spear, and a thick stick in hie strong ana became a club.
He eventually discovered toy experience that a shaped iaiple- 
sent was far a©re serviceable than an unshaped one and a© 
he began ©hipping flints into rude hatchets, knives, spears, 
and the like, Through observation, imitation and personal 
experience, the early ohild was taught how to live and how 
to eonform to the behavior pattern of the family. Perhaps 
something about group relatione was learned in terms of 
abstract examples and preempts,
The second movement of the primitive and barbarous 
Slates started with food producing:, meaning the disoovery 
of the art of cultivation^ that was the new stone age.
This period in reference to the human progress 
bearing on child development was characterised by the child 
being useful to life; man being able to control his food 
supply; and existing in larger communities.
Human history reveals that the creation of new 
industries and new economies have furthered the increase 
of a&n4s species and have brought changes to man*s life.
In the new stone age, that was after the introduction of 
eultivation, man began to plant, cultivate, domesticate 
animals, and improve by selection edible grasses, roots 
and fruitful trees. He also succeeded in taming and at­
taching to his family life certain specie® of animals. In 
return for the fodder, he was able to offer the production 
he could afford.
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As man set up his economy on the basis of cultiva­
tion, a great variety of plants such as rlo®, wheat, barley, 
sales, and sweat potatoes appeared In abundance ifhloh sup­
ported considerable populations. The new economy affected 
the lives of all concerned as well as the desire to survive 
whieh was the basis for the eduoatlon of children. Given 
favorable circumstances, a community could produce enough 
food to meet the requirements of success and make possible 
the multiplication of the human race. As a result, personal 
experience Interrelated with other's experience became 
ecasualty experience. Hew living conditions developed as 
a result of this innovation. In the old stone age the 
child was a burden to hunters, He had to be nourished for 
years before he could begin to contribute to the life of 
the family and learn how to participate effectively in 
hunting. In the new stone age, the child became economical­
ly useful. Quite a young child could participate in weeding 
the fields and minding cattle. Children were an integral 
part of the group and learned naturally as they contributed.
What parents imparted to their children was not 
only their own personal experience, but something much 
wider, the collective experience of the group. In all of 
the aspects of eduoatlon of the time; that was, from field 
activities to the home making, from the primitive know­
ledge of the right seasons for hunting, and the different 
species of game and fruits, to the observation of the phase®
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©f tli© aoott and the Siding ©f stars for the plant cultiva­
tion, the human child vac taught rules and precepts of 
action through participation in what the members of M s  
group and their ancestors had found beneficial. It Is also 
clear that the human family learned to cooperate and act 
together in getting their livelihood. This brought about 
a form of social organisation beyond the simple family.
Thus, a larger group of the children from the neighborhood 
played together, as a result better physical fitness and 
other qualities developed. Being together, a group of 
children developed some sort of activities. If activities 
are not innate in children, at least they are characteristic 
of children. Play-groups helped the young children to 
develop themselves physically and to learn from one another. 
Playgroups eaused the development of children1 s character, 
common interests, and intimate relationships with others.
Another primary group is the playgroup, 
especially of children ©r as Toung anils it,
"the congeniality group." Xt also Is an 
intimate faee»to*faoe relationship and one in 
which, to varying degrees, a we-feeling exists 
akin to that within the family. Frequently 
temporary in character, especially among small 
children, common interests are developed and 
common activities are planned and carried out 
by the group.9
In conclusion, in the new stone age, children through 
observation, imitation, precept, examples, participation in
%■. J. Brown, Educational Bootoloflty (Sew lorfcj 
Xrentioe-Hall, Inc., l9Wjr, p.
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life, and play we** trained for Ilf®, SduOAtlon&l aim® 
were simple and the methods of learning unsyst ema tio&lly 
practical.
tMBL ti&ea. aL  a«Mlom«nt of tha prUumve 
1M. )*tp*rx*p KStixn b.«g»n K i m  fee aiaooyery of bronne 
end Iron. This period in referenoe to man’s progress 
and in partleular to ehlld development was characterized 
bys growth of cities, regular organized societies, 
development of applied selenoes, children*® activities in 
apprenticeships and their learning by an unsystematic 
method.
The discovery and use of bronze and iron natural­
ly involved specialized industries. Agriculture was mad© 
successful and thus it was possible for the community to 
produce a surplus of foodstuffs to support the miners, 
smelters, and smiths, who had been withdrawn from direct 
food production. This new industrial movement brought 
significant changes to the human family and gave impetus 
to the rise of applied sciences, intimately, there 
developed a regular army of craftsmen suoh as copper­
smiths, blacksmiths, carpenters, briokm&kere, potters, 
glaziers, stone-cutters, goldsmiths and Jewelers, In the 
process of making tools, early communities had to build 
up a scientific tradition, that involved noting and trans­
mitting what were the best substances, where they were to 
be sought, and how they were to be handled.
The Industrial revolution which was as a result 
of the discovery of iron and bronze, also effected manfs 
attitude to nature, promoted the growth of. Institutions, 
caused the existence of the applied* sciences and this, in 
turn, led to the development of abstract sciences as 
currently understood.
The second result of the primitive Industrial 
revolution was the transformation of some tiny villages 
ef self-supporting farmers into growing towns and cities. 
These elties nourished by secondary industries and foreign 
trade later grew into organized states. The regularly 
organized growth ef large cities brought about a constant 
growth of merchants, transport-workers, officials, soldiers, 
leaders, and priests; all supported by the surplus food­
stuffs predueed by cultivators, herdsmen and hunters. The 
regularly organised community Involved the discussion of 
every fresh experience, and tested as a whole and eventual­
ly incorporated in the oolleotive tradition, which effected 
education. The organised community also administered the 
social and religious ceremonies and organized group play 
which were effective on the character building of the 
children.
The early group activities were frequently of an 
Imaginative character. The influence of the elders' 
imaginative play gradually formed traditionally accepted 
patterns of organised games. These organized games later
3#
on appeared at a copy of life-aotivities of the community,
The child would utt small arrows and a bow to Imlt&tt hie 
father at the hunt. Sometimes a ehlld would set as a 
potter, a weaver, a mother or a father In play form.
Through riding a wooden horse, the ehlld would play and 
imitate hit elders nativities. Participation In these 
games, primarily was doing things that the ehlld could not 
do alone. The child would soon learn that he had to help 
others if he wanted to continue to he a participant, The 
little girl who always wanted to he the mother or the hoy 
who insisted on being first at bat found that he had to 
give way to others. Through the games the ehlld was helped 
to be adjusted to the group*s interest and attitudes. 
Participation in play taught the ehlld that difference ; 
between the playmates and members of the family. Playing 
created the first experience of intergroup opposition for 
the child and taught him the benefit of cooperation. 
Informally playing developed the child's physical qualities, 
improved leadership and effected his group behavior.
Social ceremonies which led youth to be a member 
of society and a religious group were effective in the 
building of the character of the youth. These ceremonies 
exemplified in the lives of youth were effective on the 
traits of character that the society held, to be noble and 
right. Bespeet for elders, bravery, stoicism, and gener­
osity were considered some of these noble traits of character.
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Then the 000i&1 and religious ceremonies .and group 
Flay should he taken as a part of the wider problem of 
method and effective ©a personality Qualities.
Concerning the applied sciences, In this period* 
the goldsmiths oould make wire and solder; they produeed 
delleate ehains and elaborate ornaments In filigree work. 
The coppersmiths were the masters of the hammer and of 
easting. They eeuld provide their fellow eraftsmen with 
a variety of delleate and specialised tools; axes, adses, 
drills, knives, nails, and needles. The jewelers oould 
plsree the hardest stone and engrave them for seals. The 
carpenters made boats, chariots, eouehes, harps and lyres. 
Some industries such as the textile Industry, not only 
required the knowledge of special substances, like flax, 
eotten, and wool, but also the production of these sub­
stances.
All these occupations named from garden eulturer 
to weaving, have been rendered possible by the accumulation 
of experience and the application of deductions therefrom. 
These all involved practical science* The exercise of each 
craft is throughout regulated and directed by a constantly 
expanding body of practical sciences. Children were useful 
to the craftsmen but at the same time contributed to the 
development of civilisation. They followed naturally 
their parent*s footsteps. They were sons or daughter® at 
home as well as apprentice at work. They were a helper to
Ji
the eraftasaan and a student ef their ©hoosen vocation at 
the same time, They learned while they were contributing 
and later in life, as a master of the art, they would 
continue to advance the experiences and aucceasea of the 
craft* Experience was the method of the masters. The 
apprenticeship consisted of examples» orders, making and 
doing exercises.
•••The appropriate lore is handed on from 
parent to child for generation after genera­
tion* The cultivator, for instance, must know 
in praetiee what soil it is most profitable to 
till, when to break up the ground, how to dis­
tinguish young grain shoots from sprouting weeds, 
and a host ef other details. The young potter 
must learn to find and choose proper clay, how 
to clean it, with what proportion of water and 
grit it should be mixed, and so on.
Thus there grows up to be handed on a great 
body of ©raft lore— smippets of botany, geology, 
and chemistry, one might say. If w® may judge 
from the procedure of modem barbarians, the 
legitimate deduetions from experience are 
Inextricably mixed up with what we should call 
useless magie. Each operation of every craft 
must be accompanied by the proper spells and 
the prescribed ritual acts* All this body of 
rules practical and magical, forms part of the 
craft tradition. It is handed on from parent 
to ehlld by example and by precept. The daugh­
ter h«lps her mother at making pots, watches 
her closely, imitates her, and receives from 
her lips oral directions, warning and advice.
The applied sciences of neolithic times were 
handed on by what today w# should ©all a 
system of apprenticeships,*
^Childe, ££. clt., pp. 80-51.
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Qeaoluslon. Seing a child, regardless of place 
end time, having basic elemental drives, involving 
extreme external and internal sensitivity, possessing a 
complicated nervous system, needing food, shelter, and 
clothing; being able to utter familiar sounds and living 
for a certain period of time within family Is able to 
learn according to the merit of his abilities.
Early children whether they were at home or in 
the field, whether they were at work ©r pleyj whether they 
were north or south, eaet ©r west, they were taught in 
terms of observation, imitation, examples, precepts, 
stories, commands, participation, doing and making, play* 
ing and apprenticeship* and trial and error. 'Without a ’ 
doubt, these methods were not systematic or formal but 
conformed the ohlld to the behavior pattern of his family 
and the community in which he was a member.
s u m m i t  XXX
ANCIENT GBXENTAL OOSTBIBUtlOHS TO 
SMfCATlGNAL METHODS
The steps toward civilization are indicated in this 
chapter. On the grounds of the philosophical idee® in 
Egypt, in China, in India, and in old Iran (Persia), and 
on the foundation of the expected educational outcomes, the 
contributions of the aforesaid ancient nations are inter- 
preted, both in teres of the narrow and the broad problem 
of method of eduoatlon,
1. IMTRDDCOfXOU
Steps toward civilization} The economic revolution 
described in the previous chapter brought about populous 
cities which led to organized states. There evolved a body 
of accumulated experiences and applied sciences. The 
beginning of writing and of mathematics coincided with the 
revolution.
The new economy needed a new method of transmitting 
knowledge. The invention of writing filled that need and 
marked an epoch in human progress. By Its means a man could 
immortalize his experience and transmit it directly to con­
temporaries living afar and to generations unborn. A child 
could get the basis of fresh experience in a short time 
through learning the chain of previous studies.
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Certain sciences, such as mathematics, surgery* 
medicine, alchemy, ae veil as aneeetoral information such 
as history* customs, and tradition, were made the subject 
of written treatises* they thus formed a body of learned 
sciences accessible only to those who had been initiated 
into the mysteries of reading and writing* Writing was an 
art* a profession learned only through a long apprentice­
ship* this profession was open only to those who could 
afford to pay for that long term of apprenticeship*
The second revolution brought about a division of 
society into classes. In practice* hinge, priests, nobles, 
and land owners stood apart from peasants, fishermen, 
artisans* and laborers* The scribes belonged to the upper 
class. Writing was considered as a respectable profession, 
especially to the tradesmen* Admission to the schools did 
met depend upon birth but the * reading public * was a assail 
minority in a vast population. Literacy in general came 
thus to be valued as a stepping stone to personal and social 
rant and not as a hey to knowledge. The ability to read 
and write provided manifold opportunities for new experiences 
as well as a key to previous experiences.
II. EGYPTIAN CONTRIBUTIONS
In Egypt, geographical conditions hastened urbaniza­
tion. Urbanisation introduced complexities into social life 
and caused problems that required more advanced education
h0
for their satisfactory solutions. Irrigation security for 
bottor agriculture} mechanical needs of ©owercej religious 
training ©f priests} professional needs of lawyers and 
aedleal doetors and lapsrialistio needs to construct pyre- 
aids brought about professional and ruling bodice, This 
caused the rise of a noble class and a demand for a practi­
cal higher education.
The utilitarian philosophy of the Egyptians develop­
ed the sciences which were obviously concerned with Improve- 
scat cf Egyptian crafts. Egyptian mathematics, medicine, 
astronomy» astrology, surgery, alchemy, engineering, 
mechanics, geography, music, and architecture aimed at 
satisfying specific needs felt by Egyptian Society and were 
the outcome of the pragmatic Egyptian philosophy of life. 
Perhaps this is the reason why the Egyptians did not discover 
conceptual thinking, deductive reasoning, and creative 
imagination.
The method of Instruction given to a student of 
mathematics or medlelne was essentially the same as that 
given to an apprentice in metallurgy or weaving. The 
apprentice watched his master at work, received precepts 
from his masters, and then he himself set to work under hi® 
master's eye to be corrected when he went wrong. Just in 
the same way, the pupil, scribe, or doctor watc'hed his 
professor demonstrate simple examples of treating actual 
oases; then the pupil treated the actual oases under hi®
professor^ guidance* 2a addition to this, there must 
hare been oral Instruction, copying old texts, and taking 
notes while observing a new problem. In this manner the 
method of instruction sometime® became similar to that of 
doing research. Although there was a lack of systematic, 
scientific methodology, progress of higher education In 
old Egypt was largely due to experimentation, the follow­
ing geometrical evidences indicate hew the early Egyptian 
used a very concrete method for solving mathematical problems. 
Without doubt methods of demonstration, drawing, and making 
geometrical figures were employed in teaching.
The terminology of ratios that Egyptians used Il­
lustrated a very concrete proof of mathematical thought.
For instanae, at the prosent time it is said 1/10 (1{10)
is the ratio of the gradient of a hill, while at that time
it was expressed as a length measure.
Length was denoted as XX/AX per unit of slope that
was expressed in terms of palms. (XI * one unit of lengths)
The greater was AX, the lesser was the slop®. For instance, 
there is lees slope in the following example than in the 
previous one.
The area of a wheat field was calculated at 1. x 8j 
that le, length times breadth, which le true for a rectangle 
or a square.
For polygonal fields the area was calculated as 
triangles and rectangles or seen 1/2 the sue of two ad­
jacent sides multiplied by 1/2 the sum of the remaining 
sides.
The volume of a truncated pyramid was found by this 
formula! V • h (a / b)2 V- (a * o)* In which (h ) is the
2 '...... . " X
length and (9. ), and ( b ) are the respective sides of the
reotangualr base. This was a good approximation.A
^3
For circular areas instead ot the formula
used was (d - 1/9)2 In which the value of *71 i®
(16/9) . Thle ie a ©lose approximation of what la used 
today whleh la 27/7 • 3.1^2.
Babylonians In 2000 B.C., used the value of 
7T=3 which was leta significant that that of Egyptians.
Economic needs of the urban revolution, that of 
business tr&nsaetione, revenue administration, and weigh­
ing and measuring demanded that even some of the members 
of the lower Glass acquire a knowledge of writing and 
arithmetic.
Methods in teaching addition and subtraction were 
simply counting abbreviated by memorising results already 
obtained. Instead of soanting step by step in adding, for 
example 5 to 9, the Egyptian notation gave the graph!® 
expression to the fact* the Egyptians did not multiply 
by memorising the results. They used the method of 
duplication whleh is stated by Child® as follows:
Multiplication Is a further abbreviation of 
addition. To multiply 5 by 3 means to add three 
5's together, w® learn at school the result is 
fifteen. The Egyptians do not seem to have 
recorded this result as something to be memorised.
In any oaee, they never applied the process 
familiar to us. They always proceeded by the 
method of duplication. They added the multi* 
plieator to itself. But they did remember 12 *
12 (l.e 12 x 2) s 2k t and abbreviated the 
process to that extent. An example illustrates 
this method. This is how the Egyptians would 
work out 12 x 12 and Ik % SO:
12
2b
m
i
10
2
80
300
160
... .9 .
Total I H •Sis*
They wrote one total column opposite the multipli* 
eand, and then doubled each side until In the first column 
they had numbers totaling up to the multiplier* cheeking 
off the relevant lines. They then added up the correspond* 
lng figures in the second column.
In teaching division the child was taught to draw 
up tables of the reciprocals of numbers between one to 
sixty.
Therefore, instead of dividing by five, for example, 
the pupil multiplied by Its reciprocal twelve*
The economic,religious and governmental needs of 
the urban revolution, ooupled with the ready use of papyrus 
and other writing material, encouraged the development of 
writing, making It possible for writing to pass beyond the 
pletographlo stage. Vocational efficiency then included 
the ability to write.
The Egyptian child, therefore, learned by writing
1
2
3
60
30
20
15
8
12
10
7-30
17, G. Childs, Man Makes himself (Hew York: New
American Library, 1951)» pp. ,
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rather than by reeding* Writing was taught toy drill In 
copying. Copying includes various stages* (1) Copying 
many symbols of important objects, (2) espying the more 
important characters, O) copying lines, (4) oopying fro® 
papyrus of long lists ©f systematic names, both common and 
proper, (5) copying letters, bills* the customary records, 
and contrasts. After long, slavish oopying, the pupil 
secured further training through apprenticeship in assist* 
lag his father, or in an office, where he learned the 
proper forms and developed his handwriting, The method 
of apprenticeship also was used in teaching numerous 
crafts such as manufacturing glass, goldsmlthing, copper* 
smithing, blacksmithing, and pottery making, The one who 
was interested in becoming a scribe was trained In the 
temple college. Through systematic copying he stepped up 
the ladder of learning. He copies Sacred manuscripts, 
official documents, stories, religious works, and school 
books. Consequently, through imitating the priests and 
higher officials, through the production of practical 
works, and through tedious labor and slavish writing the 
pupil became a Scribe.
The broad problem of method of education In ancient 
Egypt was a product of its authoritarian type of government. 
Blind conformity to the national customs and uniformity of 
conduct were essential in the child's habits of conduct.
He was required to comply with the habits and ideas of
develop®5! feudalletlc state and then Into an absolute
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Hie family, hie social fellows, and hie masters or
k?
monarchy. Authoritarianism In China Involved obligation®, 
responsibilities, duties, and submission, These were the 
keys to the relation between sovereign and subject, land­
lord and peasants, master and apprentice, teaeher and 
pupils, the inferior was taught submission to the superior, 
the relations between government officers themselves at 
well as the relation with the people were based on regula­
tions of eonduet.
However, Confueiue deemed reverence, love and 
obedience equally necessary for social relations? but 
preetleally, the Chinese society was based upon the Kmperor’s 
order and the people's absolute obedience, k strict enforce­
ment ©f law with heavy punishment for violations was the 
actual basis of the Chinese social contract. This was the 
foundation of the broad problem of educational methods in 
China.
The center for most of the training under the 
philosophy of duty was naturally the home. Even though 
China did develop the school as an educational institution, 
the family continued to be the agency for the practical 
training of the child as had been the case in primitive 
times.
"Honor thy father and thy mother" has always 
been for the Chinese, the first and most impor­
tant Commandment. They regard piety as the root 
out of which all other virtue grows, the corner­
stone of society.2
2H»tton Webster, Hist,o^  of Mankind (Urn York: 
Heath and Co., 1933), p. b2.
m©as of the five fundamental relationships in 
Chinese society was the relation between father and child* 
U w ,  fear, obedience, reward and punishment were effective 
in bringing the child up so that he conformed to the be- 
heeler pattern ©f Chinese social relations. If the father, 
or later the teacher, sailed the child, he should not 
merely say "yes* but must also rise* Draining a child in 
the *path of duty* started in the home, the family life 
practically acquainted the child with the official rules 
and regulations and the social customs and manner of the 
society in a practical manner.
As a result the social and family behavior pattern, 
is the fora of an omnipotent authority of tradition and 
practical method of living, suppressed the individual 
dignity, perpetuated national Ideals, related social and 
individual development and secured social and royal 
stability.
The traditional Chinese social system distinguished 
four different classes, namely} scholars, farmers, mechanics, 
and traders. A small number of children who formed the 
class of scholars were given instruotlon. These scholars 
had to master the tradition of the past and preserve the 
past. The narrow problem of method of education for trans­
ferring the traditional heritage to the next generation was 
an outcome of ancestors.'- worship and a product of traditional 
philosophy. At the elementary level, reading and writing
were tasught* In the first year discipline was harsh and 
era#!* The method wee laborious and the result uncertain, 
the child1* first task was to learn the characters of the 
Chinese language. The ehlld had to learn how to tell what 
a symbol or eharaeter meant by looking at a sign placed 
after it. The sign was called determinative. This elemen­
tary learning process usually took place by spending hours 
in espying the symbols in order to learn to write them; at 
first, the child traced the characters, but later reproduc­
ed them from memory. After finishing this primer, which 
wee meaningless to the child, he had to learn the Book of 
Surnames. Plh Kio-91ng. The child had to memorize a long 
list of Chinese family names. The object of the teacher 
was to eoapel the child to remember. Therefore, after each 
lesson, the ohlld turned his back to the teacher when he 
recited. Be had to repeat the characters in exact order 
and at the highest possible speed. As eoon as he could 
recite hia first lesson without error, the ohlld was given 
the next one. The ohlld promptly went to hie place, sat 
down, and started shouting the symbols loudly.
When the child had learned to write and to read, 
the sacred books were committed to memory. The child was 
required to recite Confucius’s classics; perhaps without 
any understanding ©f them. At the higher stages some 
attempts were made at interpretation of the sacred books 
and essays whleh were written in classic style. Tremendous
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•aphasia m s  put upon the memorisation of great masses of 
traditional classics, through essay writing the pupil 
learned to imitate the classic* closely, paying attention 
to details and then mastering the classical style of writ-* 
lag. the method of teaching at the school of the emperor 
Ghow for hie own eon and a minority of Chinese families 
was based upon imitating long essays after the style used 
by Confucius and hie pupils. Every third year the scholars 
went to take the Emperor's examinations. The scholars were 
locked in separate cells and obliged to work for hours 
writing assays. This was the government official test 
which led the scholars to the highest governmental positions.
Other social Chinese classes, especially merchants 
and artisans, generally, formed, guilds which governed such 
methods as apprenticeship, prices and wages and Chines® 
vocational training. There was no organised physical train­
ing: as such except that which resulted from military, 
domestic, and vocational participation.
Consequently, the broad problem of method in China 
was characterised by regulation, duty, order, reward, fear, 
love, obedience, and punishment. The narrow problem of 
method of Instruction started with training, copying, re­
producing, memorising, and reciting the symbol® of t m  
language. In higher education, the student equipped with 
the necessary knowledge of symbols proceeded to the Imita­
tion of classic styles through essay writing, interpretation 
of classics, and taking government examinations.
$1
In China, as in ether eceletles, there m m  out­
standing ImsImh, such as Confucius, 551-blS B.C. Con­
fucius was & master teacher who respected his pupils and 
used to adept his teething methods to the need and capaci­
ties of the individuals* In this he resembled Socrates*
Gonfueius maintained close personal relations with his 
pupils and would give them enough opportunity to think about 
what they had learned and to perform what they were taught. 
His methods of teaching Involved practical application, be­
sides reasoning and thinking* He emphasised the necessity 
of understanding the individual*e abilities, needs, and 
attitudes* Confucius*e educational ideas were forgotten 
because there were net enough teachers to carry out his 
methods of teaching and because his methods were not 
organised soundly enough to meet the approval of the ruling 
social classes.
IV. ANCIENT INDIAN CONTRIBUTIONS
In India, the narrow problem of method of education 
started with the learning of Veda which was a sacred duty 
for all castes except Sudnac. As soon as the parents Of a 
Aryu* performed certain numbers of sacramental rites, the 
child*s first stage of life began, this occurred when the
♦The members of the Brahamana and Khatrlga Castes 
were called Aryu.
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child was about seven years of age. The child was sent 
away fro® ho®e and handed over to a master to be educated. 
He was oalled a Brahanakarln. a student of the Veda,
In learning t© write, the ohlld used hie fingers 
or a stick, and formed the letters In sand; later, he wrote 
upon the pal® leaves and finally used ink upon paper. The 
ehlld usually followed his master1s style and imitated his 
master's writing. At the same time he learned his master's 
views and philosophy of life.
In learning the Veda, the teacher repeated a sen-* 
tenee in a sing-song tone which the pupils repeated after 
hi®. Cultivation of the memory was a most Important fea­
ture of the school, and recitation, the single method of 
Acquiring a knowledge of the Veda, Veda was learned by 
heart by reciting and daily praying practice. The pupils 
were expected to understand the hymns of Veda.
Simple arithmetic was taught by drill and practice. 
Problems were calculated and solved orally. Multiplication 
and division tables were strongly emphasised, as a student 
was supposed to know multiplication tables up to twenty 
from memory.
Under a mild discipline and a friendly relation by 
means of the method of imitation in writing, recapitulation 
and reciting in reading, memorisation, understanding, and 
Interpretation in learning Veda, the pupil completed his 
elementary education.
5 3
High#* education was in operation in universl- 
tie#, monasteries, and hermitages. In universities such 
as International University of Nalanda and Taxlla,* confer­
ence, discussion method, and method of discovery were 
employed in teaching-learning processes. In five thousand 
monasteries with a population of more than two hundred 
thousand monks, debate, apprenticeship, and discussion 
were practiced as teaching methods. In early hermitages 
of well known sages, and in oonferenoes converted by 
great kings in whleh representative thinkers were invited, 
conference and discussion were the methods of exchanging 
their points of view. By the help of these methods Bra- 
hamans became thoroughly educated in different fields of 
philosophy, literature, astronomy, mathematics, medicine, 
and religions
Nalanda was famous for the wider Catholicity 
of its method for the liberal character of its 
curriculum. Through discussion and debate and 
conference according to the traditional Indian 
method it helped to unite its varied elements 
into a superb intellectual fellowship and the 
wide variety of subjects taught provided a veri­
table feast of reason, The curriculum included 
all the systems of thought, then prevalent in the 
country, in spite of the fact that Nalanda was the 
center of Mahayanlst studies. The fedas. the Up- 
andlehads, the works of different philosophical 
systems, as Samkhya, Talsheshlka, Myaya, were studied 
and taught as also the arts and sciences of the 
Hindus.j
•Nalanda and Tax11a were situated In the North of 
Indian Magadha.
„ fta” Slr ^  (Bombay's
Juieo Publishing House, 19^9), pp. I06-167.
5*
Of course, the monitorial system of Instruction 
whleh was used in 1797 by Dr. Andrew Ball in England 
originated in India, fhl* baa boon the main ©ontribution 
of India to educational method and has strongly aided 
efforts toward universal education. In India they employ­
ed older pupils to aeelet in the teaching of the younger.
Physical education, or health training, vocational 
training, domestic training and military training were 
acquired indirectly, perhaps by the primitive methods*
In India, the broad problem of educational method 
was a product of the Indian philosophy and the outcome of 
the Indian Gaste system. Indian philosophy flourished 
through Tedas. the sacred literature which Interpreted 
education as a preparation for the life to come and this 
life as a constant subjective evolution, the result of 
Veda was the laying down of the four fundamental motives 
of human living9 Artha (money), Kama (love), Uharma 
(religion), and Maksha (salvation). Man’s vital inter­
ests and needs, his desires, his ethical and religious 
life and destiny were all dependent upon them. This 
philosophy, therefore, demanded a passive virtue of 
patience, resignation, peacefulness, gentleness, polite­
ness, and docility.
According to this philosophy, each individual child 
was bom as a debtor and under a mild discipline would b© 
brought up to respect his elders while he was at home* to
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be polite end respectful in living with his master, to 
obey authority during the time of normal living, to 
Inspect the “self* while he m e  within the period of 
withdrawal and spiritual preparation,
During the first seven years while the ehild was 
at home he usually practiced how to respect his elders, 
During the time of studentship he used t© obey hie master, 
carry out his orders blindly, perform duties, say his 
prayers twice a day, fetch the water, gather fuel for the 
altar, sweep the ground around the hearth and wait on his 
master, Perhaps precepts, order, telling and a friendly, 
respectful relationship were the main guides for training 
the child's behavior, During the second period, when he 
was a married man, a ftritiastha, & householder, an artisan 
in hie eraft, a farmer in his field, or a merchant in his 
business, he behaved peacefully in society and obediently 
to the authorities.
Self-inspection, concentration, meditation, devo­
tion to God tahafctl-foaa), reasoning, (Jand-Vaga), psychic- 
control, and mental performance were the main methods of 
spiritual preparation during the Forest life,* Through 
these methods the highest level of life was achieved and 
expressed In the words, tat-trum: Thou art it.
^Forest-life was a stage of life In old Indian 
philosophy of life. It began after accomplishing the real 
married life* The man left his family and in nature began 
his spiritual preparation.
$6
In conclusion, the broad problem of educational 
methods In ancient India were eharae t opi sod mainly toy 
preempt at heme, order At school and weyfe, command la 
society, meditation, reasoning, self-inspection, eonceii* 
tratie», devotion, and psyehie-eontrol in seefcing the 
eternal self. the narrow problem of teaching method was 
characterised toy memorisation, imitation, roenation, 
and understanding in the elements*? level —  conference, 
discussion, debate, and perhaps method of discovery In 
higher education*
v , ASCXENt i m h u n  oomrjRzmioMS
In Iran, the realistic teaching of lorathustra, 
the prephet of Iran, emphasised "life** and contribution 
to It as the aim of education. fhe practical significance 
ef his teaehlng brought about methods of activities more 
advantageous than that ef reflective methods* learning 
vac emphasised In teaehlng of Zor&thustra and even was 
sought in dally praying* *Oh Ahura^asda, endow me with 
an educated ehlld; a ehlld who would partieipate within 
hie community; a ehlld who would fulfill his duty in the 
society; a ehlld who would strive for the happiness of his 
family, his city and his country; an honourable child who 
may contribute to others* needs*
_ y t t - I m .  J . t o  (Tehram ainl*
try of Education, 19351, p. W»
At home, tho child was educated under th« mild 
Alf action of the mother to that ho could eonduot and
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mis medioiso, law, astronomy, ami the mastery of the 
Zand-Aveata. fhe court hat been the plane of discussion, 
debate* and conferences.
Aeeerding to the doetrine of zoreaeterlanism, 
physical perfection wee as important as mental. *A good 
mind should hare a healthy body t© live in,*5 led the 
believers to pray first for the strength of the body* 
then for their minds, because the latter depends on the 
former, this idea and the geographical position of the 
Iranian plateau introduced a large number of physical 
exercises sueh ass running, archery, horse-back riding, 
polo, throwing javelin, and throwing spears, slinging 
stones, lasso, chariot-racing, and swimming, The methods 
employed in physical development were started from obser­
vation, perfect imitation, continuous practice, activity 
in the field and in hunting, performing in public contests 
and tournaments. The child in his Square division in the 
Aaora every day used to observe and wateh the youths and 
the elders perform, then he started to practice under the 
guidance of an expert. At the age of fifteen, the child 
continued his physical education in the field, learning 
mere by practicing zealously, participating with others 
in the group, seeking fame, and joining the public contest. 
Public contests were held weekly, monthly, and annually,
5ibid.. p. a.
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between the v&rleue groups at different age levels. The 
pupils contest* used to play a significant role in train-* 
lug the youth physically as well as Morally, At the elose 
ef these public contests in the several accoatpl 1 sfcments , 
prises were offered by the stats, and applauded with honour 
by the eitlssns, not only to the youth, hut ale© to the 
persons whs instruoted them when they were hoys. There 
were tests of performanse sush as carrying the slothing 
while crossing a riser without the slothing getting wet*
From the beginning of schooling, the evenings were 
used In preparing and teaching the child a trade or an 
art; a craft or a profession* fhe child used a part of 
his afternoon time in managing his bows, his Ravelin, and 
his horse, and the other part In getting mastery in a 
vocation. Certain historical facta show four different 
groups in the Old Irani (1) Judges, teachers, and coun­
selors; (2) soldiers and warriors; (3) professional m m  
such as astronomers, lawyers, poets, medical doctors; (*0 
peasants, tradesmen, and artisans. Believing that every 
child partly inherited his parents* ability, they usually 
trained him In his father*s profession. Among these pro­
fessions, making weapons, cultivating land, and planting 
trees were taught by doing, which provided further oppor­
tunity for the ehlld to develop his skill.
Character building, human relations and moral 
training were stressed in the teaching: ©f Zorathaistra.
mTruthfulness, Justice, purity, gratitude, piety, and 
courage were impressed indirectly through a well pre* 
pared environment. m e  principles of the good qualities 
were simplified in the three practical statements! Be 
eleasi in thought; he ©lean in word; he ©lean in action.
The boye attending the Agora passed their time in learn* 
lag Justice; and it is eald that they went for this pur* 
pose Just ae we go to learn to read. In the morning, the 
presidents in the hoys* square at the Motif, spent most of 
their time dispensing Justice among the hoys. The teacher 
used instances occurring in his group. Xenophon in the 
ease ef Gyrus, when he wanted to stay with his grand* 
father, Astyages, expresses:
His mother is then reported to hare said,
"But how, child, will you he instructed here 
in the knowledge of Justice when your masters 
are there?" "Oh mother," said Cyrus, "I under* 
stand that accurately already," "How do you 
knew that?" said kadame. "Because my teachers," 
said he, "appointed ae to give Judgment to 
ethers, as being very exact in the knowledge 
of Justice myself." "But yet," added he-, "for 
not hawing decided rightly, on one case, 1 
received some stripes. The case was this: A
bigger hey, who had a little ©oat, taking the 
coat off a little hoy, that had a larger one, 
put on him his own coat, and put on himself the 
little hoy*s coat. I therefore, giving Judg­
ment hetween them, decided that it was best 
that each should keep the ©oat that best fitted 
him. Upon this, the master beat me, telling 
me that when I should be constituted Judge of 
what is fitted best, I might determine in this 
manner; but that when I was to Judge whose the 
©oat was, I must oo' elder what Just possession 
is; whether he that took a thing by force 
should have it, or he who mad© it or purchased
ait should possess lt$ and than told me what 
was according to law was Just, and that what 
was contrary to lair was an aot of violence; 
and impressed upon me accordingly, that a 
Judge ought to,give his opinion in conformity 
with the law,"6
The hoys at the public schools were taught eelf~oontrol
and temperance with respect to eating and drinking, fhe
things most to he desired in children were a never failing
courage and high moral rectitude. It was considered a
lasting disgrace and shame to tell a falsehood or to make
an error in Judgment, 'fhe methods whleh were employed in
building up these qualities weret following the elder*s
actions; living with youth and eating with their masters
net their mother; forming correct habits through repeat*
ing the essentials of life dally, respecting elders and
obeying the rules; taking daily lessons in virtue and
being responsible for practicing them; listening to the
virtuous examples and giving reason for what they did; and
acquiring reasons from others when they had to give their
opinion in Judgment. Zn ease of failure to be Just there
was punishment.
In summary, the predominant aim of the Old Iranian 
education was practical rather than scholastic. Both the 
narrow and the broad problems of methods were a product of 
the realistic teaching of Zor&thustra. Ihe narrow problem
6xenophon, fhe Qyrocedla (Londons Henry a . Bohn, 
192b), p. 1^.
ef teaching method was characterised by aetlvity rather 
than reflection, example rather than preoept, atorie® 
rather than leoturing, analysing current and past events 
rather than verbal teaching* Singing In religious teaching, 
apprenticeship and making In vocational training, oontln-
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punishment, w w m m *  and regulation© m m  th© methods ©f 
c©ntrolling the ©Mid, a blind follower, from M e  birth 
1© M e  death, Discussion and listening to elder® at the 
table» ae veil ae parti© ipatlet* la the affaire ©f the 
©tat© were employed In teaching the ehild eieiee. For 
failing in activitle© and for novel dellnqueaoles, 
corporal punishment vae inflieted, Every grown eitiaen 
vaa expected to punish children and act ae an teepee tor* 
B. Bus©ell hae explained the spartan training thus*
that the maiden© should harden their bodies 
with exercise ©f running, wrestling, throwing 
the her, and eaeting the dart, t© the end that 
the fruit wherewith they eight be afterward© 
conceived, taking nourishment of a strong and 
lusty body, should ©hoot out and spread the 
better, and that they by gathering strength, 
thus by exercises, should wore easily bear 
with pains of child bearing,*.and though the 
maiden© did ©how themselves thus naked openly, 
yet was there no dishonesty seen nor offered, 
but all this ©port was full of play and toys, 
without any youthful part or wantonne©#.1
IS. *«rtT Athenian So&>ftte. *•*»*• the riae ef 
philosophy, the aim of education was individual excel1erne 
for publi© ueefulneea. Individual exeellenee involved a 
eoaplete development of mind and body, Punning and leaping 
were method© used to develop muselee, Discus and javelin 
throwing were practised to develop the am© and eye©. 
Wrestling was engaged in to ©©ordinate the body and control
**• A suaast sL |hLl°.?opM <»«*
forki KnikeVboeker Free© Co., 19*5), p. m.
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the youth *» te**e*v Matel exercise# ® p * ® m  usually with 
patriotic A M  religious songs. After Binding, there were 
lessons on the lute and instruction in letter* and playing, 
fhe methods of teaching ©f thie period were not any acre 
Advanced than those of the Orient, Performing for physical 
development, espying dietatIon in writing* memorising and 
reciting in reading were the ohief methods, The broad 
problem of education was concerned with bringing the child 
as soon as possible in contact with life. Through family 
practise, example and precept* a child was inspired with 
reverence for his elders. In order to fill the child * s 
Imagination with pictures of heroic deeds, stories, of 
vhleh there was an abundant supply, expressed in the poetic 
language of Homer and later poets, were used. The child 
in Athens as In Sparta learned his civics through attend­
ance at places where civic activities were going on. There 
were examinations for testing physical and civic capacities 
and skill. Corporal punishment and rigid discipline were 
always present. As stated by Davidson:
Leaving home at day-break, and with almost 
ae clothing, the boys, each accompanied by his 
pedagogue, assembled at some appointed spot, 
and the nee walked through the streets* in rank 
and file, to school. The pedagogue usually an 
aged and worn out slave, though net expected to 
Import to his word any literary instruction* 
nevertheless played a great part in his educa­
tion, being his guardian and monitor during the 
whole of time that he was not Immediately under 
the eye of his parents and teachers— that 1®, 
while he was on hie way to and from school and 
during hie hours of recreation and play, which
uwere act short* Moral twining depended in 
large degrees mp&n the character of M s  ped­
agogue#,*
ZSirSSSMM. jM M ipaktrla. laflgfltatiap l&  
educational aethcds. tip to this stage of civilization, the 
Greeks, like the rest of mankind were held together by blood 
ties, malntelned by religions rites haring their origin in 
theee ties. In so far as a moral personality ©an be said 
to exist, it was the Community— the family or the tribes 
and not the individual— who had a recognized existence.
The Individual existed only ae a member of the Community, 
bhile the East eontlnued developing the foregoing 
stages of its civilization toward mostly a religious 
eulture, the Greeks, eontlnued their development toward a 
purely intelleetual culture. This Intellectual thinking 
«t»rt»d with Thai., of JSii££. Me 'and two ©f his success­
ors, Analmander and Anaximenes (respectively In 6th and 
5th centuries B.C.) observed the changes of nature and 
interpreted the causes of the changes in nature, Their 
methods of research started with observation, experimenta­
tion and ended with reasoning. Through observation in 
nature, Thales ease to the conclusion that water was the 
•principle element.* It was considered the original sub­
stance from which all others were produced. Anaximander*
*Tho»». Dsyiaxon, Th» rjncatlon d  the Ore.* ISSBll
Clew York; D. Appleton and Co., 1907/, p. 6*T«
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through the same crude scientific method, agreed to m  
Infinite, eternal and ageless substance. Anaximenes, 
full ©f a eelentifle curiosity, regarded air a# the fun­
damental substance. Pythagoras, about 532 B.C., fond of 
reaeoiting, Began mathematics. Kmpedoeles, through observe- 
tion and analytie approach of inquiry, suggested four 
eleaentej water, air, earth, and fire, ae the main tub* 
atanees, Parmenides, through reasoning claimed that 
•nothing ehanges.* Anaxagords, born about 500 B.C., 
earried on eelentifle, rationallet tradition of Ionia.
He was the first to suggest mind as the primary cause of 
phyeieal ehanges. In science, he had great merit. He 
was the first who, by reasoning, explained that the moon 
shines beeause of refleeted light. Leneeppus, living 
about BOO B.C., and Beaoeretus, about A32 B.C., developed 
a theory whleh harmonised with sense-pereeptlon. through 
experience and reasoning, they diseovsred the distinction 
between matter and spaee. Consequently, the attitude of 
all pre-Soeratic philosophers in the main, was genuinely 
eelentifle, as well as imaginative, the statements that 
everything was made of water, or air or atom would be re­
garded as a eelentifle hypothesis. They tried to test 
empirically. Their sciences and philosophies were all 
crude, but they established both thought and systematic 
observation, Which contributed to the method of learning.
mLfr&ftr Mheivlftn, contribution to educational acthcfts. 
The greatness of Athena began at the time of the honorable 
defense againet two Persian attacks <#90 B.C. and #30-79 
B.C.). After the successful repulse of theae attacks, 
Athene became the ©enter of a democracy. Athenian de­
mocracy was in some reepeete more democratic than any of 
the other city states. Ordinary citizens were executive 
offleers and Judges. A large number of Judges were used 
to hear one single ease. For example, in the case of 
Socrates, there were 556 judges. The prosecutor and &e~
i
•used appeared in person, not through professional lawyers, 
naturally, sueoess or failure depended largely on oratorial 
skill. Citizens were greatly enthusiastic about being an 
official or being elected as a member of some political 
body. Election also was based mostly on the power of 
speech. These conditions, including an interest in philo­
sophical discussions, brought about the Sophists and made 
the preparation for personal advancement the goal of educa­
tion. Sophists, after systematic practices in teaching 
the best art through whioh oratory was developed, contribut­
ed lecturing to the educational methods. They also con­
tributed to the theory of knowledge.
Lecturers through teaching oratory, actually, were 
convincing the youth that “man is the measure of all thing®, 
of things that are —  that they are, and of thing® that are
not «• that th#y art not.* fMs m s  bs##d up®® *4###ltful«* 
ii#®#* «f th# ##«### and difforlng #ondltlon# of nan a# 
w#ll ae individual dlfforonoos. la this mr$ tmt thor# 
was a# tmth by virtue of whioh It ocmM bo proven that 
on# was right and the ©thor wrong. A# a rosult It brought 
about a t#nd#ft©y towaM mndlsolplifitd ia&iwMiialtiw. On 
til# ©thor hand, Pythagoras Intreduood a tondonoy toward 
dlstipllnod socialism.
Sooratos (b39-39*? B.O.), with an #am#«t @y# was 
watthlag th# movements of his tl®#$ and i#a#ltf4#ft that 
th#y «nst both b# wrong la principles. So#r#t#s# th#r®» 
for#, examined th# 8opliiil‘i principle that *aan Is th# 
measure of all things s«#n and unseen* and agreed with th® 
sophist on this point, only if they ©cold ttfin# *the 
nattsr# of nan.* 8# taw that if h# eowM establish th# 
truth of tbos# postulates, hs algbt fairly eonolu&e thi-.t 
th# aoasor# of all things Is sot th# individual, as swob, 
bat th# Individual la so far at hs shares la th# e#«©*t 
lnt#lllg#n##, whloh Is th# tra# subject of all truth. As 
th# answor of th# problem was not to b# found in tbs lnftl* 
visual*e intelligence, h# wont about th# world, tasting 
th# Intelligent# of ©thors and endeavoring to dissever 
what Intolllgonoo was. The eontont of whloh, he Mid, 
would bo truth and tho tru# soolal bond. He was not a 
sohool toaohor nor was ho interested In subje#t~m*tt#r»
Ko wa# ©on© ©rood with ahars#t#r*building #nd morals.
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Beeause ®f tills he concentrated on th# bread problem of 
aethede ©f tea#hing la Ills dialogue.
Through © series of systematic ©omversatlons, 
he practiced and developed his famous method, eubee- 
Quently ©ailed dialecticj that Is, t© say th# method of 
seeking knowledge by guestion ana anew#**, Soerat®s be- 
leafed to th# age ©f the ambiguity of definition and wrong 
eemeepts. Hi# method consisted la taking any eoneept and 
developing it in this ©annex*! for instan©#, "what is 
lustiest* a# it lay in th# individual mind. Then, by a 
process ©f induction, h# showed th# limitations of th# 
eoneept with its contradictions, Then, by restating thee#
1inflations and developing the true eoneept, he arrived 
at th# definition that would best satisfy th# proper 
usage. Through this method, he ©©©eluded that non think 
differently and as a result they think imperfectly, 
superficially, and one-sidedly and do not see the fell 
weaning of their own thoughts. Believing in the entity 
ef all complete thoughts, he endeavored to make a list of 
eeaplste thoughts whloh bore nor# direetly upon moral life; 
sueh ae, eourage, temperance, worth, and friendship, and 
shewed their intereenneetion. Therefore he showed that 
they presented themselves as an ordered system of univer­
sal tjrath, whloh alght be mad© the basis of a new social 
order and the material ©f a new e&ueatfon.
An aaalysis of Socrates♦» dialogues written toy
Plato Indieste that he aaeterfully direoted sequential
lilt eontradletery reasoning, then Socrates ptided the 
hearer into the right path.
W Insisting en questioning the profcXea through 
until the right eoneept vae formed In the mind of the
and the laet step the operation of ml&wlfe ereatireness
s
 
i
 
;
n
fhe method 1« la harmony with, the do©trine 
of reminiscence, according t© which w® learn 
lay remembering what we-knew In a former exis­
tence. Aa against this view# consider the 
discovery that has been made by mean# of micro- 
seeps, say th* spread of diseases by baeteriaj 
it can hardly b« maintained that such knowledge 
«a» ts elicited fro« a previously ignorant . 
person by the method of question and answer,3
The dialectic method played a great part in all 
subsequent education, philosophy, religion and politics. 
The dialectic method could be suitable for some question#, 
and unsuitable for others. As a means of rescaling the 
lavs of thought and exposing the fallacies of the Sophist# 
reasoning, it did admirable service. The dialectic method 
paved the vay for the science of logic and contributed 
studies both in Plato's Academy and Aristotle's lyeeum.
Plato (b2?-3b? 8.6,} in hi# life of contemplation 
on bflDsan-aature, philosophically discovered a sharp dis­
tinction between mind and matter. Psychologically, he 
agreed that there were three main parts in manj. the first 
vac reason residing in the head: the second m s  courage 
residing in the ehest, the third m s  senses and appetite 
residing in the abdomen. He looked upon these powers and 
thus employed a aede of thought similar to that whloh was 
later to be called faculty psychology. These principles 
led him to the recognition of individual differences and 
an understanding of the child's potentialities, its
^Russell, g£. sit., p. 93*
n
endowment through heredity ana environment, This r©«og~ 
nitlon of individual differences was stated fey M m  
Heldbreder as fellows*
Plat© al«o recognised individual differences 
among ««*». In th© Ideal state, th© Bepufrlito, 
men war© t© fe© chosen for their •©reraiwSlee 
vlth reference to their ©fellitlea, Those tn- 
doved with superior reaeon were to fee m l  ere 2 
those endowed with courage, warriors, the rest 
©f nassklad were to fee artisans, tradesmen, 
lAfeorers, and slaves— -necessary to th© state, 
feat lower in rank than warriors and state men, 
as the aptitudes and sense are lower than 
courage and reason.**
The section on education in the Bepublie was based 
upon this.principle, and hie methods of bringing up the 
children of its oemsntnlty was based upen the children1® 
potentialitlee and the organization of th© community,
Plato believed that childish potentialities must 
fee encouraged to pattern themselves upon the model of th© 
community. In other words, civic efficiency could be 
instilled in every child. Being a child, he recognized, 
involved certain urges, drives, and needs for movement and 
love of play. These needs were the motives for the child 
te make his way toward personal maturity. These needs, 
according to Plato, were the starting points of learning. 
The next step of learning would fee provision of a suitable 
environment, such as a community playground, for the
"“ • !  **id b M 4 *r, gOTtn ym hoioig. (*•»  *> *»  o
Appleton Century Company, 1933), p. 30.
fk
learning activities. In the community playground the 
shiX&ren would play spontaneously. They would play for 
they have a love of play. They would set up the game®. 
They would manipulate the sand and construct something 
similar to their own physical environment. They would 
ran, skip, Jump and ae a result they would develop them­
selves physically, Aa they grow they would organise and 
administer their games and leadership would evolve.
The third step of learning would be protection 
or avoidance. Plato believed that the child must not be 
trained or drilled or ordered to learn and amuse itself, 
but there should be community mat rone and nurses, Com­
munity fathers, and community mother® who would supervise 
and protect the child as long as it needed this attention. 
The child, in expressing his abilities, interests, and 
capabilities, through activities, would be assisted by 
the community mothers and nurses as explained in the 
or by the community matrons as stated in th®
■laws.* They would stimulate the child by telling 
authorised stories. They would protect the child fro® 
bad company and wrong behavior.
With reference to the groups of warriors, he drew 
a parallel between young soldiers and the potter’s son.
He pointed out that the potter’s son learned to b® a potter 
by close observation and conscious imitation of hi® father 
or master. The group of young soldiers were to observe,
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aet In th© ©osimunlty field and imitate th® eeMcaiilty 
father® even ©n the real battle field®. Again In th® 
e&ee ©f the warrior, the same three steps In the method 
of education are noted by Plato. Psychologically, the 
group of eoldlers would have certain abilities and would 
he superior to ©there in ©oarage, this ©hamateristi® was 
eonsidered ae a motive for learning. This motivation 
which earn© from the ehild*e insight, urges, and drives 
would stimulate him to aet in a eertaln dlreetion, for 
itietanee, fighting activities in the w m m l t y  fields. 
Military sports, such as heree-baek riding, archery, 
barling the Ravelin, slinging the shot, and managing 
heavy arms would be engaged in by the youth.
The third step ©f learning which was the step of 
protection would take place by the highest magistrate® of 
the eity as in the ease of the groups of warriors, fhe 
ehild would be protected fro® the ©rude performance and 
dangerous situations.
fhe training In writing ©f the child would start 
with his own name through his own interest. This would 
be the motive for writing. Then he would eompare hie 
written name with the name of another. Under instruction 
by the community supervisor, the child would acquire grad­
ually# a more systematic and logical graep of the signi­
fies noe of syllable# and letters and grammar and language.
n
j&fie would be the beet example of Plato*® method 
of acquiring higher education. The method involve® the 
following steps* (1) reeognition of the problem or under- 
standing of the learning situation; (2) the breaking down 
of the problem into parte; (in the eaee of Mono. Socrates 
tamed the eomplexlty of the problem into simple unit# 
such ae drawing lines, nonnesting lines, and painting to 
the relevant parte of the diagram); (3) motivation; W  
eolation of the problem. Motivation would make the pro­
blem heap*s problem and as a result, Mono project® himself 
into the solution of the problem and he would consequently 
learn by teaching himself to become a mathematioian. 
Without doubt a developed tom of Boorate's dialectic 
methods and method of reasoning were employed in Plato's 
Academy.
Coneeming the broad problem of methods of educa­
tion, Plat© believed that the community encouraged the 
children of school age to adapt to the eowmnity pattern. 
He believed that in participating in community festival® 
th. ehlld arr.lej»d oomranlty .pint, ana aaanur.ltr hay. 
become community men. In the community festivals as well 
as in the community playground, the children would move, 
apeak, and think, would express themselves and would be 
impressed by one another and by the community as a whole, 
As a result, they would grow more and more in accordance
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with the approved community patterns and would become a 
community eitUen. Plato believed that social fashion 
completely overpowers the child*# half-developed critical 
sense. The community ideas would Influence M s  Ideas*
The community problem would be taken as hi# problem and 
the eommuntty ways as his waye. In this manner he neeee- 
earlly would develop for himself mentally and personally* 
Instead of thinking in terms of a few known names, he would 
think in terms of the generality of fellow eitlsena*
Consequently* the child through his provision of 
community matrons would become a citizen who would respect 
the adult communityj would try always to be one of them, 
would speak ae they do, would act as they act, would dress 
as they dress, and think as they think, would be docile 
and obedient to matrons, community leaders and adults*
Aristotle (336-322 B.C.), was really in agreement 
with Socrates1s dialectic method. However, he systematiz­
ed and completed 3oeratee*a method. Aristotle*# philosophy 
found no distinction between mind and matter; yet, Plato 
hie teacher, made this distinction. It seems to hiss that 
mind and matter were interrelated and neither existed 
apart from the other. This doetrlne led Aristotle to be 
interested in the concrete and actual significance of 
senses whereas Flat© was not* Considering the facts,
Soorates, more than M e  predecessors, developed the rule
n
of concrete experience 1b t©a©hing~learnIng method#* Ho 
improved th© inductive method as well os the deductive and 
emphasised th® need of observation and experiment at ion. 
Aristotle, himself, made hundreds of observations both of 
animals and plants. Aristotle devoted eonsiderable at­
tention t© the question of how do we know th® first premise 
fro® vhieh deduet ion must start* This would be oonsidersd 
as a hypothesis la the modern eelentifle terminology,
This shows that Aristotle should hold the highest place 
in the aneient history of teaching-learning methods,
Flato, in his Academy. employed deduetion and made 
this presses of thinking questionable to Aristotle, who 
then completed the right method of reasoning In his Orttanum.
Psychologically, Aristotle dealt with how learning 
took plaee. His specifi© contribution was his discussion 
of memory, and particularly, the principles of associa­
tion. He originated the following laws ©f association: 
association by contrast, by similarity and by contiguity 
in time and place. As stated by Heldredert
In addition to his treatment of psycholo­
gical processes in the general scheme of 
things, Aristotle made a specif1© contri­
bution to psychological theory in M s  dis­
cussion of memory, particularly in his famous 
statement of the principles of association.
These principles— association by contrast, by 
similarity, and by contiguity In time and 
space— were given as empers©a! rules. In th# 
apparently fortuitous way in which idea#
f®
present themselves, Aristotle saw m %  ehanoe 
bet law.*
This tingle feet shows how Aristotle was aware of 
principles of method#; philosophical, psychological, and 
logical. Aristotle most probably failed in meant of method. 
This probably vat one of the main causes of failure of th® 
Middle Agee In using hie ideas.
Consequently, the ©ontribatlon ©f Isoeratea,* the 
great teaeher ©f antiquity, to the eduoational methods 
whould be noted. Th# objeetiiree of education* according 
to Xeoeratee, aimed at the development of the mind for 
the deliberation of one*# own affaire, th# affair® of the 
society, as well as those of th® state, and finally for 
the development of the body for th# service of th® mind, 
Physical training for the body was secured through gym­
nastics and for the mind through philosophy.** lacerate*
PP. 32-33-
*2soer&tes was born in the age of Pericles. H® 
was influeneed by both the Teaching of Socrates and the 
Sophists. Two main works are attributed to Isocrates
SgfiJBft* JSTiS.
to teaching. The proof for this fact would be the school 
of rhetoric which he opened at Athens in 339 B.C., when he 
was bb years old and which he still maintained with the 
help of hi# pupils.
•♦Philosophy, according to lacerate would be the 
servant of rhetoric; rhetoric with him was broad and a 
form of education. It was this insistence of th© value 
of general education, secured through rhetoric which 
made Isocrates the successor of the Sophists.
1
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quotation of hie booh translated into iSnglleh by George • oi'lim
ai
Bat 2 think that you will gat a still 
clearer idea of Its powers If X tall you what 
professions I make to those who want to become 
my pupils. X say to the® that if they are to 
excel in oratory or la managing affairs or in 
any line of work, they must, forst of all, 
have a natural actlteds for that whloh they 
hare t l w W T o  aojsoeondly, they must submit 
*® training and master the knowledge of their 
particularsubject, whatever it m y  be in each 
oastj and, finally, they must besoms versed 
ESB&llgM *» Jhe use and application ©f 
their arts for only on these eonditlsne ©an 
they become fully competent and pre-eminent 
in any line ©f endeavor, in this process, 
master and pupil eaeh has his place; no one 
but the pupil ean furnish the neeessary capa­
city; no ©ne but the master, the ability to 
impart knowledges while both hare a part in 
the exercises of practical application! for 
the aaster must painstakingly direst his 
pupil, and the latter must rigidly follow 
the master*s Instruction,®
Isocrates used the same method in all style of prose sompo- 
sltlea. He believed that getting mastery In prose e®»p©~ 
sition would be eensldered similar to a gymnastic exercise 
for which the gymnastic teaeher would begin by various 
thrusts and parries which later developed into an elaborate 
system of attack and defense. Isocrates, unlike the Soph­
ists, never lectured to large audiences, a® believed In 
the effectiveness of individual teaching and he practiced 
that. Isocrates pointed out that the teacher*® determina­
tion would not be based upon petty subjects or oases in 
the court of law, but upon practicing and writing about
George hor 
W illiam  Meineraann,
es {London!
aa
great national issues and topics of large human interests.
8© taught his pupils through practice in waiting, Isocrates » 
m m  *rl*lng «a«h a. m » .  W M m P >  gU*»l«m. Arthl- 
iifflUU 23it ZS3SS. •»* Artoaiammu wewia 1m »h« teest 
illustration.
Iso©rates brought to attention the importance of 
language and the significance of speech, not only ae a 
eoeial communications but aleo ae a mean© of learning.
Iso©rates believed that the power of speech would taut© 
investigation of the unknown, through defeat# and would 
bring understanding through using the right word in the 
right place. Isoerates believed that oratory guides 
nan1© thought and action and that men of great intelligen@® 
had made the greatest use of it. In this way he connected 
oratory with praetafeility and elassed it as a means of 
learning.
...and, generally speaking, there is no 
institution devised fey man which the power 
of speech has not helped us to establish....
Through this we educate the ignorant and 
appraise the wise; for the power to speak 
well is taken as the surest index of a sound 
understanding, and discourse which la true 
and lawful and Just la the outward image of 
a good faithful soul.'
In this way, it was learned how Isocrates has been aware of
the importance of the relationship between the teacher and
the learner; the hearer and the listener; th® speaker and
7ma.. p. as?.
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the audience. HI# practice ©a individual teaching, hi® 
idea on training ae a modifier of behaviors, and hie 
understanding of natural aptitude mke him an outstanding 
teacher of anolent times and an impressive contributor to 
modern time.
XI. !B1 CGMTHXBfJTIGN Of* ROME fO CSBOAflQllAL METHODS
However Imperial lam in Rome brought about a sound 
organisation both la terms of soelal and eduoatlonal ineti- 
tut ion. After the conquest of Greece totalitarianism 
availed her to get deep intellectual and reflective think* 
lag. Although schools were set up first by Greeks and 
later by the state in Borne, the contributions of Rome to 
the educational methods was not very significant and even 
did not toueh the Greek ideas and practices.
Methods la education remained direct imitation, 
memorisation, and repetition accomplished by drill and 
punishment. In the higher education th® lecture method 
was need as well as oratory, debate, analysis and die* 
euseicn developed as the result of social and political 
demand, tilde, in taking the method of analyses of the 
Romans as their main contribution to educational methods, 
explains thast
The secondary level, the method was largely 
one of drill in good literary and moral habits.
There was usually intensive drill on parts of 
speech, syntax, inflections, and other gram­
matical elements. There were elaborate
e » n i M »  la paragraphing, composition and 
verse-writing. A favorite ©ethod was for 
the teacher to dictate a quotation from some 
writer, to he taken down vertosium and used toy 
th# pupil as the toaeie of an elaborate theme, 
which was organised according to the following 
outlines (1) a panegyric on the author, (2) 
an expansion of the thought, (3) an explana­
tion and defense of the principle underlying 
thought, (4) a comparison of the thought with 
similar ideas of other authors, ($) a col­
lection of confirmatory quotations or inci­
dents, and ($) a statement of the moral lessons 
to be drawn from the passage, and a practical 
exhortation."
The broad problem of method of education in Rom© 
was the outcome and the contribution of the main agencies 
In Rome, that was the family, the child formed habits 
while attending his father in the forum, the camp, in the 
field and by participating in his work as well a® dally 
work. Through this participation a Roman ehlid acquired 
the Roman virtues. 8y Imitating his father, a Roman child 
learned the pattern of the Roman society and became & good 
worker or & good soldier or a good citizen.
In Rome, as In other nations, there were great 
teachers. Quintilian, the great Roman teacher on th® 
basis of the principle of acceptance, accepted th© child 
and practiced th© method of individualization. He took 
into consideration the importance of interest and motiva­
tion and the significance of a friendly discipline. Quint­
ilian recognized that pupils were not all alike and different
%lmer H. Wilds, The Foundation® of Modern Educa­
tion (Wew Yorkt Farrar arid 'hilisMW," Inc., IWsTT P. 137.
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method* were appropriated for different natures as 
Brubaeher explains itt
Hueh of Quintilian*s great success as a 
teaeher arose from his recognition that hoy® 
were not all alike and that different methods 
were appropriate for different natures. Jewish 
teachers had vividly described four types of 
students resulting from their emphasis on 
aemorlter-~the sponge, the funnel, the sieve, 
and the winnower, let, so far as appears 
from the reeord, they had not varied their 
methods aeeordlngly. Quintilian was more 
Inellzted to distinguish between students on 
the basis of the quickness with whloh they 
learned. Some, he reoognleed, learned 
through steady and eontlimed application to 
their studies and others through rapid and 
Intense concentration."
Due to the lack of teachers and a suitable con­
dition, the principles of methodical treatment of Quinti­
lian neither developed nor was practiced till modem time.
Q m w m  t
Christian Q o m m m f i o m  to educational methods
A comparison of the method of teaching of Christ 
to that of tho modern outstanding educator* of tho present 
time 1« discussed In this chapter* On the basis of the 
Christian philosophy the contributions of early Christians, 
monastic!#*, medievalism, chivalry and the guild are 
evaluated* The raetore influencing retardation of the 
progress of the educational methodology are interpreted.
1. CHRIST*8 CONTRIBUTIONS
SISlSl && &JSSMX Outstanding contem­
porary educators are in agreement that learning which 
involves the whole child le based upon the principles of 
motivation, apperception, interests, insights, observa­
tions and activities, and classification and generalisa­
tion. In other words, the laws of learning and the 
importance of the learner*s mind-set respectively, have 
been emphasised by psychologists and educators, through 
the stimulus-response theory and needs-press theory.
Psychologists, in the light of careful studies 
on organisms, point out that in any given situation th® 
child responds not singly but variously, variously to
•7
th# different parts of th# situation, What 1® le a m t  
toy th### various responses la called “simultaneous learn­
ing** These various response® are tied together and they 
mist toe considered together in teaching.
In the half hoar when a tooy i« failing; his
? rammer lesson, he 1# not only learning or fail* 
ng to learn that epeeIf.1© leeeon, tout he is 
also fixing or unfixing an attitude toward the 
subject of grammar, another attitude toward 
hie teacher, another toward schools, another 
toward hineelf with reference to grammar and 
sehool and his ability and disposition general­
ly. He say toe getting interesting suggestions 
for further study into language when a favorable 
moment shall present itself, or he may toe hard* 
enlng his heart on the whole matter. He may toe 
saying “It's no use, I ea*»*t learn anything.*
He may be deciding that sehool and parents and 
the whole tritoe of governors are unfeeling 
tyrants, that wrong to the® is right to him, 
that right to him is sueeess in getting toy 
with his unbridled impulses. These are some 
of tiie heads under which this tooy has been . 
learning during his half hour of grammar study,x
These factors stress the theory that learning in­
volves the whole organism! physical, ©motional* and mental. 
This theory emphasises that learning is not all mental. It 
is in terms of specific behavior, and, as a result, teach­
ing should toe in terms of modifications of behavior.
Taking Into consideration these advanced theories 
and analysing the contributions which Christ made to 
educational methods, one can see that Christ preceded
Hilliam H. Kilpatrick. J m M M m f *  of M j J M M  
(Hew Xorfci Macmillan 0©., I926), p . Zj.
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in&loate that Chriet taught different groups in different
89
w*y*. la other words ho began with his pupils at the 
point at which he found them and built upon the basis ©f 
their previous experiences. For instance, his treatment 
of the woman ©f Samaria was different from that of the 
young ruler. His approach was always determined by the 
nature of the oooaelon, by the status of his hearers, and 
by the needs, interests, and insights of his pupils. 
Starting with his pupils needs and interests, Christ was 
aware of the principle of motivation, therefore, while 
he was teaching, through a variety of understandable 
examples, similise, metaphors and parables, he not only 
mads his teaching interesting but he also made the lesson 
enjoyable. For instance, an analysis of one of his para- 
bles exemplifies teaching by example and applying motiva­
tion as it should be done. In Mark,2 Chapter b, Christ 
employs the parable of the Sower to illustrate the way his 
teaching would be accepted. It will be noted that in this 
and all his parables the illustration and examples are 
taken from the actual life of his learners. In his day 
it was common for men planting their fields to scatter 
the seeds by hand. The sower did not expect all seeds to 
germinate, grow and bring forth fruit. Always some were 
eaten by the birds. Others could not grow because spots 
of earth lacked fertility and moisture to sustain them.
2Blble. Mark iv, >8.
9©
Bwt always there were a few that fell ©a soil that ccuia 
provide saetenanee necessary for growth of the plant and 
tho development of fruit* It is significant that every 
element of thle parable vaa used for effective teaching and 
was draws froa the experience of hie pupils, The ef fee tire 
tsaahar of today recognises the neoesslty of relating M s  
subject setter to previous experiences, interests, and 
readiness of hie students.
Concerning the importunes of learning through the 
senses, Christ advoe&ted that the circle of learning would 
be eoapleted by ref1setive thinking. For example, the 
slgnlfloanee of sight and hearing was obvious to him. He 
knew that these two would result In useful knowledge only 
when seeing was turned into looking and hearing Into listen­
ing. This means that Christ Indirectly stressed the 
importsnee of attention In learning.
Christ's whole teaching rested on the fast that he 
praetieed his own teachings and lived in terms of the 
principles of his teaching, in other words he taught 
through his actions and examples and stressed that Intel­
ligent behavior was based upon dally practise, therefore, 
he expected his followers to toe practical and his pupils 
to carry on this doctrine of action.
Although it is said that Herbert (177$~13bl) 
systematized the psychological principles of teaehing-1earn­
ing, it seems obvious that many great teachers previously
n
had been avare ©f the psychological basis of teaching. 
Confucius In China, Buddha In India, Socrates in Greece, 
Christ in Jerusalem, Zoraoetor In Fersia, and ^mtilian 
in Bone would be good examples of this fact. Although 
Christ did not write either hie educational theory or his 
psychological basis of education, his teaching was certain- 
ly based on a psychological foundation.
II. she eoKsaiBUTioHs of EARtx o m i m m r m  UF
TO MEPIKVAL MtB
Generally speaking, the Christian system of educa­
tion of this period was characterized by religious bias, 
and escentl&llstlo system of philosophy, a narrow know­
ledge of biology and a weak understanding of psychology.
From this it followed that proper education should 
be narrow in eonoept and concerned with mind development. 
Hind development was considered as being at the trans­
cendental level and was one of the true alms of education, 
This aim of education forgot the importance of physical 
behavior and its correlation to the mind and emotion.
The narrow aim of education Involve® a narrow and 
fixed curriculum which stood as the center of educational 
organization.
Following this principle, the school was taken away 
from the community. What was taught in school had no value 
in life and if it had, pupils were not accustomed to take
*2
advantage of their knowledge. As the body was & handicap 
to the mind and as the senses are erroneous, there was no 
need for biological science In teaching.
Faculty psychology was emphasised In learning and 
as a result In teaching the body was discounted and the 
Bind would be developed. The mind was considered a® a 
storehouse and subject Batter was to be placed In it.
For example, memory was to be developed by repetition and 
should bo filled up from the content of boohs by exercises 
and drill. In handling children reading would be accomplish* 
ed by repeating and writing by drill, Learning did not go 
beyond memorisation except for occasional understandings.
The narrow aim of education which was set up previously 
concerning subject matter fixed toward a common goal, that 
is, mind-dcvelopment, would result in effort, rigid disci­
pline, and punishment. It would forget child interest, 
readiness, and satisfaction. Believing in the same 
potential qualities of intellect for all people, the pupils, 
boys and girls, young and old were merely treated alike.
Fear of elders, sometimes of God, made this treatment pos­
sible. Punishment was the only means used to make children 
obedient and docile and cause them to master their school 
work. Whether the child lived in urban or rural area®, 
whether he was in the field or at school, whether he was 
in a factory or at home, whether he was at play or at work 
as an apprentice, he possessed that innate potential ability
nthat demanded similarities ©f treatment.
Some of the teaehers in this period,, discovered 
their own ways to meet situations after months and m m  
years of blundering. Perhaps the ways discovered were 
only medio©re ways, bat their true goal was being a* 
ehieved.
Learning was a task to the ©hlld and under e©»~ 
pulsion he was forced to give himself to it. External 
pressure lnetead of internal motive made him work. Even 
though it was psychologically Impossible, he was ©ailed 
upon to aet without interest and readiness. The similar 
type of education transferred to the United States and 
carried on during the Colonial Period as stated by 
Trumbulli
He tries with ease and unoonoem 
To teach what ne’er himself could learn, 
dives law and punishment alone,
Judge, Jury, bailiff, all in one,
Holds all good learning must depend 
Upon his rod*s extremist end.
Whose great eleetrio virtue’s such 
Each gains brightness at the touch 
With threats and blows, excitement pressing,
Drives on his lads to learn each lesson;
Thinks flogging eures all moral ills,
And breaks their heads to break their wills.3
The educational methods of the early Christians were 
an outcome of their society and the facilities which were 
available. Due to the lack of publications and a sound
3john Trumbull, Poetical Morkg. (Hartford: Lincoln
A Stone, 1920), p. 26.
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organisation, as well a* the lack of an outstanding
teacher such as Christ himself, the early Christian®
failed to continue the effective teaching of Christ*
As Christianity was In Its infancy and limited to
a certain area as well as to a limited number of people,
an opportunity Was present for the development of the
method of conversation known as the catechetical method*
There were few hooks or teaehers held In high esteem as
messengers of Christ. These conditions made possible the
development of methods of exposition, exhortation and
sincere guidance.
however the Christian philosophy influenced the
education cf Monasticiara, Chivalry, and Ouild hut the
methods which were employed for training knights and
educating monks were realistic. Usually, however, the
monastic school offered little new in methods. Chivalry
and the guild system also had nothing new to eontributej
as stated by Brubachor:
The training of both monks and knights was 
thoroughly realistic. Each was an apprentice­
ship In doing. The young page or squire for 
Instance, learned the accomplishments of a 
knight at a eaatle, where he became a kind of 
attendant to the lord of the castle. There 
under hie surveillance and that of his lady 
the candidate for knighthood learned horse- 
manehip and the use of arms as well as the 
knightly code and polite manners. Similarly, 
the monk learned his religious duties, often 
together with some craft like forming or
n
copying manueerlpts, fw« older, core exper­
ienced brothers, ell under the supervision 
of the abbot.*
Vtom thie It drift# that their method# were quite 
•taller t© the pre-ehristian monasteries of Indian so*~ 
ietlee dlseuesed previously. The methods of contempla­
tion, intuition, meditation, end self-inepeetion were 
employed in the monasteries during the medieval period*
Oenturle# t© eoae, with the expansion of the doctrine 
of Christianity, the Christians ©aae in contact with dif­
ferent ideologies. Christian scholar# decide to defend 
their doctrines against the strong opponents, they tried 
t© rationalise the doctrine of Christianity. Due to the 
fact that a©st of the religious propositions would not be 
discussed inductively; or perhaps due to the strong faith 
and belief in the authority of the church, the propositions 
and the classic statements accepted as true major premises 
aad used syllogistic reasoning in proving the middle term, 
as veil as approaching; a conclusion. Because of the 
religious indoctrination, scholasticism limited itself to 
religious and intellectual thought and was tied up with 
the syllogism which took the trend away from real-1 if® and 
scientific procedures. The subjects of argumentation, 
disputation and dialectic were selected from the abstracts.
The four doctors of the ohurch Saint Ambrose,
Saint Jerome, Saint Augustine and later, Pope Gregory 
the great, became the prime authorities. Therefore, in 
discussing any problem the students usually classified 
their ideas, compared their statement on the problem with 
each other, examined them from the different sides and 
•drew a conclusion. Controversies among the leaders holding 
different views were long and bitter. Realists, Nominal* 
lsta, Universalist, and Conoeptualist had each to become 
skillful in argument, and it m e  necessary to have a com­
plete mastery of the science of logic. Even in the most 
elementary of subjects, dialectical arrangement was demand­
ed. The test or the title of the discussion with its 
multiplicity of divisions and subdivisions usually became 
completely dazed with the delicate distinctions of iseta- 
phasical thougilt. Without doubt all their syllogistic 
reasoning was based upon an adapted part of the writing of 
Aristotle, and it became of prime importance to harmonise 
the ancient philosophy with the doctrine of church.
In the universities due to the lack of textbooks, 
the teacher employed the methods of dictating and lectur­
ing which were the contributions of Greeks and Hebrews.
Concerning the broad problem of the educational 
methods of the Christian system of education, one can so® 
that the dignity of man imposes upon him the duty of 
consideration of the human soul as an end in itself and an
$ f
idea of charity which is comparable t© that of the dignity 
of man and ends in respect for man, Dignity of man rests 
en the feet that he has & tool. These ideas have dmwn. 
men together and hare laid the foundation of respeeting 
Individuals as they are. The methods trhleh Christ em­
ployed and expected his followers to practice were based 
open the principle of lore for the worth of human beings. 
This principle not only eliminate# the habituation of 
individual obedieney, but also guides a mild discipline 
and developing one*# self fro® egotistic stage of life 
into altruistlo level, from immaturity to maturity and 
from nneonseioue behaviors to conscious behaviors.
Due to the influence of the authority of Borne, 
known as imperial Isa, due to the centralisation of the 
authority at the church, due to the development of 
Feudalism and consequently, due to rise of the authori­
tarian type of national let le government, the above 
mentioned method of treating individual was changed into 
method of rules of feudal lords and leaders, order of 
home and master, commands of knight# and dukes, fear of 
church and God, as well as punishment and hard discipline 
of teachers in treating children*
CHAPTER VI
Q o m n m m o m  to educational methods
This chapter specifically explains the Quranic 
methods that will help in learning. The development of 
the seientlfie method on the Quranic basis aided by 
aseiailating the beet of the past culture of man is 
dlseueeed. Elementary methods of teaching as well as 
the methods of teaching specific fields like chemistry 
is indicated. Consequently, the broad problem of method 
as a means of reshaping the character of man In explained,
I. CONTRIBUTIONS TO til HIGHER 
EDUCATIONAL METHODS
Knowledge is an essential of faith for every Moslem. 
Superiority of a person over another is based primarily on 
virtue and knowledge. Quran as it is, invites every human 
being to learn, and Mohammed made knowledge necessary to 
every male or female. He alec encourages the Moslem in 
seeking knowledge though it be available in China, there 
are many verses In Quran on the significance of knowledge 
on the superiority of the learned and on the Importance 
of learning for faith and dally life.
•There is a sign in it for a people who reflect, 
who ponder, who are mindful, who are m m  of understanding,
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I8©* the same reason Mohammed gave the following 
injunction*}
Me dleth net who take* to learning, Mho ever 
reveres the learned reverse me; to obtain educa- 
tiofi le laeumhent on every Muslim, male and 
female. See* after knowledge though It be avail­
able la China, fe listen t© the words of the 
learned and to instill into others the lessons 
ef eelenee le better than religious excess. The 
ink of the scholar is more holy than the blood 
ef the jaartyr. He who leaves home In seareh ef 
knowledge walks In the path of Allah. Acquire 
knowledge. It enables the possessor to dis­
tinguish right from wrong; it lights the way to 
heaven; It le our friend in the desert, our 
society in solitude, our companion when friend- 
leas; it guides us to happiness; it sustains us 
in misery; it is an ornament among friends and 
an amour against enemies.4,
This principle made the acquisition of knowledge 
a sacred duty with a "Muslim.* Assisting this principle, 
the uuran also suggested quite a number of ways of ac­
quiring knowledge. In other words the following methods 
are suggested in the Holy Books (1) The man*a attention 
m s  drawn to the art of reading and writing. In the very 
first revelation of Mohammed, when speaking of Sod, sayss 
•Bead in the name of Sod...who teaches men to write with 
the pen, who teaehes him things, he knew not before.*5
(2) the importance of senses were mentioned in 
many verses and it is pointed out that man can raise his
**fch»aja lamal-ud-din, Islam and C 
(lahores The Woking Muslim Mission, 'T93.1317 pp. 53-**.
5qora». pp. sit.. xlv, 13.
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words la English. An attempt at Interpretation is made 
below. The words are* (1) n’afagguh,• <2) »Tadabbur,8
(3) "tafakkur, • (4) «fa a*qul.*
The first void, »fafagguh,« means to nee all organs 
of knowledge. Chapter two, page 155*15?# specifically 
mentions senses, both asternal and Internal, and observa­
tion and experience as means to acquire the troth of 
things.
*¥adabur,• the second word, means observing things 
and knowing the cause of their existence. As KHVAJA-KAXAL*- 
0D-DI2 explains it, "Tadabur" means to understand Ins-and- 
outs of things that some within our cognise nos.®
the third word, "lafakkur* means constant pondering 
oxer a matter In order to reach the root of It. "lafakkur, * 
in the modern sense means observation and the study of 
nature to discover the laws of nature,
the fourth word *faaqul,” means not only a know­
ledge ef the properties of things in nature, but also 
their use and the purpose for which they are Intended to 
he used.
Besides these ways, many verses in "the book* 
stimulate, encourage, and order man to do reflective 
thinking, to reason, to contemplate, and to pay attention
sKamal-Ud~i?in, £&• olt.. p. 86,
mto nature. Ala© included are many attributes ot dod suet* 
asa (1) •Alim,* meaning all-knowing, (2) •Allmu-l-ghayb,* 
meaning os# who know® bidden and unseen things, {3) “L&tif,• 
meaning one who possesses more minute insight into other 
things, (4) •Hakim,* the word is-derived from the infini­
tive •Hikmat* whieh means science and wisdom, (5) •ifesir,* 
one whs with an open observant eye sees thing® in order to 
acquire knowledge and experience, (6) •Sami,* mean® all- 
hearing and (?) *£habir»* means one whose source of infor­
mation has no limit. Such a source possessed by man 
enables him to be a good eitisen.
With this background the •Muslims1 became acquaint­
ed with these souroes of knowledge in the academy of 
Jttndishapur, * they also became acquainted with the
*Ju»dishapur is located in Southwest Iran. It was 
built probably in the fourth century A.B., and became 
the eenter ef Iranian knowledge. The great king,
Khosroes Huehiravan (531-79 A.B.), known as the just, 
made the city the most important inteXXeetuml ©enter 
ef the time in which Persians and Syrians taught the 
basis knowledge ef the previous centuries. Although 
the Arabs conquered Iran, the Academy of Jundlshapuy 
continued to be the scientific center of the New 
Islamic Empire. The same king gave refuge and entertain­
ment to the seven neo-platonist philosophers whom the 
edict of Justinian had driven forth from their Athenian 
home. After closing the Pagan schools in 529 A.D., the 
same king made it a condition of his next treaty with 
the ftomans that they should be allowed to return 
thither and remain unmolested. The Neo-platonist philo­
sophers in Jundishapur met Syrians, Persians, and 
Indian sages. Thus arose a scientific syncretism which 
later became important for the development of the Islam­
ic thought. Khosroe sent his own physician to India in 
search of medical books which he translated from San­
skrit into Pahlavi, that Is, Middle Persian.
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fh© teachers usually were capable ©ygsml acre.
They were able to organise bh© subject* logically, ©las*
©1 fy and enumerate them. They had positive mind© and 
taught the subject* In toy®# of tholr practical us©, For 
instance, arithmetic had to servo the need# of o©were® 
and the division ef estates. The professor sat with his 
baefc to a column, or on a high stool, and around hi© 
gathered a elrele of disciples. This was ©ailed the leetn* 
ing-elrcle. There were numerous learning circles whloh 
dealt with different topics. The method® of lecturing and 
conversation were used very often. The practicability of 
the method depended upon the subject which was taught. For 
Instance, in teaching chemistry, a few words on the methods 
which were used by the first Chemist, Jabir,* would be 
appropriate. He was broad in hie scientific outlook and 
Insisted upon the necessity of experiment and observation. 
Thus on one occasion he ©aids
The first essential (In Chemistry) Is that thou 
sheuldest perform praotleal work and conduct ex­
periments. For he who performs not praotleal work 
nor conducts experiments will never attain to least 
degree of mastery. But thou, o, my son, d© thou . 
experiment so that thou mayest acquire knowl•dg«.Xf3
•Jabir, from an Arab family, was born in Tus of Iran 
In the year A.0., He set up hie laboratory at Kufa, in
Iraq, worked at the court of Harun, in Bagdad. He was exiled 
in his eighties and died in 013 A.D.
“ « •  2*2. SSSS* 2&£3i2i <Londoni
Methuen a Co., 1928), p. lb.
1 U
In another case he made the following remark!
1% must fee taken 00 on absolutely rigorous 
principle that any proposition which Is not 
supported by proofs is nothing more than an as*
•ortion whloh way ho true or may bo false. It 
It only whoa a man brings proofs of his assertion 
that w  say “your proposition Is true.**11
The following specimen of Jabir’o methods of prepar­
ing chemical substances, indicates his soientifle outlook. 
The gustation ie from hi* *0reat Book of Properties* whloh 
it preserved In the British Museum and quoted In the book, 
The great Chemists?
Take a pound of litharge, powder It well, and 
heat It gently with fe/d of wise vinegar until the 
latter is redueed to half its original volume.
Then take a pound of soda and heat It with b/d of 
fresh water until the volume of the latter is 
halved, filter the two liquids until they are 
quite elean, and then gradually add the solution 
of soda to that of the lithr&gt. A white euhstanee 
is formed whloh settles to the bottom, Pour off 
the supernatant water and leave the residue to 
dry. It will become a salt as white as snow,1®
Jahir by his ins is tense upon the experimental method 
mads many important discoveries, established chemistry as 
a science, and emphasised the scientific method of learning- 
teashisg as well as thinking.
**lbld.. p. lb,
12lbia.. p. 15.
i m
Another great exponent ©f eeteatif io method m s  
Ai-Bwi.* he usually used hi# eoneulting hall m  hie 
elaeerooa. He rarely used the method of leeturlng. M« 
t m t a  Hit patient# toy the help of 'hi# pupil# and guided 
them in learning. g# ©oaetantly made note# of signifieent 
points. Hi# al#o made not## from wtoioh to loam.
H# was a man with & big head; like Gasket, and 
to# u##4 to ait in toi# ©©neulting hall surrounded 
toy toi# pupils, The most advanced of these m t  
next to tolm in a etrole, and in an outer ©irele 
ant tto# sore elementary. When a patient m as, to# 
deseribed tola symptoms first to tto# elementary 
students, and if they und#r«tood tto# ©as# they 
dealt it. If not, tto# nan passed on to tto# ad* 
vanned student#, and if tto# #«•# was too difficult 
for the® (on# wonders if thiagrer occurred), than 
Basi dealt with It la person.1*
In the light of tto# above quotation one ©an see how 
Stasi was superior in toi# method of teaching and how toe was 
in favor ef learning toy practising, experimenting and ©to* 
serving. He bleeelf wa# a shilled and ingenious expert* 
eentalist, and a keen otoeerver. therefore, toe guided toi#
*Al»Basl means the man of Bay, a email town near tto# 
modem Tehran. He was a Persian, toorn in Sdd &.!>., and 
died on Goto bar, 2d, 925. He wa# a skillful player upon 
the lute, studied philosophy, chemistry and became famous 
as a physician. He served as the otolaf physician at the 
hospital at Bay and was afterwards made director of the 
largest hospital at Bagdad*
13Itold.. p. 19.
im
student In the same method of learning* Me was fine first 
to contribute a eleav and useful elaeslflection of ehemleal 
substance end believed in systematizing knowledge. The 
same methods and the scientific outlook le shown in the 
discovery of now plants and the drags wbleb woro produced 
from them, for instance, the physicians cultivated fee* 
tanioal gardens in whloh introduosd rare medical plants 
whloh they brought hook from their travels.
fuming from medicine to the study of astronomy, 
again, progress was evident In the light of the so lent if is 
methods and the seientlfie instruments*
A number of observers set out from the point of a 
Meridian. Some went to the north, others to the south, 
until they had seen the pole star rise and sink one degree, 
they then measured the distunes traversed and took the 
means ef the results, like observations were taken selen* 
tlfieally at "Baghdad* and *Jondishapur.* An observatory 
was established near Baghdad, the Sha^raaslya gate. Another 
was built by the Iranian scientist, philosopher and states* 
man #asir*al*Din fuel (1199-12?^ ) at KaraghSh, northwest 
ef Iran; another again at Samarghand, northeast of the 
Caspian Sea. From these observations, experimentations 
and developments of observatory instruments the table 
sailed "tested table* was prepared, "IXfchanlan* table and 
*Ulugh~beg* table were the outcome. The calendar was 
produced, the altitude of the sun and the length ©f the
mSolar year was naturally detemiaed. Calculation a or 
observations relating to the first appearance of the 
*w»* to the inclination of the ecliptic, to the length 
of the tropic ana sidereal year, to load aneaieltes# to 
eolipee, to parallaxes, in a mors oempHo&ted and more 
a score to fora were presented. The first notions of 
trigonometrical ratios, os it is used today, m s  popular­
ised. The third lunar inequality which is oollod today 
•variation* urns discovered. Hoay ether dtseoveriee in 
this fisld and in othor fields wore mode only because of 
scientific methods and the great devotion given to the 
perfecting of iastruaents*
Is higher education, observation, experimentation, 
inductive as well ee deductive reasoning, practice, 
laboratory work, and analysis, as well as synthesis, were 
employed*
11, ELEHEHTAEY EmjQAflOiUl MSTKO0S
According to the lel&sle doctrine, every child up 
to the age of being discern is innocent. The parents have 
the responsibility of educating their children, that is 
guiding them to behave intelligently.
Respecting the child as an innocent ereature in­
volves guidance, providing a protected envlomnent and 
giving the child an opportunity to develop according to 
the teaching of the Quran*
Belief , ftooording to iBlm, le not only a
of Ielaa In early Xeleale oenturlee wore individual *•*•&*>
ftm©«44**s* 
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in the eduoation of children. They ueually dealt with the
H I
importance ®f methods of teaching. 4b example of these 
was Ibi«**Sina# (930-103?), He adapted th* traditional 
psychological doctrine* of Aristotle and on that basis 
developed a psychological and ethical principle of Love 
which was all hit own,
Ob this psychological basis, he pointed out that 
each type ©f eoul has a epeeIfle for® ©f low© and specific 
type ef objects with whloh It desires to be unified, Osi 
this basis, Xbln-Slna, la his treatise oja economy. ex­
plained the methods whleh should be used by parents in 
educating their children, le insisted on ehoosing a good 
name for the child, selecting a learned and virtuous 
teacher, providing a protected environment and teaching 
the child a vocation fitted to the child’s interest and 
abilities, and which was satisfactory to hi®. In his 
Caiiea. Xbin-Sina emphasised that no one should conflict 
with the child’s Interest until the age of sir, Th© 
reason for this was to protect the child from complex 
emotions such as fear and anger. Me believed that the
•Ibin-Sina (930-1037) was bom in Afshaneh near 
Bukhara, today to the northeast of Iran, in the year 930.
Be studied basic religious education at early childhood, 
learned mathematics, became a student of law. At 16 years 
he had advanced so far in medicine that adult physicians 
went to learn from him. He studied philosophy, wrote near­
ly 100 treatises in different fields, became famous both in 
the west and the east as an authority, specially in medi- 
elne, and died in Hamedan in the west of Iran. There M s  
millennium was held in 1952.
112
ehlld up to the age of six should be free to find the 
specific typo of objects and learning in wbleh ho was 
interested,
Ibin~Sin* believed that from tho ago of six to 
fourteen, the child should be put is a sohool but all his 
time should not ho usod la aoadsalo studios* Is also 
believed that tho ohild Is digesting his meal and his 
stomach Is not empty(hceheald play and exercise is order 
to Improve his physical fitness* Among the games and 
exercises suggested by Ibln-25ina ean he founds walking, 
running, hiking, wrestling, lumping, easting, horaofcaefc* 
riding, roping and playing hall*
Consequently, it ought to he noted that IblfMSina 
used his methods ef edueatiag the ehlld on the ehlld1* 
freedom ef activity, Interest* (particularly in choosing 
a  vocation) 2 the child1* ability, and on natural growth* 
Glhaaaalipr Algnsel* (1058-1112), summed up his 
famous work, ?£& £l IMS. 2 I M M M .
written both in Arable and Persian, and published in 1106.
*Algasel was boro In dasel, a village near fee in 
Serthe&st Iran. He studied the basis religious doctrines, 
beeaae Interested la matheaatles, natural eelenees, logic 
and philosophy. At the age of 30 he became famous when he 
was appointed to teach in the University of iesamlyah at 
Baghdad. He traveled to Egypt, wrote nearly 100 bools on 
theology, philosophy, religion, ethics, and died beoember 
XI, 1112.
113
HI® theories were based upon the method of dialectic*. 
Algasel oftor discussing the behavior of student® towards 
the behavior of ton towards parents and vioe- 
versa, point* out that the child, nest ©f the time* learns 
through observing hi* teacher's behavior and takes him as 
example. She ehlld ale© consider® hie teaoher as the beat* 
listens to her talk, and sets as the teaoher sets.
in the Persian espy, which Is a summary of the book, 
he has emphasised the natural potentialities of the ehlld, 
his teachability, and the importance of his attitudes.
Algasel believed that in t©ashing, private-advisory 
talk should be used Instead of harsh discipline; protective 
environment should be provided for establishing good habitsj 
and motivation would be stressed as the main basis of the 
methods ef teaehing.
Algasel also emphasised the importance of the 
senses in learning. He suggested observing beautiful 
scenery for sight, smelling good smells for the sense of 
smell, and listening to good music for the development of 
the sense of hearing.
Although Hasir-Al-Din fuel (1199-12W* became 
famous as an astronomer and geometer, his educational 
ideas are also important.
fuel is known as the Montaigne of the East. He was 
aware of the significance of psychology and the importance 
of the laws of nature.
mIn hie treat!#©, i telco. fee naa m m m &  up a peyoh©* 
leglaal baeie far teaching the ehlld. far testa**©©* h©
••rat
tea tea feast voted te • ©oRatdeyatloR ©f tea 
ehtld*« nature, ©a that hi* potentlaHtlae ted 
tea abilities voted beoosa fcnova, as a result to 
find oat teat does interest him and tea ©Mid voted 
be gttUtl to Item teat interest# his. For every 
on* tea »ot tea interest and ability for all fclndfl 
of learning. If tela use a© tel people voted turn 
to tea baat professions. In te««a differences 
teiah wilt in tea nature of people rests a aaerat 
and a wonderful thought teioh benefited tea order 
of universe and tea real«tana# of mankind.
la tar, ha aald teat if tea right aublaate vara 
taught to tea right pupil, the ohild would develop gradually 
to tea baat of hie potential itlaa and aehlava tee right out* 
ease* Otearviaa, it voted bo a wait© of tine. teen m  tee 
laportanee of tea ehlld** interaat, ha suggested teat if 
tha ehUd haft no interaat in otedying oertain ftwhjeeti, 
or if hia organise does not adapt to that subject, he 
•hoted transfer to another field of study*
In eonneation with oharaftter building, hift ideas are 
raaialaeaat of those humanists of tee west whan ha sayst 
•follow natura; whatever power is stronger in tee nature 
of tea ehild fthould be stressed and completed.
i^ fuftl, Khajeh, »aeir Aldin, Afrhlaagah totrl. 
(Tehran: Ministry of Education, p7 105*
*5lfel&.. p, lod.
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Cw*8©iuently, it Should be noted that fnsl based 
kit teaching on tb* prineipi# or interest m m  reeegnistd 
**• Individual abilities end drive* among both girls ana 
bey*. Ht alto was aware of the iaportanee ©f the law© ©f 
natal* a» related to the nature ©f the ebild at a basis 
for teaching methods,
Se«di* (1212*1293) by mean* of a number of pleasant 
stones, in his essay U X t a X  M & H M M * *  <* 9 * *  «* 
dalestan), has taken the natural ability and eapaeity as 
the basis ©f learning. In the Fourth Story of Chapter I,
Sa-dl saysi
baste not thy labor in scattering seed upon a 
briny sell, for it ©an never be mad© to yield 
spikenard. Rain, on the purity of whose nature 
there is no disagreement, cherishes the tulip in 
the garden and the eoismon weed in the salt marsh.
Sow ean any person aanufaetere a tempered sabre 
from base iron; nor sen a bad-natursd man, a wise* 
more, be mads a gentleman by edueatlont1®
la the first story of the essay on the iff set ft Musa* 
tien he is still more emphatle in his views;
lSure the innate eapaeity Is good, education 
may make an impression upon it; but no furnisher, 
knows hew to glee a polish to bad-tempered iron.**
•Sa-di, the Iranian poet and moral 1st of the thirteen* 
th eentusy, was bom in Shlra* in the year 1212, He travel­
ed a let and studied at baghdad. his telestan. or juries, of 
Roses, is knewn by all Persians who ©an read and also is 
known In the western world.
^Sa-dl, Shims i, Chi e atari (Tehran: Amir iafelr Co.,
1930 > P* *<•
*7lbld.. p. 1?8,
mSlang wit* the i»!mtftMMi ef heredity, ®a*&i has 
stressed the importance of right companion# and of 
•practice as well as apprenticeship,»
HI. eOHTBI80fIO»8 to «Ht PM)BtBS Of
BSUCAflOHAL K M m M
the broad problem of method* of education of the 
Xslsale culture was as outcome of the philosophical tutor* 
probation of human nature and the alas Of their education, 
fh# general aim of education vas intelligent sad virtuous 
behavior derived from the teaehlag of the holy booh* 
Reaching the point where one behaves intelligently involved 
going through a personality evaluation* Islamic dee trine 
has taken the ehlld In a natural condition bet hie nature 
would be subject to evil ant transgression at the several 
stages of his growth. So long as he Is devoid of high 
■oral qualities, he might be subject to the leveet state* 
This stage has been considered as present as long as the
individual does net walk in the light of true wisdom and
knowledge but sets In obedience to natural inclinations 
of eating, drinking, and sleeping} which lead him to become
enraged or excited, this stage which is governed by pas*
cions should be guided by wisdom and knowledge, knowledge 
and wisdom will be able to hold the reins of man*s natural 
desires.
the result of knowledge Is the service of controlling
11?
passions would bo at acral transformation la ©ne*» soul 
t* m  crossness to virtue. This stage is ©ailed the self- 
accusing spirit (conscience), As stated la the ttciam
And nay I X oall to witness the self-accusing 
spirit (on every derellotion of duty or on the 
slightest eot ©f disobedience, being conscious 
of having offended).1®
The tendeney of the self•accusing spirit would be 
generating noble qualities and a virtuous disposition.
It tends also to transferal Ilf# so as to bring the whole 
eourse and eonduet of it to moderation. However* it is 
not enough to practise virtue exclusively* Therefore, 
for the necessity ef intelligent behavior one has to 
attain aoral excellence and go through the third stage 
in which the one is sure and aware of his whole action.
The condition of the soul at this stage has been called 
•soul at rest,*
0 soul that art at rest (and res test fully 
contented with thy lord), return to thy lord, 
well pleased (with him) well pleasing (Hlra)j so . 
enter aaong ay servants and enter into ay garden. *
At this stage the individual has found rest in his 
lord. It is this life and not after death that this great 
transformation is worked and has led him to intelligent 
behavior. Its result also is in this world and not
*9q»ran. ixxv, 2,
*9o»ran. lxxxix, 27-30.
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elsewhere, that, in access to paradise is granted to it 
and he receives the advantage*
The physical conditions of nan are closely connected 
with hit aoral and spiritual state#, so much so that even 
hie mede* ef eating and drinking play a part in the molding 
ef hi* moral and spiritual qualities. Therefore, the teaeh- 
lug of the Quran. considering the modification of behavior, 
applied itself abundantly to the reformation of the physical 
state ef man** life. The soul is net seme thing to be e©»~ 
sidered separate from body* fflr#a*cih«lam Aismad ©^plains*
The soul is a light whieh springs op fro® the 
body whieh is being prepared in the womb. By the 
springing op of the tool X only mean that at first 
it is hidden and inpereeptlble, although its germs 
are present in the seed, Itself, and that as the 
body is gradually developed, the soul grows along 
with it and becomes manifest. There Is not the 
least doubt that the inexplloable oonneotion ©f 
the semi with the seed is in aeeordanae with the 
design of God and with his permission and will.
It is a bright essenoe in the seed itself. It 
is not a part of it in the sense in whieh matter 
is part of matter, hot at the same time it is on* 
true to say that It eomes from outside, or as some 
wrongly imagine, falling upon earth is mixed with 
the substance of the seed. It is hidden in the 
seed as fire is latent in the flint,*®
The methods of achieving this stage of personality, 
that is behaving Intelligently, also are suggested by the 
holy book.
Quran advises the adults to take its general dir* 
action as rules of guidance for all the stages of life
29MlrM-QtolM. Atnad, T^ahXK St lAtH (UHom 
Printing Press, 1910), p. 13.
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and suggests that parents should be examples to their 
offspring.
the boat method in cultivation ©f noble qualities 
eueh ai chastity, honesty, meekness, politeness, forgive­
ness, goodness, o©urage, veracity, patience, and sympathy, 
which enable an individual of the age of discretion to 
abstain fro® inflicting injury upon fellow men and to 
reach self-direction, would be the institution of pray.
By requiring the observance of praying at a certain time, 
Islam ashes praying an institution, fraying is token as 
a means ef moral elevation. Partaking ef it five times 
a day, therefore, refreshes the soul dally, as food does 
the body. It purifies the heart, whieh is the only way 
to eommunleatlon between 0©d and men. It guides a Moslem 
to safeguard against evil and to sot according to the 
accepted principle.
According to Islam, right belief is nothing if not 
carried into practice, the nourishment of the good seed 
of the right belief would be good deeds.
Following this principle, one can see that Islam 
advocates the method of practice for the development of 
one1s personality and for the maintaining of moral evolu­
tion, and,as a result, behaving intelligently.
Quranic rules also should be taken as a method sup­
plementary to the above mentioned one®, The rules which 
direet the Intentions and actions of mn, are such that he
120
may net injure the life, property or honor of hi* follow 
beings W  means of hit tongue, or hand or eye or any other
member of M e  body* In short, self-oontsel would be
obtained through good conduct of parents, providing oppor­
tunity for growing and directing the senses, maintaining 
the right habits, pract icing, daily-praying and doing food* 
tbeee aethode are bated on the five main Islamic prlnelplee.
they are, (1) a belief ia God, the great unseen, (2) a
belief In divine revelation, and O) a belief In the life 
to eemej and on the practical tide, (b> praying to God, 
and ($} eharity in Ite broadest sense, Indicating the 
performance ef one's duty to an unseen God, and the per­
formance ef one's duty to fellow men.
chapter vii
THE CONTRIBUTIONS OF THE MODERN EDUCATORS
TO THE EDUCATIONAL METHODS
The steps toward modern civilizations are discussed 
la Chapter VII as containing elements of cultural movements. 
The contributions of the naturalists and the development* 
talists on the basis of the principles of acquiring Enow* 
ledge contributed by the British empiricists are 
interpreted.
I. INTRODUCTION TO MODERN CIVILIZATION
Historical facts indicate that for a period of three 
centuries the Crusades caused some changes. Rest and west 
were brought in touch with each other, producing various 
problems for both. Islamic culture helped in transferring 
Europe from medieval to modern civilization. Geographical 
exploration after the dark ages awakened the curiosity of 
many thinkers. Travelers returning from newly discovered 
lands revealed new customs, new religions, and new riches,
The "revival of letters" and the rise of great men 
stimulated the dawn of scientific thinking. Some of the 
most notable men were Petrarch (130^*13?L), Dante (1265“ 
1321), Boceaeio (1313~13?5), Arieto (WL-1533), Cervantes 
(15L7-1616), John Wycliff <1455~1537), Marlow (156^-1593),
a(1*73-15*3) vvUlated hi* £* 9n\MtoM 
Opblum; Ktpltr U371-1630) e©nfirm«a tht Gaptraloliui 
theory; (1569-15^2) eneompaeeed Hit whole physical 
universe with aathevatleal reeeareh; Bacon (15dl»162d)
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hit purpeee. Man fctoamt interested In himself and human
U 3
relations wore emphasised, Ons of the things that result- 
§4 from soionoo * M  the few movements taking place from 
the 13th century t® the l?th century was a profound change 
la the conception of man's place in the universe. In the 
medieval world the earth was the eenter of the heavens, ant 
everything hat a purpose concerned with men. In the 
Newtonian world, the earth was a minor planet, its nature 
ready for eeientiflo reeeareh, with nan a subject of 
philosophical investigation.
On the one hand, therefore, the great nod ere 
seiontiets, using the induotive method, began to diseover 
the laws of nature, and on the other hand, the great 
thinksre began to dissever the laws of thinking as well 
as esquiring knowledge, They began to find out, at least 
in save degree, the seeret principles by whieh the human 
aind operates,
II, THE PHILOSOPHICAL BASIS OF ACKtfttKtNCt KNOVLEm 
EFFECTIVE ON EDUCATIONAL KE«iO&8
On the continent, Descartes,* the founder of modern 
philosophy, pointed out that the laws of thinking and the
*Descartes (1596-1650) was bore in France and educat­
ed at the Jesuit College of LaFleehe. He left France in 
order to travel in Europe, enlisting in the Dutch and later 
In the Bavarian armies. He revived the study of Plato and 
broke down the rigid scholastic system. In Holland, where 
he lived twenty years, he wrote his famous work, Mseimifep,
dj. la. Methods,
i m
laws of external world are identical, Knowledge of m*> 
tercel thing* are obtained by the wind, not toy the senses, 
Bessettes* famous phrase *e©glio ergo sum* became the 
kernel ef the theory ef knowledge.
la following thie principle the important tendency 
le ettaehed to subjectivism end to the mind, rather than 
to the objectivism end matter, therefore, according to 
Descartes, the perception ef objects wee net due to vision 
or touch or laaginatlon, hat wee dependent open their 
litepeetien toy the mind. For instance, when observing a 
piece of wax, certain qualities auoh as taete, email, 
color, alee, and shape weald he apparent to the senses.
Zf the piece ef wax le pat by the fire, these dualities 
would change although the wax persists, therefore, what 
was apparently In the senses was net wax itself. The 
piece of wax was constituted by extension, flexibility, 
sad motion, whieh were understood by the mind. Bo would 
it be in all other eases. The generalisation would be 
that all knowledge took place through the mind and that 
the mind was superior to sense perception and experience, 
Descartes* successors followed the same pattern. 
They stressed that, apart from the senses, man is endowed 
with a special power which is known as reason, Although 
experience would help man la his learning, man could only 
knew a part ef the fact throu^i experience, not the whole 
fact. The whole knowledge of a certain fact le dependent
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wpon the mind. The principles of the otnooo were con­
sidered invalid and the principles of reason were con­
sidered %© have absolute validity* Ikit la explained a© 
both subjective and objective validity, This movement, 
although contributing a treat deal to the field of phllo- 
©ophy* l»4 little to contribute to ednoational method© or 
to educators.
turn British empiricists, who were in opposition to 
the philosophy of the Continent, began to dleeover the 
eeeret prlneiple ef the operation ef the mind in a different 
way. John Looks,* the founder ef the eye tea ©f philosophy 
knewn as empiricism, dealt with the dieeovery ©f the price1- 
plea of the operation of the mind in a new way* Through 
the oheervatien of the method of introspection, Look© 
mailed attention to the faet that thinking le In term© of 
ideae, these are expressed by such word© a© whltnese, hard­
ness, sweetness, and motion. He pointed out that the first 
task of every human being would he how he eould oome by 
these ideas. In discovering how one got these, Look® 
appealed to everyone's own observation and experience* Both
*John Loofce (1*32-1704) was bom at Wrington, He 
began his studies in Westminster School where he continued 
to the year 1*51. hook© became known as one of the most 
ingenious young men in Christ Church College in Oxford, 
which he attended later. After a time he became famous.
--Milan, and his | | p  ^ a g l l j l  
among the most influential books 
; the age of *8.
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internal and ©feccrvation is explained fey him*
feet «* then suppose the talad I© fee, as we say, 
white paper, void df all character, without any 
id***; hew eoaes it t© b« furnished? Whence comes 
it fey that vast ©tor©, which the feuay and bound- 
lees fancy ©f man has painted ©a it with an almost 
endless variety! «h©n©« ha© it all the materials 
ef vmiob and knowledge! f© this 1 answer, in ©a© 
word, fro® experience; in that all ©nr knowledge 
la found**, and that it ultimately drives itself* 
our observation, employ either about external 
aonaifel* ©bleats, or about the internal, operation 
of our minds, perceived and refloated on fey our*- 
selves, is that which supplies our understandings 
with all the materials ef thinking, fhese two are 
the foundation of knowledge, from whenoe all the 
ideas we have, or ©an naturally have, do spring.1
beehe hacked up the above mentioned Ideas fey observa­
tion of children. He pointed out that fey attentively con­
sidering the state of a ehild at hie first sotting into 
this world, it should fee noted that without doubt no ehild 
possesses any well stored mind when he some© into this 
world. It is fey degrees that the child is furnished with 
ideas. The objects surrounding him perpetually affect the 
child*© mind and willingly or unwillingly ideas derived 
from objects would fee imprinted on the child's mind, The 
child's senses would fee busy with the objects of sensa­
tion; his eight with light and colour, M s  ear with sound 
and voice, and fels touch with hardness and coldness. The 
result of this idea was the removing of the traditional 
doctrine that men possess innate idea# at their birth*
1 0
Mm that considers tlm  state of a
child at hit first coming into the world, will 
have llttlo reason to think him stored with plenty 
of ideas that are to he tho natter of his future 
knowledge* It le hr degrees lie comes to he 
furnished with them; and though the ideas of oh*
▼lows and familiar goal1ties imprint themselves 
before the memory begins to Steep a regieter of 
tine or order, yet it le often so late before eons 
unusual qualities eons in the way, that there are 
few aen that ean net reoolleet the beginning of 
their acquaintance with thesis and, if it were 
worth while, so doubt a child night be so ordered 
as to haws but a eery few even of the ordinary 
ideas till he were grown to manhood, but all 
that are born into the world being surrounded 
with bodies that perpetually and diversely affect 
then, variety of Ideas, whether ears be taken 
about it or net, are Imprinted on the minds ef 
children. Light and colour are busy at hand 
everywhere when the eye is but open; sound and 
seme tangible qualities fail not to solicit 
their proper senses, and fores an entrance to 
the mind; but yet I think it will be granted 
easily, that if a child were kept in a place 
where he never ear any others but black and white 
till he were a ean, he would have no acre Ideas 
ef scarlet er green that he that from his ehild* 
hood never tasted an oyster or a pineapple has 
ef those particular relishes.2
Founding a new basis for the interpretation of the 
nature of human nature and pointing out the state of man, 
Look., la took II of th* g»«w Conoornlnk Httt. M m W *  
lug has given the sources of acquiring knowledge, the ways 
that the mind operates, the method of getting complex ideas 
cut of the Simple ideas and the relationship of Ideas which 
give a complete oircle of thinking.
He began with two sources from whieh Ideas are
2lbid.. p. U.
i m
derived, The first source would be asnaatlen. ant the 
second, perception of the operation of minds whieh way he 
OftllM lat.msl H U H  or p»n»otlQB. ¥1»m two or. tho 
fountains of knowledge from whieh ell Ideas spring*
¥lv*%, the senses, conversant about surrounding 
bodice, convey the sensible objects Into the mind* aenees 
are the great source of most of the essential M e m  that 
one baa. Secondly, the mind begin# to operate am what baa 
boon conveyed through the senses, The mind doubts, believ­
es, reasons and doaa all different aota of itself, from 
these aatmtlaa the mind receives understanding aa dis­
tinct itaaat
Our senses, conversant ab tut particular sensible 
objects, a© convey into tha alnt several distinct 
perceptions of things, according to thoaa various 
ways wherein thoae objects do affect them; and thus 
v« come by thoaa idaaa we have of yellow, white, 
heat, cold, soft, hart, bitter, sweet, ant all thoaa 
whieh we eall sensible qualities whieh when 1 say 
tha aanaaa ©envoy into the mind, X aeon, they from 
external objects convey into the mind what produces 
these perceptions. This great source of most ©f 
the ideas we have, depending Wholly upon our senses, 
and derived by them to understanding, X call 
"sensation.*
The other fountain from which experience 
famiehetb the understanding with ideas, la the 
perception of the operations of our own minds with 
in us, as it is employed about the ideas it has 
got; whieh operations when the soul comes to re- 
fleet on and consider, do furnish the understanding 
with another set of ideas which could not be had 
from things without; and such are perception, 
thinting, doubting, believing, reasoning, knowing, 
willing, and all the different acting of our own 
minds; whieh we, being conscious of, and observing 
in ourselves, do from these receive into our under­
standing as distinct ideas, as we do from bodies
Xt9
affect!ng ©ur senses. this source of ideas every 
sen has wholly in himself; end though it he not 
sense as having nothing to do with external objects, 
yet it le vesy like it, end might properly enough 
he sailed *Internal sense.® hut as X sell the 
ether •sensation,® so I sail this "reflection,® 
the ideas It affords being suoh only as the mind 
gets by refleeting on its own operations within 
itself. by refleetion, then, in the following 
part of this diseourse, 1 would be understood to 
eean that aotlee whieh the mind takes of its own 
operations, and the manner of them, by reason 
whereof there seme to be ideas ef these operations 
In the understanding. These two, I say, vis., 
external material things as the objects of sense* 
tlon, and the operations of our own minds within 
as the objects of refleetlon, are, to me, the only 
originals from whence all our Ideas take their 
beginnings. Tbs term •operations® here, used in 
a large sense, as comprehending not barely the 
nations of the aind about its ideas, but some sort 
ef passions arising sometimes from them, sueh as 
is the satisfaction or uneasiness arising from any 
thought•5
Looks, after establishing the sources of sensation 
and refleetlon as the original and foundation of all the 
materials of one’s knowledge, has explained the psycholo* 
gleal significances of the ideas of reflection and has 
pointed out why most children get ideas of the operations 
ef their own minds rather late in life. Locke interpreted 
this lack in children to the fact of their delight in the 
variety of changing objects. They grow up without a 
constant attention to outward sensations. This lack of 
attention seldom makes it possible for children t© do re* 
flective thinking until they mature and are able to pay
^Xbld.. p. 26*27.
attention to the efeleots of reflection. Sen eat Ion
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knowledge goes beyond I>are probability and 1st of tha 
existence of particular external objects.
Xa short, It should be noted that John Look* dis­
cussed the state of man as an individual whose knowledge 
le dependent on hie experience and observation. Locke 
contributed the doetrine ef objsetlvlty and considered 
feete a* real ae they stand* a circle of thinking would 
he explained thus* senses convey the Ideas of sensation 
t© the aind; eat of staple Ideas the wind ashes complex 
caes, and in the light ef its faculties, ae well as its 
operation, the alnd finds agreement or disagreement 
between Ideasj that le, acquiring knowledge, This ©eatrt- 
batten of Loeke beeane the comer stone of the methods of 
edaeatlon of the great educators of the next century, 
known as developmental1s ts.
xxi. coMskios* Q o m m n m m m  to
EDUCATIONAL METHODS
Before discussing the contribution of Locke to 
educational method, it should be noted that from the age 
of the Renaissance up to the French Revolution some of the 
great educators were emphasising the need ef proper educa­
tional methods. Among these, mtorln© ha Feltre (1378- 
1*46), Juan Luis fives (1492-1540), Richard Muloaater 
(1531-1611)» Francis Beeon (1581-1626), Wolfgang Batke 
(1571-1635) end John Amos Oomenlus were outstanding.
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One ef these educators, who M s  often been 
considered to be the first modem educator, was M m m  
Amoa Comenius (1599*1470)♦ *
Gemeniue vaa Influenced by Bacon*® Rovum Cmaimm,
He adapted Bacon*e emphasis on Induction to hie method of 
teaching. Through thie principle he m «  guided to eon* 
trive epeeiflo methods for teaching wherein bodily organs 
would he brought to the aid of learning. He pointed out 
that the child would uee hie eensee in learning. Some* 
times he le in need of using one of his senses; sometimes 
a few of them together. He advocated that the process of 
learning would he etarted first through the medium of the 
eeneee. Special emphasis should he laid upon the logical 
sequence and the articulation of the subject» as well as 
the parts of the subject. The important parts of the sub* 
Jeet should be emphasised. Comenlus believed in the con* 
tlsalty and the comprehensiveness of everything whieh was 
learned as well as beeping in view those things whieh have 
real use. His Qrbla Rictus has been a good example of his 
■•thodologjr. Geunlu. In th» preface of £££££ USSSt 
mentioned that though It is a little boob, the pictures
*ComeaiuA was bom to a Moravian family, studied 
under the most advanced scholars in the beet universities 
of his time. The educational ideas and ideals of the age 
find the meet comprehensive and systematic embodiment in 
him. Hi# main contribution was in method, which was intro* 
dueed in hie great bl&actlo.
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the representation of nil visible things. Pictures 
do more than please children*s eyes, children are delight­
ed with pictures. Re pointed out that object® and picture® 
stir up the child*# attention. Senses, the main guide# of 
childhood, only will he sharpened more and more while they 
are ueed in the appropriate place. When object# are pre- 
eented to the senses, the senses grow merry and willingly 
suffer themselves till the ehild learn# and the objects 
become sufficiently discerned.
thus at last this school would indeed become 
a school of things to the senses , and an entrance 
to the school intellectual, But enoughs Let us 
esse to thing itself.5
Goaenloe in teaching selence believed that the know- 
ledge of any science would be acquired through perceiving 
the ebjeote of that subject and requiring sufficient atten- 
tion for perception of the objeote, fhe knowledge of any 
science depends upon a sincere observation, establishing 
the proper relationship between the objects and the sense 
(sight), and following the sequence of the objects one 
after another. Everything, therefore, should be placed 
before the senses, and the golden rules of every teacher 
must be the fast that everything is learned by actual 
observation through ssnse-rerception. In ease of the lack
$3, A. Gemenius, orbls Flatus (iew lorkj Bardeen 
Publisher, 1837), p. xix.
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ef procured objects, their representations m y  be used. 
Model* awy be used in physics, gsogrmphy, geometry, 
botany, ©oology* and physiology. in the acquisition of 
•» ***♦ aomenius pointed out that there should he a model 
whieh the pupil may examine and then try to imitate; there 
should he material of the new form. Progress, in art 
studies oemes primarily through practice* fraotiee, example, 
analysis, synthesis and Imitation are the mala methods of 
esquiring knowledge ef art*
Since religion occupied the most exalted place in 
the educational system which had been outlined by Gomenlus, 
the child*s heart thus should be joined to God’s love, this 
could be accomplished through meditation, prayer, and exact- 
nation. The child would be habituated to the outward work 
whieh God commands in order that the child may be practi­
cally a believer in God,
Cemeniu* pointed out that discipline should be free 
from personal elements, such as anger and dislike, end 
should be based on sincerity, teaching involves a relation 
between the teacher and the learner, That relation involves 
discipline, and discipline should be mild along with frank­
ness, It should be severe in any eases of moral delinquen­
cies.
Consequently, it should be noted that with Cemenius* 
methodisation of the process of instruction there was also 
a systematiaction of educational organization. He considered
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the first twenty-four years of human Ilf® a® the period 
of plasticity and recognised it in four different stages*
(1) the first period would he the first sir years and 
should he spent at home* that Is, m  the sehool of aether1 s 
knee. the seeond period would he from slat to twelve and 
that should he spent in the vernacular sehool. The third 
period would be froa twelve to eighteen and that should 
be spent in Law Sehool or Gymnasium, the fourth period 
would be from eighteen to twenty-four years of age and 
that would be spent in the University. Gutstending 
students eould go to the College of Light.
In all these periods mothers, teachers, and all 
instructors should take aeeur&ey, naturalness and artistry 
as the criteria of their teaching, leaching is an art of 
organisation. The teaoher should know what to organise, 
for Whoa to organise, and how to organise, as it is 
a»ntlon«d m  Hod.m Edwmtor. figd $MlE. i&t£&S. *«>» th« 
6w»t DtAMtUi
The art of teaching, therefore, demands nothing 
more than the skillful arrangement of time, of the 
subjects taught, and of the method. As soon as we 
have succeeded in finding the proper method it will 
be no harder to teach school-boys, in any number 
desired, than with the help of the printing-press 
to cover a thousand sheets dally with the neatest 
writing, or with Arohlmede*s machine to move houses, 
towers, and immense weights, or to cross the ocean 
in a ship, and Journey to the New World. The whole 
movement of a clock whose motive power is supplied 
by the weights. It will be as pleasant to see 
education carried out on my plan as to look at an
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automatic machine of this kind, and the process 
will he as free fro® failure as are these.mech­
anical contrivances when skillfully mad®.®
It. LOQKl,S OOKmBTOOMS TO 
EDUCATIONAL m a Q M
The educational methods introduced by L©oh# wort 
outcomes of hit empirical philosophy and experimental psy* 
©hology. Hit point of view on the nature of human nature, 
as wall as his outlook on the external world, stood as the 
basis of his eduoational methods*
The child possesses a flexible, teachable and 
adaptable nature in his early days* His senses are the 
best instrument to establish his relation with his environ* 
sent. His heart has the potentiality that makes for social 
relations with other children, as well as with adults* His 
gradually furnished mind has the ability to make him aware 
ef his existence. Therefore, the child, In coming to this 
world has a threefold state; one with others, one with ex* 
temal objeots, and one with himself.
Locke, not believing in the existence of Innate 
ideas, has explained that the child gradually, through 
his senses, will receive ideas of different kinds and 
stores his mind with them. The beet method for acquiring 
new ideas, Locke advised, would be observation, experience,
h .  Wisawa, tto&egn Kduo^ors IMili <»«*
Yorks Appleton and Company, 1901), pp. 26*23.
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and Jlay* This fellows the principle that tha learning 
of the ehild should he obtained by nativity of the organs 
of sense rather than second-hand information, that is 
through hooks and inf ©motion given by adults* Looks has 
pointed out that there may be a need of selecting objects 
for experimentation with the child by adults, this op­
portunity for adults brings out the psychological points 
on vhleh the educational Methods ©f Locke art based* 
this psychological view demands a selection ef objects 
which would be related to the child's Interest.
Locke, being aware ef the defects of education of 
his age, pointed out that the child's special aptitude and 
capacities were ignored by his program of studies and hie 
rote-aeaory was overtaxed by things which warn out of the 
child's spontaneous interest. In other words while Locke 
believed that the ehild through his senses and experiences 
had to convey ideas Into his mind, he felt that the child 
should have suitable Ideas, this required consideration 
of psychological principles of teaching.
Locke's philosophical views on the nature of the 
child and his belief in the doctrine of direct experience 
cade him aware of the importance of early childhood?
The great Mistake I have observed in peoples 
breeding their children has been, that this has 
not been taken oars enough of in its due season; 
that the wind has not been made obedient to rules,
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and pliant to reason, when at first it was moot 
tender, most easy to be hewed.”
Locke recognised another psychological principle of 
learning; that is the prinoiple of readiness. He also 
advocated the method of repeated practice in teaching the 
child* He believed that through repeated practice, the 
child would for® correct habits in relation to hie subject 
of learning and consequently gain the mastery of its
This method of teaching children by a repeated 
practice, and the came action done ever and ever 
again, under the eye and direction of the tutor, 
till they have got the habit of doing It well, and 
not be relying on rules trusted to their memorise, 
has ce many advantages, which way soever we consider 
it, that Z cannot but wonder (if 111 customs could 
be wandered at in anything) how it could possibly 
be so much neglected.®
Sinee time is too short for a child to learn what 
he needs for his living through direct experience, Locke 
advocated that the child acquire knowledge through the 
experience of others; that is, through letters. He advo­
cated that learning be made a play and recreation to 
children and that in this way they could be brought to 
desire being taught.
thus children may be ooeened into a knowledge of 
the letters; be taught to read, without perceiving 
it to be anything but a sport, and play themselves
?John Locke, (Cambridge, 
p. 28.B M B W ' B S . y W .England! Cambridge univ 
8It»ld.. p. *5*46.
into that ©there are whipped for* Children, should 
net have anything Ilk© work or serious,laid on thornj 
neither their minds nor bodies will bear It. It 
injures their health#} and their being fore ad and 
tied down t© their books, in an age at enmity with 
all such restraint, has, I doubt not, been the reaeon 
why a great ©any hivi hated booh* and learning all 
their lives after* it ie like a surfeit, that leaves 
aft aversion behind, net to be removed."
relieving this view, boeke advocated that playthings 
night be fitted to the purpose ©f reading, lor example, 
a teacher in his teaching eould use an ivory ball. This 
ball sight be like that of the *Royal-Oak* lottery with 
thirty-two sides, upon their sides the letters are pasted. 
The child while playing would learn.
Even in using this simple tool, books advocated 
that the teacher should go from simple to complex, ie 
should start with a *ftoyal-Oak* ball lottery which has 
several B*s on its sides, several A»e upon another and so 
on. Then reducing the numbers of A*s to one in order that 
each cldc would consist of one letter. He also advocated 
that, after the game is over, the ball should be placed 
away frea the child so that it# presence would not grow 
stale to him.
The letters pasted upon the sides of dice, or 
polygon, were best to be of the else of those of 
the folio Bible to begin with, and none of them 
capital letters; when once he can read what is 
printed la such letters, he will not long be 
ignorant of the great onset and in the beginning 
he should not be perplexed with variety. With
9Ibid.. pp. 116-11?.
mthis die also, you might have a play lust life* 
the Boyal Oak, which would he another variety; 
and play for cherries* or'apples* etc.10
the result of this type ©f teaching would he stlmu* 
latlon for learning. It maintains the child1© eagerness 
In hie studies. Xn teaching writing* drawing , foreign 
languages, and even mathematics, Locke advocated that 
teachers should be aware of psychological as well as 
logical doctrine; the latter for learning,and the former 
for keeping the child*s eagerness In M s  work.
Concerning the broad problem of method, the child* 
although considered as a reasoning creature by Locke, is 
alee considered immature. While the child*© nature is 
eosipletely flexible, the father must take advantage of 
the situation and establish his authority, as the follow* 
lag quotation by him indicateas
be sure then to establish the authority of a 
father, ae soon as he is capable of submission, 
and can understand In whose power he is. If you 
would have him stand In awe of you, imprint it 
in his infancy; and, as he approaches more to a 
sen, admit him nearer to your familiarity: do
shall you have him your obedient subject (as is 
fit) whilst he is a child, and your affectionate 
friend when he Is a man,11
Locke*s ideas concerning the relation between the 
child and his elders make him a disciplinarian, while his 
ideas concerning the child’s relation to the external 
objects make him an experimentalist.
10Ibid.. p. Up,
u M m  P‘ 32*
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Son*®rning the relation of a ehild with hie parent®, 
a® in s m n l  with elder®, toeke did not advocate'a etriet 
discipline. Be did not believe in corporal punishment, 
neither did he believe in rules end regulation®. He wee 
completely ewere of the feet that greet punishment doe® 
hut vety little good, thatever rigor® found necessary 
should he changed into a wilder sort of govern®ent. Bevtr* 
enee, respect ©f elder® and many other Qualities would 
begin early. The elder® are responsible for keeping up 
the ehild*® spirit, Look® explained that through giving 
praise in publie and blame in private, providing cppyeprl* 
ate rewards and rational freedom, practicing the right 
example®, requiring association with the right company, 
avoiding beating, and reduolng rule®, the ehild will 
grew up in the proper wanner. As he ha® stated in the 
following vordss
Be, therefore, that la about children, should 
well study their natures and aptitude®, and see, 
by often trials, what turn they easily take, and 
what becomes them; observe what their native 
stock is, how it may be Improved, and whether 
they be eapable of having it wrought into them by 
industry, and incorporated there by practice; and 
whether it be worth while to endeavour it. For, 
in many eases all that we can do, or should aim 
at, is, to make the best of what nature has given, 
to prevent the vice® and fault® to which such a 
constitution is most inclined, and give it all 
the advantages it is eapable of. Every one’s 
natural genius should be carried as far as it 
could be; but to attempt the putting another 
upon him, will be but labour in vain, and what 1®
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so plastered on, will at best ait but untoward- 
ly, wngracefulnees of constraint and affectation.1*
From tho foregoing discussion of Locke*® contribu­
tion® t one can derive the following prlnolpXe»i
(1) By renowing the doctrine concerning the exia- 
tcstee of innate idea®, he laid the baele for the principle 
of direct experience.
(2) From observation ©f children and the study of 
the operation of the mind, he advocated the principle of 
psychology of learning*
(3) A® a result ©f applying experimental psychology 
he advocated the principle of interest and Introduced the 
advantage of playing*
V. ROUSSEAU * 9 COSTRXBDTIORS TO THE EDUCATIONAL METHODS
Jean Jacques Rousseau* (1712*1776)* Loefce contrl- 
hated the principle® of objectivity, that Is, believing 
in the reality of the object® in the world as one per­
ceive® thee through senses* Lock.© also advocated the 
theory ef •tabula rasa.* Thus removing the accepted
l2Ibld.. p. b6.
*fteusseatt did not receive a systematic education, 
but developed hie personality through reading and sharpened 
his cense® through the observation of nature. Although It 
is e&ld that he led a life of a vagabond and of abandon, he 
was a free and a revolutionary person, who devoted his life 
to the departments of human activity; philosophy, science, 
religion, ethics, economics, and pedagogy.
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principle @f a prierl ideas and agreeing that only expert*' 
•nee write* ©a the white sheet of mini and that all Idea® 
ar# a posteriori. This second principle m e  dependent 
•pea the principle of experimentation and practise. M i d *  
ly, ae far ae Locke m e  ooaeerned, methods of edueation 
became more psychological, but the ehild m e  subject to 
his time*
Rousseau accepted the firet two prinelplee as the 
h&slf of M e  eontributlen to educational method, In the 
plaee ©f the third one, he ©contributed the prlneiple of 
freedom, by whieh he would entirely liberate the child from 
•▼ery bondage, and made that principle the sole guidance 
for education, at least for the childhood period.
In order that these principle® of experimentation, 
activity and freedom be effective, ftousseau recognised the 
argent need of basing hie pedagogy on hie observational 
psychology and basing hie psychology on biology.
Biologically, Rousseau found that the child is 
endowed with inner drives by nature. He advocated that 
the inner senses, which are the ehild1e basis of feeling, 
should be the spring of all his actions,
The ehild*s inner drive was also considered by 
Rousseau ae a basis of the child* s curiosity. That is why 
the child would be Interested in, and try every new object. 
These trying*, according to Rousseau, were an apprentice­
ship of learning. The child, while he is endowed with a
great capacity, in alio endowed with an ability of 
curiosity, while he ie endowed with inner drive, while 
he la endowed with an ability to do experimentation, while 
he la endowed with external aenaes, while he la endowed 
to be loved end he reapeeted for Whet he will be In hie 
adulthood, he la weak in hie childhood. Therefore, he 
ehould be loved and nature would eliminate hie weaknesses.
The ohlld'a future la dependent upon hia prolonged 
ehlldhood and that prolonged ehildhood ahould naturally 
be for the development of hie endowments and the ellmina* 
tien of the weafcneeeea of hla physieal organa*
2n developing hie physical organa the ehild needa 
opportunity to net aa the natural state of hla Inner drivee 
demand. In other worda, he la aubjeet to the nature of 
biology, that la, growth. Since growth la gradual and 
alnoe growth la related to learning, aa well ae to the 
external world, eaeh atage of the ehild1a growth haa ita 
own oharaoterletiee and haa ita own readlnees for oertaln 
subjects, aa well aa certain ability for understanding.
Aa Boueeeati expreaaea It:
la nature vent due lea enfanta aoint enfant# 
event quo d*etre hommea. Si noua voulona per* 
vertlr eet orlre, noua produlrona dee fruita 
preeoeea quin'&uront nl, eaturlte nl eaveur, at 
ne tarderont pea a ae oorromprts noua durona 
do jounce doeteura et de vleux enfant#. L’en* 
fanoe a dee menieree de voir, da penaer, de 
eentlr, qul tul aont proper#; rlen n*eet main# 
sense quo d*y voulalr subatituer lea notrea; et 
j'aemerels eutent exiger <ju*um enfant out cinq# 
pieda de hout, quo du jugement a dlx ana, In
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effect, de quoi lul. Serviralt la raison a eet 
agef HI# lit le frein de la force, et 1*enfant 
n*& pee besoln de oe frein.*3
Rousseau In the foregoing quotation expressed the
faot that a period of childhood exists and should he
studied ae childhood, not as a development toward manhood.
Mature Intends the ehild to he a child before adulthood,
hat ignorant parents Judge the child in the light of their
own state of life. Parents expect the child to conduct
himself in the same manner that they behave as adults.
they are Ignorant of the faot that childhood has its own
methods of seeing, thinking, and feeling.
At this point the need of a psychological basis in
Rousseau»s writing is manifested. He advocated that the
teaoher should treat the child as his age demands. The
newborn ehild needs stretching to move his limbs, Parents
prevent him from moving his limbs, in stretching his limbs.
Parents hasten the child*s movement inetedd of giving him
an opportunity to develop himself naturally. The best
method of education of newborn babies would be liberty —
liberty for movement and self^development. The best methods
in the earliest education would be habituating the child to
cultivate his senses and accustoming him to ©bcerring new
objects. Games and well chosen recreation in a. well &1~
rested experiment will play a part in the young boy*a
J. Houseeau, Emile au de Education (JParlet 
Firmlndidot et cie Imprlmeurs, fftJT, ?. 71.
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education. Boueseau, following, Locke, advocated tlmt no 
lesson would be given verbally. The ehild ought to 
receive no leeeon except through experience. A® he aaldi 
*11 faut parlen Lant cue oe qu'on ne sauroit fairs, •***
St sauvenes voue Qu'en toute chase vos leoons 
dcivent etre plus ca actions qu'en discours; ear 
lee enfante oublient alsement ee qu'ils ont lit 
et ce qu*cn ler a dlt, mala non peg cs cu'llc 
cnt fait et ce au'en leur a fait*1®
In opposition to Locke, Rousseau did not believe 
that children are reasoning creatures. He believed that 
youngsters are feeling, sensitive creatures before becom­
ing reasoning ones, therefore, on the psychological 
principle of readiness, reasoning should begin only when 
the child is mature enough but feelings would be cultivat­
ed from birth.
Before attempting to educate the young boy between 
the age of five and twelve years, Housseau, again for the 
effectiveness to teaching, required a careful study of the 
child's language, this was in order that the teacher would 
be better able to properly communicate with him. Any 
circumstance, according to Housseau, was an opportunity 
for educating the child. The teacher has to take familiar 
circumstances as starting points and guide the child. For 
example, from a desire of planting in the garden of a
x*lbt4. , p. 201.
15lbia.. p. 88.
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neighbor, the child m y  leat® the M m  ©f respecting 
ether's property. In order that the lessons he pleasant, 
Locks proposed teaching reeding by means of dice* Rousseau, 
however, admired Leake's view, but eonsldered it ae a 
mistake» then he pointed ©at that there exists in the 
ehildren a better thing than all these devices; that Is, 
the desire to learns
On se fait nne grande affaire de eherehen lee 
mellleurea method©* d'apprendr® a lire; on invent© 
dee eureaux, dee cartes; on fait de la Chamfer© 
d'un enfant un atelier d'imprisierie. Look® veut 
qu'll apprenne a lire avee dee das* Me volla-t-11 
pas une invention blen trouvee? Quelle pitie I 
On moyen plue aur quo tons eeux~la, et celul qu'on 
oublie touJours, eat le deslr d'apprendr©. Bonne* 
a 1*enfant os desire, pule laisees la voe bureaux 
et vos dest tout© methods lul sera bonne.16
In short, learning starts from birth. Being human 
beings biologically involves growth; growth starts from the 
inner drives; inner drives are the spring of activities; 
activities need freedom; freedom should be regulated through 
discipline; discipline is a process of experience in nature. 
Learning also is based upon the child's understanding of 
his weakness in his relation to adults; that is knowing 
himself. Mature is the child's first teacher and develops 
him physically. Senses are his best Instrument of trans­
ferring objects of nature into ideas and opportunity {using
d. Rousseau, Emils, hlvr© II {Paris* uelallan 
Freres, dueoeeseurs, IBSSiVpT 153.
mtime) is the beat assistant to bis thinking end finding 
the relation of ideas,
Adults are bis second teacher. Mult® should know 
the psychological principles of treating the child, They 
should know the ehild*s language, they ought to love the 
ehild and regulate the ehild*e freedom* Activities and 
experience, observation and practise are the beet ways of 
being educated. These ways should be graded logically 
up to the point that the child would know himself , his 
environment and to use his surrounding objects.
cHAmii n n
t m  GOKTBIBUTIOHS OF MOBKMI IDBOAtOHS 
(GOfttZBBSB)
1. PES?ALOZZX*S GOVtRXHJfXQIia
Before noting the contribution of Festal©**! to 
educational method#, It should be noticed that David Hume* 
( i m - i m )  »»»• hi. great book 4a  Inaolw Sona.rning 
Human Baders tending in the year l?b$. Both in hie Treatise 
of Human Mature and in hie Inquiry. Hume began with the 
dletinetion between "Impressions* and ideas. Impressions 
take the place ef the idea of sensation of heeke and become 
the aaln source of knowledge of every nasi* Every staple 
impression has a corresponding idea* Correspondent Ideas 
are derived from sense impressions and are the beginning 
ef the learning process*
Hume also advanced the principle of association 
which was introduced by Locke* The following quotation of 
An Inquiry Concerning Mm&n MfffBlftS&LBg indicates
*Huae is one of the most Important among the philo­
sophers. He developed the empirical philosophy of Looks 
and Berkeley. His chief philosophical works are frp^Mt,
of Byron rotuy* u i  m  Iskltt g g M t p A M  B a a a  M m l H f -
ink. It is in the latter book that Huae level oped Locke1 a 
Empirical points of view and contributed to understanding 
human nature. It Is also the same book which awakened 
Kant from his dogmatic slumber.
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the import&noe of the principles of association in 
learning}
though it ho too otarlooe to escape observation, 
that different ideas are connected together; 1 do 
not find that any philosopher has attempted to 
enumerate or el&es all the principle® of associa­
tion; a mbjeot, however, that seems worthy of 
ouriosity. to m«, there appear® to he only three 
principles of connect ion aaong ideas, namely*
in tine or place, and
?estalo*si* (1746-1786) accepted the above mentioned 
principles as essential to the art of instruction of educe- 
tlen and pointed oats
Haa, I said, in this account, becomes man only 
through the Art (the art ef Inst rue tlen or e&uea- 
tioa); hat however far this guide created hy our­
selves goes, it mast always be united with the 
simple course of nature. Whatever it does, and 
however boldly it may lift us above the condition 
and even the privileges of our animal nature, yet 
it cannot add a hair's breadth to the spirit of 
that form through which our race is raised from 
confused sense-lmpressions to clear ideas. And 
it ought not. It fulfills its end— our ennobling 
— essentially in this only, that it develops us in 
this and in no other form; and so soon as it
1D»Ti« Boat, An Inquiry Oono,rolng ^SSS.JMmSSSSr 
ias. (Chicago s PaquinPrintert Go., 1 W ) ,  p. 23.
"Pestaloesl, a devoted man, dedicated his life to 
a profession holy enough to satisfy hi® great personality. 
Be was the father of the modern elementary schools. He 
practiced what Conineue, Locke, and Boueseau stated and 
contributed the principle of individuality to educational 
principles. He was a humanist and human. He wrote quite 
a number of books in other fields besides education. He 
did everything for the welfare of others and nothing for 
himself. He was an altruist.
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trie® another way it throw® u® back into that 
inhuman state ©at of which it ia destined by th® 
Creator of ©ur nature to raise us,2
According to Peetalossi, the simple course of nature 
would he the foundation of the art of education, the mean® 
for the development of the ehild Is limited essentially to 
thiej a ehild on hi® coming to this world 1® surrounded 
with physical faot®, Nature put® before him these faot® 
over a wide and confused area. The ehild receive® the 
confused, unorganised senee«lmpresslens which provide a 
confused basis for a confused knowledge. To avoid a con* 
fused knowledge, the first part of education will become 
a psychological process of grading and putting together 
these facts in narrower bounds and in regular sequence and 
bringing nearer to the child*® senses what nature has put 
before hla.
The physical objects surrounding the child would 
determine the kind of sense~l»pres8lone that he receives. 
These sense-iapressions, by following the psychological 
mechanical lavs, should be raised to clear Ideas, which 
are the objects of knowledge.
The chill has some natural needs which stimulate 
his activities and guide him toward learning.
Finally the child has relationship# with others.
2Johann S. Peetaloa&i, How intrude. Tffigto. Mil 
children Huey E. Holland and fmnoes C. Turher, Translat­
ors, fork* C. W, Bardeen, Publisher, 1898), p. 129*
mTUI* relationship regulates the child*® freedom and widen® 
hie observation end eventually raise® that observation to 
forethought.
the problem whieh Postal©sal faced was the unbarmon- 
lows conditions under whieh the ehild is living. He tried 
to bring the element# of every condition (art) Into bar* 
meny with the very nature ©f the mind by psycho-analysing 
the Art of Education,
Following the contribution of British Bmplrioiw 
and Boueeeau'e idea#, Pestalossl found that all knowledge 
of man la derived from ®enee*impr##sion® and that the 
method which strengthened the influence of nature in develop** 
ing the ehild in intelligence energy and virtue would be 
speech* drawing, writing, reckoning and measuring* Postal* 
ossl traced all these elements of human art to their 
origins which were objects of sense and reflection to 
Locke* ideas to Bousseau and senee-impresalon to Hume.
Therefore, before uttering any sound. Festalosti 
pointed out that the child gained experience from objects 
before him. Beginning with the object®, the child stored 
up a senae-imprcesion vocabulary. For instance, the child 
feels that pebbles and trees have different properties and 
that they in turn are different from glass. The mother 
should arrange these primary objects according to their 
order of merit so that the body could produce a series of
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felt which letter belonged to what syllable
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J?eetalossl through numbering the syllable# ltd 
the child t© the point et perfection et syllable learn­
ing. through ©hanging the letter© of a word, taking cue 
©r few letter# away* and dividing the word# into syllables, 
Fectalessl strengthened the observation of the child, 
fhrough strengthening the child's observation* Ftstalest! 
increased the child's ability and that increased power 
enabled the child to rearrange the very hardest words by 
himself.
By this method, Postal©#*! wee establishing the 
eenneetlen between objects and words and developing the 
child*© organ of speech through exercise s© that he could 
pronounce the hardest words easily, Aceomplishlng the 
principles of reading* Pestaloxsi taught the child a vocab­
ulary related to the child*© sense-Impressions by means of 
a dictionary* The specimens of samples* grammatical ad­
ditions and classification of word# were the next steps in 
language teaching.
According to Feetslossl writing was a kind of linear 
drawing. Therefore, he led the child to begin with drawing 
before thinking of writing. He believed that nature endow­
ed the ehild with the ability to draw and that the child 
could possibly, in two years* be able to guide well that 
delicate instrument * the pen. Since drawing is based on 
the principle of angles* parallels* and ares, It forms a
is?
natural basis for a foundation in writing.
la teaching arithmetic, Peetalossi, following the 
principle of objectivity, began with a few or wore reel 
objects and led the ehild from sense-impressions to symbol® 
and fro® symbol# to abstract ideas. For instance, first he 
weed real objects, then a group of dote and finally the 
numbers.
It is evident fro® the foregoing discussion of the 
eeatributlen ef Festalessl to educational methods that he 
followed in elementary inetmetion the mechanical •‘►laws by 
whieh nature is bound to the ehild.
Since nature was bound to rise step by step from, a 
simple beginning, so the objects of learning should be 
graded and presented to the child. In order that the aye- 
tematle training would be effective the needs and Interests 
of the ehild would be taken Into consideration, because the 
child's need is the eenter of hie activity and activity is 
essential la learning. Since the unessential elements are 
subordinated to the essential ones, the teacher ought to 
guide the ehild to learn essentials of learning in order 
to become Independent in learning. Every new Idea should 
be almost an imperceptible addition to what the child 
previously has learned* Articulation between previous 
experience and the new ones should be established and until 
perfection of the simpler has been achieved the child must
m
net start complex Ideas. Pestaloxsl through this objective 
method, hinging upon philosophical and psychological princi­
ple® of objectivity and the nature of the child, ae well ae 
the nature of learning, revolutionised the modem elementary 
schools. It was through this method that Fectalossl led 
his pupils ae early as possible to stand on their feet, to 
think Independently and Judge freely.
Peatalossi also advocated education through activity 
in order to train the hands, through projects which Involved 
activities and the use of hands, he added to his principle 
of objectivity the theory of educational establishment* 
combining with workshops. Be believed that through such 
educational establishments combined with workshops, and 
conducted on a psychological basis, a generation could be 
formed which would show by experience that individuals are 
able to stand on their feet and be self-sufficient. This 
practice also assisted the harmonous conditions which are 
the ultimate conditions of education.
Concerning the ehild*a relation with other members 
of society, Peatalossi contributed the principle of indi­
viduality.
In advocacy of the Naturalism of Rousseau who raised 
the voice of * returning to nature** to human nature and to 
child nature, Pestalozsi went deeper than his predecessor 
in his ideas concerning the nature of the child. Qy limiting
IB
the principle of freed#® of fteueeemu, Pestalossl plated
the child in his natural environment, the boa#* ittefemd of
an imaginary iif© tool a tod fro® eeeial envi m m m t  m  
Rousseau advocated, feslalotsi, therefore, oetietdered the 
Heme * •  the p r o p e r  p l a e #  to develop character d a  t h e  child.
Ho emphasised that nature hot inspired the ehild with treat 
la hit mother, this trust cultivates ia the child « will lag 
obedience, within the Halts of which the child would ••* 
Ctsire thoto habits which will m m  the duties of lifa easier.
At the ehild it eared for fey the mother, as ho it 
pleased fey her, at hit need* are satisfied fey her, at ho 
is fed fep her, protested fey her and ae ho !« helped fey M o
aether, the gore of loro it developed ia the shill* la the
ease way, through expert eases which eeme fro# circumstances 
the gore of trust and gratitude, of human lev# and of fere** 
therly affsetlea, are developed ia the child, the develop* 
seat ef these iaaer feeliage guide# the ehild towards the 
love of ded. the mother or teacher should real lire the 
physical causes of the- germination ef these feel Inf# m  the 
ehild and do everythin#' to ferine about a method of etimole* 
tiny thee# qualities in order that the world might attract 
the growing ehild only in eonnestlon with these qualities, 
therefore, lestelessl, following Roneseem, attested that 
the first instruction of the ehild after the cultivation 
of sensee should fee the development of the affection# and 
the mother 1# the only on# who ha# the natural ability of
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cultivating them. Pestaiozsi believed that human educa­
tion goes fro® the exercise of senses to the exercise of 
Judgment, therefore, before reaeon le developed the heart 
should be developed and this development should be on the 
basis of natural lavs.
Consequently through the objective method, Pestaloxsl 
would bring up a self-suffieient Individual In relation to 
the physical world and through the natural instructions of 
the mother, he would develop an individual who was moral 
in hie relation to others.
XX. THE O O S m m i O K S  OF RERBABT TO 
EDUCATIONAL MU'HODS
Johaa Friedrich Herbert* (1776-1S41) began to work 
out his own system of thought while in the University of 
Jem. As Festaloesl and Bouseeau were Influenced by the 
British Imp!riels®, Herbert was nourished from the source 
of the great German philosopher, Immanuel &ant. Herbert 
endeavored to clear away all the one-sided, dogmatic views
•Herbert was reared by a rare and remarkable women, 
He became a student of Fichte under whom he produced In­
cisive critiques upon the philosophy of Idealism. He 
worked as a private tutor and thus obtained real experience 
In pedagogy. While m  Switzerland, he met Peetaloszi and 
was attracted to him. He taught at the University of 
KCnlgbery as the successor of the Illustrious Immanuel 
Sant. There he developed hie educational theory. In Got­
tingen he published his Outlines ©£ Pedagogical. Lectures 
a„4 hi. OttQAMRat fttnfwa ?»S% K y . He di«ain ifa. y.ar 
XSbl at the heightaf his reputation.
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of preceding educators as Kant bad endeavored to do ia 
philosophy.
Herberts philosophic lot in ihren heuptsugcn 
aw* ciner grudllchen Revision von Kants System and 
desson voraussetzungen her vorgagangen. for 
alls® 1st es der Kritlsehe Octet, &«r sioh von 
Xant auf Hexfeart vererbt hat* Kr pruft awch die 
psyehologiechen vorauesetsungen Xante* die Letast- 
erer ale gegebene Wahxheiten annahm, 1st Fichte 
von Xant ausgchend in cine® sublektiven idealismus 
gelan&et, so endet Herbert, dor ©larch, dies m  
ideal!©mas hlndurohgeht and ihn ale an haltbar 
nachzuwelsen suoht, ia vemonftiger Realiemus.3
In opposition to empirical psychology, Herbert weed 
hie analytical psychology as a basis for a scientific educa­
tion. the new departure that Herbert made from his pre­
decessors was in the field of psychology. He dispersed the 
ghost of faculty psychology which had been attributed to 
the soul, with Herbert, it was an error to look upon the 
soul as an aggregate of all sorts of faculties. However, 
he did not give an answer to what the soul is in its 
essence, but he considered it as a simple essence without 
any kind of multiplicity. In this way he departed from 
Locke and followed Kant philosophically and considered the 
soul aa a mathematical point or as Kant called it, 9Ding 
an-sloh.9 Herbert believed that the soul has one original
chjin
lostoc
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power —  reaction to extemal stimuli. By this power 
ideas constitute the primary part of the soul. Ideas or 
mind fttorn# are the element of understanding, reeling and 
relition are the outcome of the relatione ©f ideas. Feel­
ing and relition are called secondary states which result 
from the counter reactions of ideas, therefore* feeling 
and edition hare their source in the mind and are change- 
able conditions.
On this basis* Herbert agreed with d s  predeces­
sors that the main purpose of education is the formation 
of character* but he stressed that instruction would be 
the chief means for attaining character building. Char­
acter building is related to rolitlon. Volition, as pre- 
slonely stated* would result from the relation of ideas. 
Therefore, as a conclusion* according to Herbert, the 
ultimate aim of education is tending to the enrichment of 
ideas and systematlsatlon of Ideas,
However, ideas constitute the primary part of the 
soul through its only original power, that Is, reaction to 
the external stimuli. As soon as the ideas came to exist­
ence in mind, they would be in series and would work under 
a mechanical law In which the soul has no power.
As said before, ideas would be in series similar to 
a chain. The main job of instruction is to systematise 
these ideas and through the clear ones bring the new ones 
into evidence. Through past experience the pupil should
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be guided to itrlve for mastery or the set experience.
In the light of the known idee#, unknown Idea# would be­
come known t© the pupil* This is the main psychological 
contribution of Herbert end is known es apperception* 
Herbert believed that there were two sources ©f 
ideas* the first source would be the experience of the 
objective world, and the second one would be human Inter* 
eourse. From the empirical, the speeulctive and the aea~ 
thetleal interests, and from the latter the sympathetic, 
social and the religious interests would be developed.
According to Herbert, the main task of a good 
teacher would be the development of these six Interests* 
through the development of these many*sided 
Interest, harmoniously accomplished, the child, possessing 
a coherent circle of thought, should be educated* In order 
to modify the ehild from the stage of personality, known 
as egotism, to the higher stage of personality, known as 
altruism, the teacher should take the apperceptive ability 
of the child as a guide post and move in all these six 
directions. While directing the pupil*s interest® toward 
that Interest whloh is the end of education, the teacher, 
in his teaching, always should follow the gradual progress 
©f interest through motivation. Therefore, in transferring 
the best element of the culture, the teacher should not 
only know the apperceptive ability of the child, which 
helps to arouse interest, bit also needs to motivate
constantly, The beet And the easiest way of Motivating 
would be grafting the new Interest® upon the already 
existed ones, without arousing interest teaching would 
be worthless end even injurious to pupils.
Herbert also believed in the principle of self* 
eetitlvy end wee of the opinion that constant self-activity 
is based upon interests. Sometimes he would overestimate 
his point regarding the principle of self-activity and 
would sake it identical with interests. As there would be 
many-sided interests, without doubt, learning involved 
many-sided activities and the teacher would be responsible 
to provide many-sided activities selected on the basis of 
the priaeiple of apperception. With Herbert, Interests 
were net only the source of self-activities, but also the 
foundation of another souree of learning —  that is, 
attention. Attention primarily, depends upon the strength 
of the sense impression. As a result, there is also a 
primary need of cultivating the senses and helping the 
child to reoeive the right sense-Impression through self- 
activity. The cultivation of senses, the provision of the 
systematized objects, and the primary rise of interest 
would help in the receiving of right ideas and the system­
atization of these ideas according to the principle of 
apprecoption.
Systematization of the ?>upll * e idea# and the en­
r i c h m e n t  of the student1® right way of thinking are
u s
primarily based upon their methodical treatment fey the 
teaeher. Th® need of a methodical treatment guided 
Herbert to the organisation of the steps of teaching,
Herbert, in the process of instruction, distinguish­
ed three phases. The first one is called purely represen­
tative; the second, analytic:; and the third, synthetic* 
Representative method aims to extend the pupil*a 
range of actual experience. Following the basic contribu­
tion of his predecessors, Restart perceived a need of 
sequence in concrete materials. Following the Idea of 
sequent ion of the facts, the teacher would'make the pupil 
realise that from events and objects they receive a 
systematic fora of series of ideas of things. This Is ac­
complished through the power of his sot*!* The series of 
ideas of things first must be clear. The only way to make 
them clear Is through the cultivation of the senses and the 
reception of the right sense-impressions under the right 
conditions. This step, according to Herbert, is called 
presentation.
The pupil gathers a series of ideas from his con- 
taot with the physical world. The teacher should organise 
these ideas according to the principle of apperception, 
which facilitates learning and associates ideas with other 
ideas. This way, the old ideas, belonging to previous 
experience, would help in the manner in which the pupil 
receives the problem, in other words, Herbert believed
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***** presentation would to© followed toy © reproducing of 
the poet exp©rl©nee through an analytic approach, this 
le now eoneldered th© main ©top among th© atop© of teach­
ing, and Herbert smphaissed It* th© art of teaching is 
essentially tossed upon knitting th© new ideas to the old 
ones through this step whioh is comparison.
After associating th© series of old ideas with those 
of new ones, Hertoart believed that the main facto of a 
given whole, their usage, relatione and attributes should 
toe pointed out. through the function of synthesis, the 
pupil develops his reasoning, his power of Judgment, and 
hie mental structure and gains a generalisation of all 
the series of ideas.
Consequently, the pupil must make the new Ideas 
into a living knowledge toy practical application —  probably 
through assignments toy the teacher and the exercise of the 
learner.*
Concerning the broad problem of method, Hertoart 
believed that discipline should complete the work of
*T, Ziller (1817-1832) developed the pedagogy of 
Hertoart and applied it to the practice of teaching. Al­
though v. stoy contributed to the progress of Herbert*s 
theory of pedagogy, it was Ziller who added th© step of 
preparation to the formal steps of teaching; introduced 
unity and harmony into education toy the doctrines of culture 
stage and concentration center. This doctrine of the concen­
tration center could be taken as th© starting point and the 
foundation of the unit approach to the teaching-learning 
process*
Uf
instruction through the habituation of the volition of 
the pupil In th# direction of virtue*
III. GGRTRIBl'fTIOH OF FSOCBKL* TO
educational methods
While Comeniue, however an originator, was influeno*
•4 by Francis Baoon, Rousseau by the Leake** contribution, 
Festalossl by Rousseau*e Emile. Herbert, philosophically 
by East, and pedagogleally by Festalossl, I'roebel was a 
ocabined product of the philosophy of Cotaenius, educational 
practice* of Festalossl, the myetleal contemplation of hi* 
own life and the development of science of hie time.
Philosophie&lly, Froebel accepted the principle of identity; 
a system of philosophy in whioh both subjective and objective 
worlds are identified in one principle. According to this 
philosophy, in all organic and Inorganic things there 
reigns an eternal law. The metaphysical reality and the 
human ideal, according to this doctrine, become m  eternal 
unity. This eternal unity is God and all controlling law 
is necessarily based on this eternal unity, God Is the sol#
•Froebel (1782-13^2) was born into a pious and 
religious family. He lost his mother some four months 
after birth. He grew up under unceasing self•contempla­
tion, self-analysis and self-education. Later, he built 
ap a life of nature in which he developed hie mystical 
philosophy. Froebel founded the kindergarten and contri­
buted both to educational theories and practice.
U B
source of all things. Therefore, man possesses th© 
divine essence. this divine essence in m n  makes him a 
manifestation of the divine spirit in a human form, Thus, 
eeoh individual child was eonsidered and treated* by Free* 
bel, as a manifestation of the divine spirit, fhie Divi­
nity in the nature of the child brought about the principle 
of aeeeptanee of the ehild as a potential youth, the 
destiny of a ehild, therefore, would be unity with Ood*
Baity with Ood involves making pesos with nature and in 
one1© own self through el earns as. this olearneee would be 
the result of bringing out* lifting into senselousness and 
unfolding that divine essence of man, this is the task of 
education and Its outcome would make man raise himself into 
free, eonsolous obedience of his divine being, and* there* 
fore* would beeoae the free representation of the divine 
prlnolple in hie life.
The child* because of the endowment of that inner 
essence, possesses powers which are derived from that 
inner essence. He has a germ of evolution. Through the 
development of that germ* the child should be guided to 
his divine destiny. The child is considered as a sueees* 
slve and progressive individual who should pass through 
the stage© of culture as a member of the family and humanity. 
The same inner essence of the child brings about his in­
fancy as the externalisation of the child’s internal world 
and his boyhood as the internalisation of the external
1 #
world,
The external!sation of the internal world began 
with the fact that th# eyes of consciousness h&ve not yet 
opened for the ehild. Hie senses and limb® are th® avenues 
by whloh he tries to express himself and to determine his 
nature and its relation to external objects. Due to 
nature and his inner powers, the child is really concerned 
about hie organs and the use of the members of his body*
The ehild begins with playing with his physical organs.
He puts his fingers into his mouth, he plays with his 
lips, he uses hi# hands* he expresses himself through his 
eyes and face, and play# with hie feet as well as uses 
his tongue.
In opposition to Rousseau* who developed the stages 
in the child*s life somewhat like a succession of changes 
and who believed in a passive education for the first 
stage of life, Freebel looked upon the Infancy of each 
ehild as a gradual unfolding of th® organism and believed 
that during infancy the main task of instruction should 
start. The teacher should take advantage of the expressive 
members of the ohlld*s body and offer him various objects 
to secure occupation for the senses and mind. The child 
in accord with his nature would like to be active all th# 
time. Out of this natural ability* froebel derived his 
principle of self~aetiwity. On this ground* he instructed
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# ro « b ® l a g re e d  that as aoon as th® activity of th® 
ta n a *®  a©A th® liia b e  is  d«v«i©p®43 to such a dagr®* that th#
mchild it enabled to begin self-activity, the stag© of 
childhood begins. the development of speech is taken oft 
another stark; of the beginning of childhood* Speech 1# 
considered by Froebel as the means of the immediate txpre®- 
ftton of thft child. With Froebel, mental education would 
begin with speech. In order that the child express himself 
thoroughly and correctly, it would he the responsibility 
of the teacher to let the child obeerve the external objects 
accurately and rightly, clearly and precisely, the child 
should be guided to apply to things their nance. With the 
development of speech the child begins to internalise the 
external words. The teacher would guide him In identifica­
tion of the words and objects by association,
Froebel is remembered for having found the relation­
ship existing between nature and play to education. Play 
was another means of expression. Play, according to Free- 
bel, also was the ©©meretone of kindergarten. The play 
of children often had very deep meaning and was taken as 
the first creative utterance of man. Play should be regu­
lated and lead gradually to work. In hie “Gifts and Oc­
cupations, ** Froebel showed how both may be combined and
♦Froebel in his v & A m m i K  M  advocated
a series of six gifts consisting of the spheres, and cubes, 
cylinder*, ball, cradle song, the equally divided of the 
cube and movement play; and occupations applied to these 
gifts. According to Froebel gifts and occupationft are con­
nected together in educational use. They are the most 
original material* of the kindergarten.
as a result how the ohild could secure enjoyments through
the same effort, flaying involved playthings auch as balls,
cubes, and cylinders. these objects are the symbols of
ultimate unity.
tile gifts were oho sen with great oars and 
wisdom t® suit the unfolding sense muteness of 
the ehild, to fill it with new conceptions suit* 
able to its advancement, and to aid it in its 
artistic, mathematical, and simple constructive 
development, the occupations give productive 
employment to the child, and develops Its in* 
veative power, its artistic ability, and its 
constructive power* in shorts, they provide means 
of express ion for the child*® original concep­
tions, and reveal, its inner powers to Itself 
and its teachers,*
These objects also give the true knowledge and the bare
facts to the ehild. Self knowledge through playing and
playthings would be developed in the child. By means of
play and giving incentive, as well as materials freely to
the ehild, he would develop through exercise according to
the whole of his powers and talents In a manner suited to
his stage of life and culture*
Thus, play and speech would eonstitute the elements
of the child's education. He animates the whole world,
organic and inorganic, with the child's newly awakened
soul, fu l l  of self expressing activity, the child thus
imparts to each thing feeling and speech. Be could pour
Barnes L. hughes, froebel »,g, Ife C & M . P M I  I f f ,  f a n  
teachers (Hew forks 0." Appleton and Co,, 19Q$T), p.
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out hi# timer being on everything, pebbles, ohlps of wood, 
and even a plant. The mother and teacher ought to take 
advantage of the ehild1# interest and self activity and 
guide him towards his destiny,
Froebel considered drawing as another means of 
self-expression. The ability to draw is taken, by him, as 
an innate ability. When given the materials for drawing, 
for instance a piece of chalk, the ehild begins his acti­
vities. The outcome of his self-activity would be the 
child*# self-expression which will stand before him and 
the teacher. Through the use of measurement, drawing has 
opened a new world in a new direction to the child. Thus, 
the child comprehends the new world better through his 
eyes. Through drawing and his self-expression, the child 
internalized the external world. He would comprehend the 
eoneept of fores and the representing of the form# inde­
pendently, The fixing of such forms thus strengthens the 
arms and hands while he increases his knowledge and makes 
progress,
Mathematics was looked upon, by Froebel, as the 
expression of life and life should be studied with Its 
help. Therefore, the conception of numbers should be 
taught through the familiarity with objects rather than 
through an abstract form. The method of discovery should 
be used and drawing should be taken as th® guide post for
Ifk
the discovery ©f numbers. The eultivstlon ©f knowledge 
through the method# of self-aotivlty, stlf-expresalon, 
self-development, self-determination, and self-oonetruc- 
tiveness as well &e the uee of play, would b© bused on 
the principle of acceptance by the child, the principle 
of evolution, and the principle of inner-divine, These 
activities help In the formation of the will of the child.
To quicken the will, to make it pur®, strong and 
enduring, froebel pointed out that the starting point® ©f 
all activities for the child should be energetic and the 
objects should be clear and worthy —  worthy to th# es­
sential nature of the ehild and hie tendencies to develop 
it. The center of the development of th# will of the 
ehild is found In the heart. Instruction should be from 
the will but it oust touch a good, pure heart. The heart 
would become pure through the complete enjoyment of play 
and participation in the domestic life.
In opposition to Rousseau, who looked upon the 
first period of life as the physical stage where education 
should be entirely through nature and of a negative type, 
froebel saw plenty of opportunity for th® child to co­
operate with nature* Froebel corrected the emphasis which 
Houseeau put on wild nature and advocated that children 
become Ood-lik© only through participation in domestic 
affairs, in industry, and in working and doing.
m
Consequently, Froebel, eoneiaered th© child 110 a 
member of th# human race. thus th# ehild should he 
viewed and treated In hie obvious and living relatione 
to the present, past and future. Opposing Reucscau, wh© 
e&criflood the present for the sake of the future, Froebel 
made it ole&r that the perfect fulfillment of the present 
guarantees the future. Sin©# the child possesses the 
evolutionary germ within him, and sine# the aim of the 
child Is infinite and eternal, the child would ascend 
through the various stage of culture, this evolution 
should not take place through the limitative method but 
through the eonstruetlve method, by not telling but by 
discovering, not prescriptive but protective, not by 
interference but by guidance, not adult activity but child 
activity, not through putting in but bringing out, and 
should not be Impressive but should be expressive, The 
device to encourage this evolution, which takes its root 
from infancy and develops through manhood, would be play. 
Play releases the child•s inner powers which demand free* 
do®. Freedom should not be bestowed but must be achieved 
by self-activity. Objects should be handed to th® child 
but their mystic relation to the unity of God should be 
galled.
It should be noted that th© contribution of these 
great educators In the light of Darwinism and the progress
17*
of psychology became a transition period for *001*1 
experimentation In the field of education. On the bases 
of these contributions, the Belton plan* Dewey*» Ideas* 
and Morisson** unit teaching were developed.
® m n m  u
c o m t m t m
An analytical study ©f th® oontrlbutlons whieh ware 
wade by the various members of the human race, through the 
history of the progress of man in general and th# history 
of education specifically, indicate# three major period#! 
(1) the period whieh eoneidered learner# a# miniature 
adults, (2) the age whieh recognised the difference between 
ehlldhood and manhood or the time of Rousseau, and (3) the 
time of individual difference# or the age of Thorndike,
Suoh a division is not based upon duration at all. 
there is no aeeepted dividing line for the end of the 
first period and the starting of the second period, these 
divisions are essentially based upon the development of 
method throughout history. Xn an historical epoch there 
nay exist all three hinds. The writer often feels that 
during his studies he has been trained on th© basis of the 
principles of all these periods, this important fact has 
been due to the lack of enough well-trained teachers as 
well as to th# level of conscience of community, home, 
school, and political organisation.
As the distinct point between the first period and 
the second centers around Rousseau *« Emile and Individual
mdifferences were introduced fey Thorndike, the writer 
accepted Rousseau's contribution as theoretically the 
end ©f the first period and the contribution made fey 
Thorndike ae the beginning ©f the third period,
Th© firet period in whieh the ehild is considered 
o© a miniature adult Is characterised fey religions bias, 
an essentialistie system of philosophy, authoritarian type® 
©f government, a limited knowledge of biology, and a week 
understanding of psychology. Philosophy of this period 
supported itself with religions doctrine and, therefore, 
gave a dual speculation to the nature of man. It was felt 
that aan*s mind was from a great reservoir of primodlal 
mind and & true world of unchanging reality. His holy was 
thought to fee a handicap to his mind and his senses were 
susceptible to error, from this it followed that proper 
education concerned mental development. On the basis of 
faculty psychology or lack of psychology, the memory should 
fee developed fey repetition, and subject matter should fee 
learned under any circumstance, regardless of its prac­
tical use. Knowledge was the end of education and its 
articulation to life was poor. The teaching methods em­
ployed in this period were th® outcome of the philosophy 
b a c k i n g  up the aim of th# education in the period. With­
out doubt that philosophy was the outcome of th© state of 
Ilf® of the community and the social-consciousness of the 
group. The main methods contributed fey the exponents of
m
this educational philosophy werej direct and indirect 
imitation, trial and array, personal experience, c©llectlve 
experience, play, precept, regulation, command, duty, fear, 
participation, and observation in primitive societies. 
Discrimination, religious indoctrination, memorisation, 
verbal-teaching, recitation, drill, oral dictation, exposi­
tion disputation, aetual partleipatlon, bookish methods, 
training of reason, syllogistic reasoning, lecturing, copy­
ing, reproducing, conferences, meditation, reasoning, self* 
Inspeetion, concentration, devotion, psyehic-eontrol* 
public contests, reflection, oratory, and the method of 
analysis were added during the agricultural, non-scientific 
stage. These methods eertainly were not systematic enough. 
Learning was a task for the child and teaching methods were 
meet narrow and, were merely the outcome of personal opinion. 
The second period in the development of methods of 
teaching started with the recognition of the significance 
ef the rights of children, with the writing of Housseau#s 
Salle. Rousseau was neither a psychologist nor a practicing 
educator, but his Kails is so effectively written that Its 
reading still acquaints teachers with the importance of 
childhood. Emile gave to education a concept —  that & 
period of childhood exists and that it should be studied 
as childhood, not as a development toward manhood. This 
is such a magnificent contribution that the writer has 
taken him as the beginning of a distinct period. However,
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before the birth of Rousseau, onelent educator® had ac­
cepted this concept and great teachers of previous ages 
taught the child from this point of view.
The period Rousseau initiated was characterized 
philosophically by empiricism and rationalism, psychologi­
cally by assoclatlonlsm, politically by contrast between 
nations and government, scientifically by Improvement of 
biology and other sciences, and educationally by a great 
desire for universal training. The ways of acquiring 
knowledge were systematized and authorised by the philo­
sophers. The nature of the child was studied more care­
fully than in the first period. The importance of nature 
and the laws of nature were investigated by both educators 
and scientists. Still there existed a lack of knowledge 
concerning transferring knowledge. In other words, there 
was not a sound psychological basis for learning.
In time these factors gave way to some far advanced 
methods of teaching and learning. The outstanding ones were: 
the method of discovery, the method of induction, objective 
method, activity method, emulation and rivalry method, 
method of conversation, dials©tic-method, method of indi­
vidualisation, practice, motivation through interest, self- 
expression, self-activity, pleasurable and attractive methods 
of learning, recognition of natural laws underlying teach­
ing* sense-training, and th© natural method based upon the 
principle of simple to complex and concrete to abstract.
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la this period love motivated th# ehild* fear and punish- 
m#nt diminished. External effort gave ita place t© 
Internal effort aroused by "Interest.* Discipline became 
mild. It mas based upon reason, or natural punishment# 
the progress vttieh was made in this period in the 
methodology of education was important, this period con­
tributed the principal lavs ©f thinking, the principal 
laws of leaming-teaehlng and made the child the center of 
educational investigations,
the third period began with the discovery of indi­
vidual differences, started by Galton* (1822-1911) and 
emphasised and brought to the point of understanding by 
Thorndike (187^-19^9). This period is characterised by 
eritieal realism and pragmatic philosophy, education as a 
selease, the effect of Darwinism on biological interpre­
tation, Gestalt psychology and the pragmatic theory of 
learning, psychoanalysis as well as measurement and evalua­
tion, and by atatlstleal-methode and professional teachers# 
The outcome of the progress in the fields of educa­
tional biology, psychology,and philosophy contributed the
•Sir Francis Galton was born in 1322, Me was inter­
ested In biology until he achieved fame as a geneticist. Me 
studied particularly the effects of heredity and environment 
upon the development of mental abilities. This study led him 
to experimental psychology and as a result contributed to the 
field of measurement. Hie contribution is known a® "Galton 
Whistle*" he also suggested devices to be need for testing 
the senses.
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following progressive methods of teaching. method on 
the heels of apperception, method of example, systematic 
observation end experimentatIon, adaptation of teaching 
to individual differences, learning by doing, the labora­
tory method, child-centered procedures, techniques oonoern- 
ed with growth and nature of the ehild, the five formal 
steps developed by the Herbert lane, teaching according to 
prlnolple of activity and the prlnolple of sociallentIon, 
teaching on the basis of quantitative measurement and 
statistical manipulation, problem solving methods, guidance 
methods Instead of domination methods, txnli-tea@Mng and 
learning (teaching the child as a whole— that is, accepting 
the theory that the child being an organism learns physical­
ly, emotionally, socially, and mentally), project-method 
of teaching, pupil planning (stimulated by teacher, 
initiated, organised, and evaluated by pupil), teaching on 
the basis of stlmulus-response bond known as S-R, which is 
derived from the neural basis of thinking, and consequently, 
scientifically determined teaching methods. Although the 
continuity of thought could be comprehended during the 
history of the progress of methods, the lack of able teachers 
and proper facilities caused the practical development of 
educational methods to be irregular, on the same basis, 
it should be noted that the method of Socrates and that of 
Christ would be correlative outcomes of the third periodj
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the Method of Confucius, lacerates and that of Quinti­
lian would be correlative to the second period; and some 
©f th* present•teaching, to the first period*
An over-all loofc at these methods reveal® them as 
partially true and ©ccaeionally useful in certain teaching- 
learning situations, Certainly, the method of discovery 
is far superior to that of imitation, but willingly or 
unwillingly, so long as the ehild naturally possesses a 
prolonged childhood and as long as he is associated with 
adults, he quite naturally imitates adult behavior* the 
signifieanee of imitation to the teacher of the twentieth 
century is perhaps not the same as it was to the primitive 
Instructors, but the child of the most progressive time 
and the child of the most primitive society would learn 
something through imitation, naturally, or perhaps in­
stinctively, the child loves to play. In early times th© 
child engaged in a longer-termed and more unsystematic 
hind of play. Today the child learns in a shorter time 
under a systematic, organised play* This is a rather 
simple Illustration of the fact that the progress of man 
in learning has been In terms of goinpr, from unplanned to 
planned, unsystematic to systematic, unconscious to con­
scious and from trial and error to the scientific method.'
It was mentioned previously that a method of educa­
tion is a pathway between an aim and a principle, which
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applies a series of ®ets in going along that pathway.
& principle of educational method would he based upon a 
system of philosophy* the aim of ©ducation ©entered 
around the ehild and this child-centered education would 
be based on psychological and biological principle® a® 
well as sociological ones. Th© series of acts which goes 
through the processes of method demand logical arrangement. 
Therefore, the step from unplanned teaching to planned, 
from unsystematic learning to systematic, and eonee%nently 
from the trlal-error way of thinking to the scientific 
method, has been due to the degree of the reality of the 
system ©f philosophy, development of psychology, progress 
in biology, and the invention of means*
For lnstanee, with the rise of philosophy in the 
seventeenth century, the principles ©f the mind's opera­
tion became known, the steps of thinking introduced, and 
as a result, the acre significant method® of learning cam© 
into the picture. With the development of psychology and 
biology in the following centuries, th© laws of learning 
and the laws of transferring knowledge were founded on a 
sound basis.
This continuous progress should be taken as a founda­
tion of the te&ehing-learning method and be developed on th© 
basis of individual differences.
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autobiography
Abdolreza Arasteh was born in Shiraz, Iran, 
September 10, 1926. He received his elementary education 
in Soltani High School from which he was graduated in June# 
19^3. he later attended Shiraz Normal School receiving 
from that institution a diploma in June, I9A5.
Having ranked among the first five students of the 
Normal school, he was permitted, in September, 19^5, to 
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